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Abstract
The Portfolio comprises a collection of essays and reports written during the three 
years of training on the Practitioner Doctorate Course in Psychotherapeutic and 
Counselling Psychology at the University of Surrey, It consists of three separate 
dossiers, pertaining to my academic study, therapeutic practice, and research, each 
containing a sample of my work, selected to reflect my interests and demonstrate the 
skills and competencies I have acquired during my training. In the Academic Dossier I 
present three essays, written in consecutive years, each examining a particular aspect 
of the model in which I was working at the time: the first explores the humanistic 
concept of ‘unconditional positive regard’; the second investigates the concept of 
‘containment’ from a psychodynamic perspective; and the third looks at the role of the 
therapeutic relationship in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, a third-wave 
cognitive behavioural therapy. The Therapeutic Practice Dossier highlights my 
clinical experience during the course, providing a brief description of my three clinical 
placements. In addition, it includes my Final Clinical Paper, which is a reflective 
account of my personal and professional development over the course of my training. 
Finally, the Research Dossier presents three pieces of research, each using a different 
methodology, exploring our experience of the natural environment. The first report is 
a literature review, examining the evidence for the claim that all human beings have 
an innate affiliation with nature; the second study adopts a grounded theory 
methodology and focuses specifically on the experiences of adolescents in natural 
environments; and the third employs an experimental approach to further investigate 
the restorative effects of natural environments amongst teenagers.
Introduction to the Portfolio
The Portfolio presents a selection of my work, undertaken as part of the Practitioner 
Doctorate Degree in Psychotherapeutic and Counselling Psychology at the University 
of Surrey. The work is organised into three dossiers: the ‘Academic Dossier’, the 
‘Therapeutic Practice Dossier’ and the ‘Research Dossier’, which reflect the different 
aspects of my training. The Portfolio as a whole, however, aims to hring together 
these distinct components of theory, practice and research, and illustrate the way in 
which each of these elements has influenced the other two: theoretical insight 
underpinning both my clinical work and my research, my clinical experience further 
informing my theoretical understanding and my research endeavour, and my research 
adding to my theoretical knowledge and influencing my practice. Furthermore, the 
Portfolio aims to demonstrate the way in which personal and professional experience, 
not only during my three years of training but throughout my life, has shaped my 
development as both a ‘scientific practitioner’ and a ‘reflective practitioner’, and 
continues to influence the way I understand and interpret theory and research and 
apply them to my clinical practice.
For me, one of the strengths of the training to become a counselling psychologist is its 
egalitarian attitude to therapy, with no one model favoured over another, and an open 
and flexible approach to both theory and research. With my own life experience 
encompassing multiple roles, both personally, as mother, daughter, wife, sister and 
friend, and professionally, as language teacher, business owner and charity worker, 
this epistemological pluralism fits well with my own philosophical stance, which 
holds that there are multiple ways of knowing and understanding the world. Whilst the 
separate dossiers then contain essays and papers featuring different theoretical models, 
diverse ways of working and different research methodologies, I hope that the 
portfolio as a whole demonstrates a consistency in my values and ethics, and provides 
the reader with an insight into my personal beliefs and principles, which link and 
underpin all my activity as a counselling psychologist.
My path to becoming a counselling psychologist
I grew up in a small market town in rural Lincolnshire, a county notorious for its flat, 
monotonous countryside and parochial, inward-looking people. Although my 
grandparents were farmers, my parents moved to town, opting for ‘town jobs’, and 
aspiring to provide their own children with a better standard of living than the one 
they had experienced. My childhood was happy: school was easy, I had good friends 
and I had loving parents, who allowed me a huge amount of freedom, and who were 
proud of me, particularly my academic achievements. I had little to distress me then, 
until at the age of seventeen, having passed Oxbridge entrance exams to the delight of 
my teachers and family, I ‘messed up’ my interview and was not offered a place. This 
was my first experience of failure, and the desperate feeling of not living up to the 
expectations of others and myself, is one that has stayed with me throughout my life, 
developing a hypercritical view of myself and a constant need to strive to do better in 
all that I undertake. These character traits have spurred me on to achieve success in a 
number of areas of my life: as a student, teacher, mother and principal of my own 
small school. However, over the years, I have learnt that this kind of ‘success’ has 
costs, and I have frequently experienced physical and mental exhaustion.
It is without doubt, however, this unrelenting desire to seek new challenges in my life, 
prove myself capable of acquiring new skills and of achieving new goals, which has 
led me to pursue a number of careers and adopt a variety of roles, all of which have 
provided me with a range of rich experiences on which I am now able to draw in my 
role as a counselling psychologist. I left university with a modem languages degree, 
and having taught English in a number of countries as a way of financing two years of 
‘seeing the world’, I returned to the UK with a love of teaching. I spent my early adult 
life teaching French and German in state comprehensive schools, a job I loved, but 
realised would not be compatible with family life. As I anticipated this next stage, I 
decided to set up a small language school, with a notion that being my own boss 
would allow the flexible working that having a family would require. However, as my 
school became more successful, I became increasingly aware of the impossibility of 
being the mother I wanted to he, at the same as mnning my own business, and I had to 
admit to what at the time seemed like another ‘big failure’: the closure of the school I
had worked so hard to establish. However, as I reflect on many of my life events, 
previously categorised as ‘successes’ or ‘failures’, I am now able to see them in less 
dichotomous terms, with an understanding that psychological insight and personal 
growth often arise more readily from life’s setbacks than they do from life’s triumphs.
Following the closure of my school, I was fortunate enough to spend ten happy years 
‘at home’ looking after my two daughters, and it was perhaps this experience more 
than any other which has been my richest source of learning to date. Whilst initially I 
threw myself into motherhood with the vigour and passion I adopted towards any new 
endeavour, arranging play dates, organising days out and planning birthday parties 
with exhausting enthusiasm and inordinate attention to detail, I soon began to revise 
my understanding of ‘success’ and ‘achievement’, as I experienced the unrivalled joy 
of simply ‘being’ with my family, around a dinner table, in a park, or tucked up in 
bed. From this time at home then, I learnt to let go of my unrelenting standards, and 
having previously considered a successful life in terms of achieving personal and 
professional goals, I began to be more reflective, aware of the compromises and 
sacrifices so many mothers were making to pursue their careers, and for the most part 
I was pleased at the choice I had made. However, this period was not without its 
personal struggles, as I wrestled with thoughts that I might be wasting my education, 
betraying the feminist movement, and disappointing my parents all over again. As an 
antidote to these rising douhts and insecurities, I turned further from the concrete 
world, and began to discover a spiritual dimension to my life, which previously had 
been absent, but which once encountered, enriched every aspect of my existence. 
Whilst working in Japan I had taken part in a number of tea ceremonies, and had been 
intrigued by these ancient meditative rituals, which appeared to inspire such calm and 
peace in their participants. Now, as I experienced anxiety and turmoil, I read books on 
meditation, eventually joining a meditation group, and there I was introduced to 
shamanism, and attended weekend shamanic retreats. Although no longer following 
shamanic practices, I have continued to embrace this spiritual dimension, often 
meditating and more recently incorporating mindfulness practices into my life.
As my daughters began to need my physical presence less, I wanted a new challenge, 
hut one which would allow me to continue to prioritise family life. I had long been
interested in Psychology, and so without too much consideration of what it might lead 
to, I embarked on a part-time Psychology conversion degree. In my final term, an 
inspirational lecturer delivered a fascinating module on mental health, and at the same 
time introduced me to Richard Bentall’s ‘Madness Explained’ (2003): his 
conceptualisation of ‘madness’ as simply an expression of human suffering, and a part 
of what it is to be human, immediately resonated with me, and my path towards 
becoming a counselling psychologist was set.
The Dossiers
Throughout the three years I have noticed the extent to which my life experiences, 
both personal and professional, have influenced the choices I have made during my 
training, and shaped the kind of therapist I have become. These influences are 
apparent in all three dossiers, in the aspects of theory I have chosen to consider in the 
Academic Dossier, in my selection of placements and the development of my clinical 
skills in the Therapeutic Dossier, and in my choice of research topic and 
methodologies in my Research Dossier.
The Academic Dossier
The Academic Dossier includes three theoretical essays, each written in consecutive 
years of the course, and each examining an issue relevant to the model in which I was 
working. My first essay was written in the middle of my first year, when my training 
and clinical work were predominantly person-centred. It reviews an article on 
‘unconditional positive regard’ (UPR), and reflects my own interest in what I believe 
is fundamental to any therapeutic encounter, developed perhaps both from my 
previous experience as a teacher and from my work with marginalised groups such as 
the homeless and young offenders. I was particularly intrigued hy this concept after 
hearing my fellow trainees speak ahout groups of people to whom they felt they 
would be unable to offer UPR, and as I critiqued the article and had further 
discussions with my colleagues, I became aware of the some of the complexity and 
controversy surrounding what for me remains an essential therapeutic stance.
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My second essay was written in my second year during my psychodynamic placement 
with children, and focuses on the theme of ‘containment’. In contrast to my previous 
essay, which chose to explore a concept I readily embraced, this one considered an 
aspect of therapy with which I had struggled, but which I had come to appreciate, as I 
saw its value in my work with anxious and traumatised children. Throughout my 
clinical work I have reflected on my difficulty in providing a containing steadfast 
relationship, without reassuring my clients or colluding with them. At the same time, 
in my personal therapy, supervision, and personal and professional development 
sessions, I have also become aware of my own need for containment, with perhaps my 
own unboundaried childhood leaving me constantly pushing to find limits.
My final essay was written during my third year, whilst working in a setting that 
provided cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) to its clients. After two years of clinical 
practice had confirmed my own instinctive understanding of the centrality of the 
therapeutic relationship, I was sceptical about a model that appeared to privilege skills 
and strategies over the relationship. I chose therefore to examine a third-wave CBT 
approach. Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, which was being successfully 
received by a group I was co-facilitating, and to investigate the role of the therapeutic 
relationship within this new skills-based model.
The Therapeutic Practice Dossier
The Therapeutic Practice Dossier includes hrief summaries of my three one-year 
placements. Each summary includes information about the setting, the therapeutic 
model in which I worked, and the range of clients and presentations I encountered, as 
well as an account of further observational and professional activities undertaken over 
the three years. I chose to work in three very different settings (primary care, 
secondary care and a charity), with clients of different ages (children, adolescents and 
adults), and presenting with a wide variety of symptoms and psychological problems, 
in order to gain as broad an experience as possible as a trainee. The dossier also 
includes my Final Clinical Paper, which charts my personal and professional 
development throughout the three years of training, reflecting on my engagement with 
different therapeutic models, and highlighting the way in which client experiences 
further informed my theoretical understanding and clinical practice.
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The Research Dossier
The final section in the Portfolio is the Research Dossier, which presents a literature 
review and two research studies, the first employing a qualitative grounded theory 
methodology, and the second a quantitative experimental design. Once again my 
decision, this time about the focus of my research, was hugely influenced by my 
previous life experience. Growing up in the remote county of Lincolnshire, ‘the 
vegetable garden of England’, I was aware of how relaxed I felt in nature and how 
uneasy I felt in big cities, and as an adult living and working in London, I took every 
opportunity to seek respite in the countryside at weekends. When I suffered fi-om 
stress and anxiety in my early years of teaching, walks along the river bank calmed 
me, and when my young children were agitated and bad-tempered, a trip to the park 
seemed to return them to their delightful former selves. I had long been cognizant then 
of the psychological benefits of natural environments, and was excited to adopt this 
topic as my three-year research project. However, as I entered the research process 
with a strong conviction that human beings have an innate connection with natural 
environments, my supervisor wisely urged me to adopt a highly critical view of the 
evidence in my initial literature review, and remain open as to the future direction of 
my own empirical studies. By allowing my first research project to emerge from this 
initial review, and then my second project to address the particular findings that had 
arisen from this first study, I hope that my three separate pieces of research have a 
coherence to them, which have added something of value to our knowledge and 
understanding of the relationship between humans and the natural world.
My research endeavour has not been an isolated pursuit, but in fact very much part of 
my thinking and therapeutic work throughout my three years. In my first placement, in 
a deprived area of central London, I was very much aware of my clients’ lack of 
access to green spaces, and explored with them the impact that their environment 
might be having on their psychological well-being. In my second year, working 
psychodynamically with traumatised children, I longed to take my young clients 
outdoors and sit in the private little garden that hacked on to the therapy room; I 
questioned the sense of a model that framed my desire to conduct our play therapy 
outside as a “dangerous disregard for boundaries”, and frequently debated the issue
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with my supervisor and colleague. Finally, in my third year, working with young 
adults within a CBT model, I regularly included a consideration of my clients’ 
relationship with nature as part of their formulation, and often recommended greater 
engagement with natural environments as a therapeutic behavioural strategy. 
Moreover, with the support of an open and flexible supervisor, I was able to 
experiment with conducting therapy sessions in a local park, an experience I found 
surprisingly challenging, but ultimately rewarding.
Reference
Bentail, R. (2003). Madness explained. London; Penguin Books.
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Academic Dossier
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Introduction to the Academic Dossier
The Academic Dossier contains three theoretical essays, written in the three 
consecutive years of my training. Whilst each one addresses an aspect of therapy, 
particularly pertinent to the theoretical model in which I was working at the time of 
writing, they discuss three issues that I consider of fundamental importance across all 
theoretical approaches, namely, ‘unconditional positive regard’, ‘containment’ and 
‘the therapeutic relationship’.
The first essay was written during the first year of my training, whilst studying 
Rogers’ person-centred model (1951) and adopting a broadly humanistic approach in 
my work with clients. The essay is entitled, ‘A critical review of Paul Wilkins’ 
Article, Unconditional positive regard reconsidered (2000) and offers an appraisal 
of Wilkins’ article, whilst at the same time presenting my own reflections on this 
important Rogerian concept. As I uncovered some of the complexity and controversy 
around what had previously appeared to me to he Roger’s most straight-forward ‘core 
condition’, I became even more convinced of its ‘necessity’ in a successful therapeutic 
encounter.
The second essay is entitled, ‘The importance of containment in working 
psychodynamically with children with anxiety’. It was written during my second year 
of training, whilst I was working in a specialist therapeutic service for children and 
adolescents who had been affected by domestic abuse. Working with such vulnerable 
children, I frequently experienced a strong urge to reassure and encourage, to let go of 
the analytic frame and to break therapeutic boundaries. However, I soon became 
aware of how my impulse to soothe and comfort was less ahout easing the distress of 
my young clients and more about my own inability to tolerate their pain. The concept 
of ‘containment’ then seemed a particularly important one for me to explore, as I 
sought to understand its importance in all therapeutic work, but particularly when 
working with children who had suffered trauma and continued to live with anxiety and 
uncertainty.
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The third essay is entitled, ‘Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) for 
psychosis and the significance of the therapeutic relationship’. It was written during 
my final year of training, whilst working in an Early Intervention for Psychosis 
service, which offered cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) to its clients. I was 
fortunate enough to co-facilitate a group delivering Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy (ACT), and was both intrigued and impressed by the number of different 
strategies and approaches this model offered to clients as alternative ways of 
alleviating their distressing symptoms. However, coming from a counselling 
psychology tradition, I was eager to explore the extent to which the therapeutic 
relationship might in fact be at the heart of the success of this third-wave CBT 
approach.
Whilst these three essays clearly represent concepts relevant to any therapeutic 
encounter, they have particular significance for me in my development as a therapist, 
and chart a growing confidence both in my theoretical understanding and in my ability 
to apply theory to my clinical work. I began my first year of training perhaps a little 
naively assuming that unconditional positive regard was the very simplest of all 
therapeutic qualities; I progressed to my second year understanding the theoretical 
concept of ‘containment’, although not always able to practise it; and then in my third 
year, I felt confident enough in my own identity as an integrative counselling 
psychologist who places the relationship at the heart of all therapy, to attempt to 
reconcile this philosophy with the directive, solution-focused approach adopted by 
ACT.
References
Rogers, C. (1951). Client-centered therapy: Its current practice, implications and 
theory. London: Constable.
Wilkins, P. (2000). Unconditional positive regard reconsidered. British Journal o f  
Guidance & Counselling, 28{V), 23-36.
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A critical review of Paul Wilkins’ article, 
‘Unconditional positive regard reconsidered’ (2000).
When my daughter was three years old she bit, quite badly, another child, who was 
playing on the climbing frame with her. I don’t remember the circumstances and what 
made her take this chunk out of her playmate’s arm, but I do remember being 
completely appalled that my gorgeous little girl could behave in such a repulsive way. 
I was not interested in what might have motivated her, because nothing could justify 
such dreadful behaviour, but I did nevertheless hold her tightly and tell her how much 
I loved her, as she sobhed inconsolably at my harsh reprimand. Unconditional positive 
regard (UPR) then, is in no way an alien concept to me: the ability to distinguish an 
individual’s behaviour from their essential being seems to me not just desirable but 
crucial to successful therapy. However, assuming this to he more or less a prerequisite 
of any would-be therapist, I was somewhat surprised in one of our early sessions to 
hear my trainee colleagues revealing all the different “types” of people with whom 
they would not be able to work: paedophiles, racists, wife batterers, murderers, drug 
addicts, ...and child biters I wondered? What particularly struck me was the way in 
which everybody, our tutors included, seemed to think this intolerance perfectly 
natural, and I was left wondering who would or could help these, the most despised 
people in our society, if not those from our profession? Whilst I do accept that some 
behaviours may prove more challenging to a stance of UPR, I agree with Rogers that 
such an attitude is nevertheless critical in building a successful therapeutic 
relationship. This then, the fourth of Rogers’ six core conditions, is the one I consider 
to be the most essential, and at the same time most controversial. To me it is the most 
instinctive and effortless of the conditions, a way of being or an attitude, rather than a 
skill to be learnt or a capacity to be developed, and yet I find others do not see it quite 
so simply. The opportunity to explore this concept more fully, then, was one I was 
eager to embrace.
I was immediately drawn to this particular article by Paul Wilkins on account of its 
title, ‘Unconditional positive regard reconsidered’, which suggested that it was going 
to discuss UPR in a new light. Since I too wanted to re-examine what had originally
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seemed to me to be a straightforward concept, an article which promised to go beyond 
the conventional understanding of the term and perhaps uncover some of the 
complexity surrounding it, interested me greatly. For the most part, I was not 
disappointed by Paul Wilkins’ article. I found it easy to read and persuasive, and with 
an emphasis on the practical application of this core condition in therapy, which was 
both interesting and useful. He challenged my simplistic view that extending UPR to a 
client was merely a case of separating the behaviour from the person, and offered an 
alternative perspective, which I found compelling.
The article has a well-balanced structure, beginning with an attempt to understand 
exactly what UPR is, moving on to an exploration of how it works in therapy, and 
then ending with a discussion of its relative importance and its practical implications. 
His use of case studies not only effectively illustrates particular points, but also 
creates a more readable and accessible article, with real life stories providing evidence 
for his theoretical arguments. Throughout the article, there is also a reassuring 
acknowledgement that UPR is a difficult concept, both to understand and to 
demonstrate.
Wilkins offers two definitions of UPR, the first is Rogers’ own definition, which 
advocates the same acceptance of a client’s “negative” or “bad” feelings and 
behaviour as for his “positive” or “good” feelings and behaviour. It also highlights the 
caring aspect of UPR, which must be offered in a non-possessive way. The second 
definition defines what it means in practice for the person-centred counsellor who 
holds an attitude of UPR: “she deeply values the humanity of her client and is not 
deflected in that valuing by any particular client behaviours” (Meams & Thome, 
1988). Wilkins suggests that both these definitions are limited, and miss key elements 
of the concept, such as the idea of it being “absolute”, and relating to “respect” and 
unqualified esteem” for another being. Here already we encounter some of the 
contradictions, with Rogers himself claiming that the term “may be an unfortunate 
one, since it sounds like an absolute dispositional concept” (Rogers, 1957). For 
Rogers, then, it seems UPR represented less of an absolute concept and more of an 
ideal attitude, with Rogers making the more realistic claim that, “the effective 
therapist experiences UPR for the client during many moments of his contact with 
him”, at the same time allowing for occasional “conditional positive regard” and “at
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times a negative regard” (Rogers, 1957). Wilkins’ suggestion of the term involving 
some kind of “respect” for the client has also been criticised, with Meams and Thome 
(1988) considering the term too cool and detached, whilst Sanders, Frankland & 
Wilkins (2009) wam of the different cultural implications of the word.
I particularly appreciated Wilkins’ acknowledgement of a spiritual quality to UPR. He 
likens it to the religious concept of “agape”, a selfless love, which involves notions of 
forgiveness and compassion. This idea of UPR encompassing some quality greater 
than ourselves resonated hugely with me, as I remembered being a young student 
lovingly serving soup to the ungrateful, blaspheming dmnks on the midnight soup mn. 
As a new Cmse volunteer too, I remember being overwhelmed by a deep empathie 
understanding, experiencing something which seemed heyond my conscious 
understanding, as I listened to a young heroine addict, who was incapable of looking 
after her children properly.
Wilkins attempts to understand the term more fully by looking at what it would mean 
to reverse each of its elements. At first this seemed to add more confusion than clarity 
to my understanding, but on a closer reading, there appeared to be some benefit to the 
exercise. In considering the consequences of conditional positive regard, for example, 
whilst it seems clear to me that offering acceptance or warmth only when certain 
conditions or expectations are fulfilled, will not be helpful to clients, what is much 
less obvious to me, and therefore useful to consider, is how valuing positive aspects of 
a client, or approving of one kind of behaviour over another, is also conditional, and 
can therefore have damaging consequences. Whilst I fully understand the theory that 
suggests positive acknowledgement of an achievement or behaviour might inhibit an 
individual’s growth towards becoming a more autonomous being, as a teacher and 
mother, who has experienced the power of positive reinforcement on so many 
occasions, this is a concept I struggle with. I identify far more with Gillon’s definition 
(2007) of UPR as a “more active, openly warm, valuing process”.
I also found a consideration of “unconditional negative regard” to he useful. Although 
it seems obvious on the one hand, that, in its worst form, this concept represents 
prejudices that are unlikely to be a part of most counselling psychologists’ attitudes, it 
does highlight the much more likely scenario of ""passive'"' unconditional negative
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regard. Wilkins explains this as a state in which the counsellor may consider himself 
to be acting in a warm and caring way, but in fact may be unconsciously ignoring one 
or more aspects of the entire person. This is again a useful reminder of how important 
it is to consider the whole person. Wilkins’ final construct, “unconditional positive 
disregard' was less clear, and seemed a little improbable; however, by examining 
these three new concepts, it did become apparent to me that the absence of any of 
these elements could be harmful, since they all seem to represent the “withholding of 
unqualified love”, which will inevitably lead to the development of conditions of 
worth.
The main body of Wilkins’ article is devoted to a detailed and useful exploration of 
how UPR works, in other words what is going on when a counsellor extends UPR to a 
client, and how this brings about therapeutic change. Wilkins’ main argument seems 
to be that the UPR of the counsellor “promotes the self-acceptance of the client”, and 
it is this which allows change. He claims that implicit conditions of worth are 
developed hy the individual as psychological defences to minimise inner conflict, and 
when a person experiences UPR from another significant person, then there is a 
decrease in the defences, conditions of worth are weakened and there is an increase in 
unconditional self-regard.
Having concluded that communicating UPR does effect change, Wilkins warns 
against the therapist holding change as an “expectation” or “desire”. He makes the 
interesting point that recognising and accepting a person’s right not to change is of 
course essential to offering UPR. I think this is particularly pertinent for trainees, 
eager to detect the first signs of transformation as a result of their effective 
interventions: indeed, I recognise I am already guilty of this with my first client, 
having excitedly envisaged the new possibilities that would open up for her, following 
“successful” therapy. However, whilst I do accept the argument that desiring change 
is not wholly compatible with UPR, there remains for me a puzzling contradiction in 
Wilkins’ idea, that only when we stop wanting change for our client, and accept that 
he might not want change, “does change become possible”! This becomes easier to 
understand if we consider that it is perhaps only one of a client’s many configurations 
of self that is “not for growth”, and a therapist’s role is to accept that aspect of a client 
alongside other configurations, in order to avoid the relationship being conditional.
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I particularly value Wilkins’ frequent use of case studies to illustrate his arguments. 
As a trainee, I find case studies especially instructive, often gaining much more from 
them than perhaps was the author’s intention. Wilkins presents his first case study in 
order to demonstrate how offering UPR is “not always easy” but “worth the effort”. 
This seems a very simple aim, but he chooses what appears to me to be an 
unnecessarily extreme case of a very prejudiced man, racist, sexist and with a “love of 
the military” (Wilkins’ own prejudice?), who, he claims, through the offering of UPR, 
becomes more accepting of himself and gradually more accepting of the world. 
Although I would have preferred a more subtle example, perhaps representing a more 
typical client, it did nevertheless demonstrate how, even with a client who represents 
extremely challenging views or behaviour, suspending any concept of approval or 
disapproval, and replacing it with a “deep acceptance” can promote change.
What I especially appreciated about this example and Wilkins’ subsequent case study, 
was his acknowledgement of how UPR can have a transformative effect on the 
therapist too. In the case of the previous “difficult” client, I got a sense of Wilkins’ 
softening of his own prejudices as he read more about his client’s circumstances and 
became genuinely more accepting of his humanity. It is encouraging to think of this 
concept as a two-way process, in which the therapist can also experience growth: it 
seems that by offering UPR to clients, there may be a reciprocal exchange of UPR, 
which can have a profoundly positive impact on the therapist. With Jane’s story, 
Wilkins shows how UPR enabled her to move from a position of incongruence and 
anxiety, through to one of self-acceptance, and then finally, to one of being able to 
accept others. In other words, she rediscovered a capacity to give UPR, rather than 
simply receive it.
The distinction between liking a client and accepting them is especially useful to bear 
in mind, and again perhaps particularly pertinent to trainees. Wilkins explains how 
“liking” is conditional, because it is based on shared values, and is therefore not 
accepting of all aspects of a person. He suggests a person-centred counsellor adopt a 
position “beside” their client, as opposed to “on their side”, a useful recommendation 
that, had I followed, would have prevented my unhelpfiil collusion with my first 
client. She was a mother whose daughter, for a number of good reasons, did not want 
to see her anymore, and in an over-enthusiastic attempt to empathise with her, I was
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guilty of being “on her side”, which led to her feeling a sense of justification at some 
of her own unreasonable behaviour. Acceptance of hoth her and her daughter, rather 
than approval of her behaviour, would clearly have heen more beneficial to her and 
may well have in turn promoted a more accepting attitude in her.
Wilkins discusses some of the difficulties with UPR, notahly that some authors have 
proposed that unconditionality is inconsistent with congruence, since it is unlikely that 
any therapist could maintain a constant state of acceptance. It is also argued that 
feedback and confrontation, which for some are essential features of a congruent 
relationship, are irreconcilable with UPR. However, I agree with Wilkins’ conclusion, 
that to consider feedback and confrontation as necessary parts of congruent behaviour 
seems to be moving away fi-om a person-centred approach, which trusts the client’s 
experience rather than that of the “expert” therapist. Later in the article Wilkins 
returns to the idea of confi-ontation, when he addresses the criticism that the person- 
centred approach can be too passive and too comfortable. Here he claims that as long 
as UPR is communicated to the client, then challenge has a useful part to play in 
therapy. These seemingly contradictory positions reflect my own uncertainty, and 
perhaps that of many other trainees, about the role of confrontation and challenge, and 
I would have welcomed a more in-depth discussion ahout the way in which these 
elements of therapy operate alongside UPR.
For me, the most interesting section of the article comes towards the end, when 
Wilkins questions the view that the therapist can disapprove of a person’s behaviour, 
hut still be completely accepting of the person. This challenges my previously held 
opinion, that to achieve this separation was the essence of UPR. However, Wilkins 
points out that disapproval of a person’s behaviour could easily result in the client 
experiencing censure or rejection. He suggests that instead, what is required is “an 
ability to see and connect with the person behind the ‘repulsive’ or ‘repugnant’ 
behaviour or attitude”. What is crucial about this new understanding for me, is the 
extent to which this is an “ability”, or an “attitude” that can be learnt by the would-be 
therapist. Wilkins admits that, because UPR depends upon an individual’s own 
attitude towards himself, it is “the hardest therapeutic attitude to develop”, which, 
whilst not particularly reassuring, does at least suggest to trainees struggling with this 
concept, that there is the possibility of developing it. Wilkins reiterates that UPR is
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not in any way the same as tolerance, and asserts that “negative” behaviour or 
attitudes are an irrelevance, and not be engaged with, “neither condoned nor 
opposed”. In this it has something in common with an existential understanding, 
which claims, “acceptance is neither about approval or disapproval”, but is “primarily 
a descriptive and revelatory enterprise” (Spinelli, 2007).
As a new and perhaps rather idealistic trainee therapist, I found Wilkins’ logically 
argued section on the potential usefulness of psychotherapy for all client groups 
particularly appealing. I can see how in the case of clients with strange or delusional 
behaviour, “staying with them” during these psychotic episodes might be especially 
beneficial. The client story of one of Wilkins’ trainee therapists illustrates this in both 
a moving and compelling way, with the client reporting that, “her steadfast and 
accepting nature...had been very comforting, reassuring and helpful”. I remember as 
an undergraduate attending a lecture by someone from the ‘Hearing Voices Network’, 
who gave a similar testimony. This kind of acceptance seems instinctive to me, but I 
wonder whether it was no coincidence that this successful therapeutic relationship was 
built by a trainee, who had yet to "understand that psychotherapeutic interventions do 
not work with certain groups, such as people suffering from psychosis or paedophiles! 
I am reminded of the groups of people that some my fellow trainees said they would 
not work with, and am inclined to agree with Wilkins’ suggestion that it may be more 
to do with the beliefs and fears of therapists than the “supposed intractable nature” of 
the clients, which results in the limited success of therapy amongst these groups.
Wilkins ends his article with a discussion of the relative importance of UPR and 
implications for practice. Since I accept Rogers’ claim that all six of his conditions are 
essential, I find little of interest in his justification as to why UPR is the most 
important, and I remain sceptical about his assertion that constructive personality 
change can take place without empathie responding. However, his final short section 
is of huge relevance to trainees and extremely clear: whilst he accepts the challenging 
nature of UPR, he is unequivocal in what is required of therapists; they must 
"approach their clients without prejudice, with respect for who and what they are, and 
with a recognition that they are self-determining persons”. He acknowledges the 
difficulty in achieving this and proposes the realistic approach of identifying our own 
limitations, and seeking to expand them, through our own therapy, personal
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development groups or meditation. He also reminds us of the benefits of reappraising 
established attitudes and practices, something I feel we as students are particularly 
well placed to do.
This article then has left me feeling encouraged and positive about my role as a trainee 
and my capacity to deliver unconditional positive regard. I have certainly gained a 
greater understanding of some of the complexity and controversy surrounding Rogers’ 
fourth condition, but at the same time I have a sense of the underlying simplicity of 
this concept, which is more a way of “being” than of “doing”.
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The importance of ^containmenf in working psychodynamically 
with children with anxiety
It was early in my first year of training, when I was at a loss as to how best to help a 
particularly anxious patient who had suffered multiple traumatic life events, that my 
supervisor recommended that I stop trying to do something, and simply attempt to 
“hold her anxiety”. He described her as “extremely full” and a “leaky vessel” that 
needed containing, and suggested that for now just being with her, listening 
empathically and witnessing her pain, might be enough. Whilst sceptical that adopting 
such a simple and seemingly unsophisticated approach could really be an effective 
way of helping someone in such distress, I nevertheless acknowledged my 
supervisor’s greater wisdom and experience, and assumed this new, and what seemed 
to me at the time very passive, way of being with my patient. Of course she responded 
well, and appeared to value the therapeutic space made available to her, freely spilling 
out her anxiety into the room and into me. This then was my early introduction to the 
remarkable therapeutic power of "containment'.
Since then, both in the literature and in supervision, I have noted how often this term 
is used in all its forms in a wide variety of contexts: "container', "contain', 
"contained' and "containing', used to describe the therapist, the relationship, the 
patient, the material, the work, the environment and the frame. Far from being 
straightforward and unsophisticated, I have begun to appreciate some of its 
complexity and richness. This essay, then, is an attempt to explore this metaphor 
further, particularly with reference to my own work, where I have found it an 
especially useful concept working with children suffering from anxiety.
Whilst many of the ideas involved in the concept of containment can clearly be traced 
back to the early days of psychoanalysis, it was Bion who first introduced the term 
with his ‘container-contained model’ (1963). He drew on Klein’s earlier theory of 
projective identification (1932), in which she claimed that patients attempt to get rid 
of an unbearable internal state by unconsciously projecting it into another person. 
Bion further developed this idea, conceptualising the good mother as ‘the container’, 
capable of taking in the infant’s painful, hostile projections, ‘the contained’, and
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transforming them into something more bearable, before returning them to the infant. 
This suggests a more active role for the mother as container, in which she is required 
to moderate these unpleasant and at times frightening feelings, as opposed simply to 
accept them and passively hold them. Over time, Bion claimed that this experience of 
projecting part bad objects into the mother and then receiving them back as good 
objects, enables infants to develop their own internal container, so that eventually they 
are able to process their own raw emotional material as their mother once did for 
them. The parallels with the relationship between analyst and patient are clear, with 
the good analyst being required not simply to receive the distressing and sometimes 
attacking projections of the patient, but to modify them in some way, through either 
verbal or non-verbal means, so as to render them more benign.
Recent advances in neuroscience have further supported the importance of 
containment, with Cozolino (2002) considering it to be one of the three most 
important factors (along with insight and the experience of a new relationship) in 
bringing about psychological change. He claims that the empathie attunement of a 
therapist, of which he considers containment to be a fundamental part, stimulates 
biochemical processes that increase brain plasticity, leading to new emotional 
learning.
Since the image of a container is one of solidity, permanence and stability, it seems an 
appropriate metaphor for something that might alleviate the distress of those patients 
who suffer from anxiety, a diagnosis which seems to be characterised by feelings of 
uncertainty and instability. Freud considered anxiety to be the ego’s response to 
threat, i.e. the possibility of danger (1936), and Bion refers to it as “a premonition of 
emotion” (1963), both definitions implying an unknown quality to this unpleasant 
feeling, which therefore might be alleviated by something certain and solid. I have 
found the image particularly useful in working with children, who, with their natural 
vulnerability and often fragile sense of self, seem instinctively to be searching for 
Bowlby’s ‘secure base’ (1988).
Kayra was six years old and lived with her younger sister, elder brother and young 
mother in a one-bedroom flat in South London. Her parents were both Turkish but had 
lived in the UK for ten years. They had a turbulent relationship, which had ended in
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divorce the previous year, and the children saw their father, reluctantly, every other 
weekend. Kayra’s mother was diagnosed with depression shortly after her daughter’s 
birth, and had experienced depressive symptoms for most of Kayra’s life. She 
reported finding it very difficult to bond with Kayra when she was a baby, and 
described her as “clingy”, recounting how hard it was to deal with her “constant 
demands for hugs and kisses”. Kayra came to therapy with a number of symptoms of 
anxiety: she was described by her school as being excessively fidgety and lacking in 
concentration, and at home as moody and irritable. She suffered from both eczema 
and asthma and often wet the bed. When Kayra first came to therapy, her anxiety was 
evident in the way she played: she flitted from one activity to the next, seemingly 
finding it difficult to settle or engage with anything in any great depth. Her mother 
was particularly concerned about her “immature, clingy behaviour”, which she 
considered was often inappropriate, and felt she needed help with boundaries. 
Certainly, it seemed to me that Kayra would benefit from a consistent, reliable and 
containing relationship. It was clear that she had had a very unboundaried childhood 
with inconsistent parenting that had left her feeling insecure and vulnerable.
A common theme in Kayra’s play was ‘Queens and Servants’, with Kayra always 
playing the Queen and myself assigned the role of servant. As Queen, Kayra was 
particularly bullying, and made excessive, sometimes impossible, demands in a harsh, 
belligerent tone. Kayra had clearly spent much of her time feeling helpless and 
powerless, but in the confines of the therapy room, by my tolerating her aggressive 
behaviour and allowing her the opportunity to express her frustration in play, she was 
able to assert her own authority and feel empowered. However, this would not be 
possible outside the containment of the playroom. Here it was safe to demand, safe to 
rant and rave without fear of repercussions. The paradox of a containing environment 
seems to be that through its limiting nature, it provides a sense of freedom for patients 
to be truly themselves. This was certainly the case for Kayra, who had struggled to 
attain the normal ‘separation-individuation phase’ of life, usually achieved by the age 
of four (Mahler, 1963). Clearly life in the real world was too frightening to separate 
herself fully from her mother, but here, within the secure walls of the containing 
castle, the Queen was able to express her anger freely and begin to take control. In
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doing so, Kayra began to develop a sense of self and a separateness from (m)other, 
enabling her to move towards a more autonomous way of being.
Working with Kayra, who appeared so vulnerable and needy, the desire to reassure 
was strong. However, Bion is clear that adopting a reassuring role is very different 
from a containing one (1963), and argues that what is crucial to the understanding of 
this concept is that it involves the capacity to tolerate the patient’s most painful 
feelings. Indeed, he considers any attempt at reassurance to be a failure on the part of 
a therapist, who is unable to bear the patient’s projections of the disturbing aspects of 
their relationship with their early objects. Bion claims that the therapist is being 
“nonreceptive” to the patient, and can reinforce anxiety in a patient who senses the 
therapist’s discomfort with their distressing or threatening feelings.
In one session with Kayra I was observing her playing in the sand tray, in fact sitting 
entirely in the sand tray, and noticing how content she seemed in this very obvious 
container, when she suddenly stopped what she was doing, looked directly at me and 
said, quite defiantly,
‘7  love playing on my own. I'm  really OK on my own. I f  I  don't have a mummy, I  
don't mind. I  would be OK. I  can get another one. "
Staring at me expectantly, it felt like I was being tested: was I going to be able to 
tolerate such an alarming admission? I was certainly tempted to reflect back 
empathically, ""You don't mind i f  you don't have a mummy?"" but I felt that to do so 
would have been doubting her, requiring her to think again about the terrible thing she 
had just said. Instead I kept her gaze, and nodded to acknowledge that, not only had I 
heard what she had said, but I fully accepted that it represented her truth, however 
unpalatable or difficult that was for me to hear.
Winnicott views conflict and aggression as arising from a lack of ‘maternal 
attunement’ (1965), a connectedness or sense of oneness with one’s baby. When a 
deficit in maternal attunement occurs, as was clearly the case with Kayra, Winnicott 
suggests that the therapist becomes the object who was not there for the patient as a 
baby, providing the empathie responding that was lacking in their early life. He calls 
this maternal holding or containing, the ‘environment’, and argues that in an
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appropriately facilitating environment, an infant, who has previously developed a 
‘false self as a defence, is able to relinquish this ‘false self and develop his ‘true 
self, and an authentic way of being.
The importance of containment is perhaps most readily seen in the context of the 
analytic frame. Establishing strict and predictable boundaries in relation to both 
physical aspects of therapy, such as time and space, and to the internal frame, which 
encompasses a degree of anonymity and neutrality, are considered, in psychodynamic 
counselling, essential in creating the most effective conditions for a client to access 
his internal world (Howard, 2010). The idea of ‘containing’ is particularly useful in 
the context of appreciating the value of the frame, since more than simply holding, it 
implies a restriction of some kind, a limit, which provides a feeling of security and 
fosters a sense of trust. Since it is commonly acknowledged that children benefit from 
parents setting and maintaining clear consistent boundaries, it is unsurprising that 
patients might benefit in a similar way from a therapeutic relationship and space that 
is limited in some way. This is particularly evident in work with children who present 
with anxiety, where feelings are often frightening because they are unbounded.
Kayra had lived a disrupted, chaotic and uncertain life, in which her father came and 
went, and her depressed mother was unpredictable. She was constantly moving house 
and had changed schools three times. With so little stability in her life, she had 
developed protective defences that made it difficult for her to trust in anyone or 
anything. The therapeutic frame, however, provided her with a certainty that she 
appeared to prize highly and for the first time in her life perhaps, she experienced a 
relationship and a setting that could be relied upon. In an early session she wrote both 
our names on a role of stickers and proceeded to attach them to all the pieces of 
furniture and toys in the room, as if laying claim to her space and time with me. By 
ensuring that each week the toys and craft materials were always the same, and that 
‘her special treasure box’ was in exactly the same position, she felt a sense of security 
and predictability, which she seemed to find reassuring. Each week as she entered the 
room, she looked around to check that all was as it should be, and she nodded, as if to 
let me know that she was satisfied with what I had done: just by ensuring that the 
room stayed the same and that I remembered what was important to her, I made her 
feel safe and know that she could trust me.
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The boundaried analytic stance may also be regarded as containing, in a restricting but 
positive way. According to Lemma (2003), an analytic attitude involves the skills of 
consistency, reliability, neutrality, anonymity and abstinence. These latter three are 
responsible for what at times can make the therapist appear cold and distant, and yet it 
is an unwillingness to disclose personal information and a detached and neutral 
objectivity, which many argue make the therapeutic relationship such an effective one. 
The contained therapeutic stance is not always easy, particularly working with a 
curious child, who does not understand why he cannot know a birthday or marital 
status, or an insecure child, who presents his painting with the words, “Pm rubbish at 
drawing!” However, I have experienced how transformative a new and different kind 
of relationship can be for children, particularly vulnerable, anxious ones, who may be 
all too used to meaningless reassurances and patronising encouragement. The success 
of this apparently distant, withholding relationship was particularly striking in my 
work with Kayra, who was described by her mother as being exceptionally clingy and 
inappropriately physical with strangers, often hugging people she barely knew. With 
me she showed no such behaviour; perhaps more confident in my regard for her and 
feeling the solidity of the reliable container I provided, she had no need to check out 
my affection for her with physical demonstrations of love.
The importance of containment is further illustrated by my failure to offer a 
containing relationship to Michael, a nine year old boy, who also showed symptoms 
of anxiety, although his distress manifested itself in a very different way from 
Kayra’s. He presented as an extremely “good boy”, who was meticulous in all that he 
did. He was exceptionally conscientious at school, performing well in all academic 
areas, and a perfectionist in his painting and game playing. He was always impeccably 
dressed, and went to great lengths to avoid getting paint or sand on himself. Over a 
period of five years he regularly witnessed his mother being hit by his father, on one 
occasion rendering her unconscious, and he frequently saw her crying and frightened. 
However, he had been unable to verbalise any of this directly, and remained highly 
defended. I felt my task was to provide a containing relationship, in which he felt safe 
enough to let go, to stop holding on to his anxious feelings, and to trust me enough to 
see that I could hold on to them for him.
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He enjoyed painting and the first few weeks he produced carefully constructed scenes, 
full of rainbows and sunshine, trees in full leaf and brightly coloured flowers. Then 
one week he painted an isolated wintry tree, with bear branches and no colour. 
Reflecting how different this seemed, compared with previous colourful paintings, 
and wondering whether he might be feeling like that tree, cold and lonely, resulted in 
an immediate closing down, with him hastily replying, “/  don't know, no reason"", and 
hurriedly adding leaves and birds to the scene. The next week he painted another 
cheerful picture, similar to his previous ones. I realised I had risked an interpretation 
too early, before he had felt able to trust me, and caused a rupture in our relationship. 
What he really needed was for me simply to accept his paintings for what they were, 
and allow him to pour his difficult emotions into them without my feeling the need to 
interpret them. In a sense his paintings were containing for him, and once I had 
realised this, and understood that they needed neither analysing nor exploring for them 
to be of huge therapeutic benefit, his emotional expression began to flow and he 
painted scary dogs, wobbly black houses with ghosts living in them, hurricanes and 
earthquakes. On one occasion he painted “Hurricane Katrina” with a figure 
screaming, ""Help!"" at the edge of the swirling tornado. He told me the person was 
going to die, because the tornado was going to swallow him up, and ""there's nothing 
he can do about if". This time I just held on to his distress, and indeed my own, as, 
confronted with his overwhelming sense of terror, I chose to sit in silence, offering no 
insightful interpretation or reassuring words. It seemed that for the moment that was 
enough: he had been able to express his feeling of helplessness in his painting and just 
my witnessing that, had enabled him to gain some relief.
At the end of one of my sessions, Michael’s mother told me how difficult he had been 
at home, fighting with his brother and being rude and disobedient towards her. Given 
how perfectly he presented to me, it was clear that there was a huge amount of 
splitting occurring, with Michael perhaps struggling to integrate both good and bad 
objects (Freud, 1937). To me, and no doubt the ‘outside world’ he was presenting his 
‘all-good’ self, whilst retaining an ‘all-bad’ representation of himself at home. It 
seemed that Michael needed a reliable container, one whose capacity he could trust to 
hold both his good and bad objects, so he felt able to experience himself as cruel and 
unpleasant, as well as kind and caring, and thereby begin to integrate both positive
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and negative aspects of his personality. As my work with Michael progressed, my 
ability to tolerate his pain increased, and I was able to be provide him with that 
reliable container, one that he could trust to remain steadfast, as he began to integrate 
all his opposing emotions and develop a true self (Winnicott, 1965).
From this brief exploration of the concept of containment, it is clear that its use in a 
psychoanalytic context is both extensive and wide-ranging, essential to Bion’s 
intricate explanation of thought (1962) and fundamental to the analytic frame. 
However, it is the simple image of therapist as container which I most appreciate, a 
symbol of something stable, solid and sturdy, which holds its shape, no matter what is 
poured in!
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Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) for psychosis and the 
significance of the therapeutic relationship
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is gathering momentum as an important 
empirically-based third wave treatment for individuals suffering with symptoms of 
psychosis (Bach & Hayes, 2002; Gaudiano & Herbert, 2006; Bloy, Oliver & Morris, 
2011). Whilst firmly rooted in behavioural and cognitive traditions, it represents an 
important theoretical shift in the treatment of psychosis, in that rather than directly 
targeting psychotic symptoms, seeking to reduce their frequency and intensity, ACT 
encourages mindful acceptance, focusing on changing the relationship individuals 
have with their distressing experiences, whilst at the same time pursuing a valued life 
direction (Hayes, Strosahl & Wilson, 1999). The six core processes at the heart of the 
ACT model (“acceptance”, “defusion”, “contact with the present moment”, “values”, 
“committed action” and “self-as-context”) are employed to bring about increased 
psychological flexibility, which proponents of ACT claim is particularly useful for 
individuals with symptoms of psychosis, since their thinking style is often 
characterised by its rigidity, and their anomalous experiences often include deeply 
held beliefs that are not easily changed (Pankey & Hayes, 2003). In addition, the ACT 
model addresses the negative symptoms associated with psychosis, such as 
depression, anxiety and impaired emotional and social functioning, which are 
sometimes neglected in other interventions for psychosis (Birchwood, 2003).
However, whilst acknowledging the importance of each of the processes in helping 
individuals with psychotic symptoms, it may be that the key component of ACT, 
common to all these processes, is an increased emphasis on the therapeutic 
relationship, and it is this, more than any individual technique or strategy, which may 
be primarily responsible for its increasing success. In explaining research findings and 
new concepts, teaching new strategies, and participating in experiential learning tasks, 
the therapist treats those with psychosis like interested and intelligent human beings, 
in an atmosphere of openness and collaboration. Individuals, who are often fearful and 
suspicious of others, build a relationship with the therapist based on trust and 
compassion, and one in which they begin to feel safe enough to share their distressing 
internal experiences. This paper, then, examines the way in which the distinct
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processes of the ACT model can be applied to help individuals with symptoms of 
psychosis, but at the same time it proposes that an effective therapeutic relationship is 
not only crucial to the effective delivery of these processes, but is in fact the essential 
""activé" ingredient, at the heart of ACT’s growing success.
The philosophical foundation of ACT is one of functional contextualism, which posits 
that there is no single truth, but only “successful working”, i.e. what is true is what 
works (Biglan & Hayes, 1996). For contextualists, the ultimate goal of psychological 
theory is a pragmatic one: theories and research should be used to find increasingly 
better ways to predict and influence human behaviour. ACT is based on relational 
frame theory (Bames-Holmes, McHugh, & Hayes, 2004), a contextualist theory of 
language, which suggests that as soon as humans develop the verbal capacity to reflect 
on their existence, they have the capacity for psychological distress, and therefore, 
suffering is a normal part of human functioning that cannot be avoided. However, 
when negative sensations, thoughts and feelings do arise, individuals instinctively 
seek to suppress or avoid them, and it is this “experiential avoidance”, which 
predominantly leads to the psychological rigidity targeted by the six core processes of 
ACT.
Whilst it is true that some individuals who experience hallucinations or delusions 
consider their unusual experiences as meaningful and reassuring, the vast majority do 
not experience them in such a positive way, and more commonly find them 
frightening, shameful and life-limiting (Bentall, 2003). Traditional cognitive 
behavioural strategies attempt to reduce or eliminate these distressing symptoms, by 
controlling them, attempting to change undesirable thoughts and feelings, with logical 
reasoning and the generation of alternative explanations (Wykes, Parr, & Landau, 
1999; Tarrier, Kinney, McCarthy, Morris, Humphreys, & Wittkowski, 2000). 
However, there is a growing body of research which suggests directly targeting 
psychotic symptoms in this way may paradoxically increase them (Morrison, 
Haddock, & Tarrier, 1995; Haddock & Lewis, 2005) and research in the field of 
thought suppression (Wegner, Schneider, Carter, & White, 1987; Salkovskis & 
Campbell, 1994) further supports the view that active attempts to control or suppress 
thoughts appear to make it more difficult to avoid them. ACT, therefore, proposes an 
alternative approach: an acceptance of symptoms, with clients encouraged to let go of
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old control agendas and assume a more open and willing stance towards their unusual 
experiences.
Asking clients to accept their often terrifying and disturbing experiences in this way 
clearly requires an extremely trusting and empathie therapeutic relationship, without 
which clients would undoubtedly find it difficult to behave in such a counter-intuitive 
way. The ACT therapist first creates an atmosphere of “creative hopelessness” 
(Garcia-Montes, Pérez-Âlvarez, & Perona-Garcelàn, 2013) in which previously 
applied strategies of suppression and avoidance are shown to have failed to alleviate 
distress. However, this requires an extremely skilled and sensitive therapist, who must 
initially adopt a genuinely interested and curious approach towards understanding the 
client’s own attempts at controlling symptoms, not just acknowledging these efforts, 
but appreciating them in a respectful way, and thus establishing a validating and non- 
judgemental environment in which the client is ready to engage with new ideas.
Since experiential avoidance is considered one of the principle reasons for 
psychological rigidity, activities which offer opportunities for the client to experience 
and experiment for themselves are considered the most appropriate way of introducing 
ACT processes (Hayes, Strosahl & Wilson, 1999). Many of the strategies and 
interventions involved in ACT then are experiential in nature. Here, a creative and 
flexible therapist, attuned to the client’s needs, is essential in selecting appropriate 
exercises and tasks to best explain and illustrate this paradoxical concept of 
acceptance. For one client, humour and light-hearted approaches might be effectively 
employed, such as in the “Pink Elephant Exercise” which asks clients not to focus on 
various aspects of a cartoon elephant; for another, role play might be a useful strategy, 
for example, encouraging a client to have a tug-of-war with a monster; and for yet 
another, the practical demonstration of the Chinese finger trap might prove helpful. 
Clearly, in all these examples, the therapist needs to have gained the confidence of the 
client, in order to secure his engagement in potentially exposing activities of this sort. 
However, perhaps of even more significance to clients who often withdraw into their 
own private worlds, is the energising effect of interactive participation in these kinds 
of experiential interventions, in which laughter and playful experimentation are to the 
fore, creating a dynamic atmosphere of fiin and mutual trust.
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“Defusion” is another process in the ACT repertoire of strategies, which may be of 
particular importance for those experiencing psychotic symptoms. It aims to help 
clients step back from their distressing internal experiences, and see them for what 
they are, just thoughts, memories or appraisals. In ACT terms, hallucinations and 
delusions can be viewed as active forms of experiential avoidance, with individuals 
using language to create for themselves an alternative private reality (Bach, 2013). 
Fusion with negative thoughts and beliefs experienced in their internal world, such as 
“I am a bad person” or “I will always fail” can then influence their behaviour more 
than actual experience. Whilst a degree of cognitive fusion is part of normal 
functioning, with language often overriding direct experience, for psychotic clients 
language-based private experiences can be so powerful that they function as 
psychological baniers to life-promoting activities. Individuals who are caught up in 
their own cognitive activity in this way are encouraged to separate themselves from 
the literal meaning of thoughts, viewing them simply as words and images, and 
shifting their focus from the content of their distressing experiences to the context. 
Again the therapist plays a crucial role in enabling a client to “deftise” more easily: he 
must firstly find a way of explaining the theory of cognitive fusion, illustrating this 
with effective metaphors and examples at a level that can be easily understood by the 
client; secondly, he must create an environment in which the client feels safe enough 
to share what may be highly emotive experiences, appraised as terrifying, 
embarrassing, shameful, or overwhelming; and thirdly, having elicited the client’s 
own words, which may involve highly charged language associated with his own 
particular destructive thoughts, the therapist needs to help the client to reassess the 
value he has given to these words, and undermine their significance, without 
appearing insensitive or dismissive.
People with psychotic symptoms often engage in rumination and worry, and another 
of the ACT processes which has been shown to reduce distress of this kind is “contact 
with the present moment”, whereby clients are encouraged to live more in the present 
and connect more fully with the ongoing flow of experience as it occurs (Flaxman, 
Blackledge, & Bond, 2011). Mindfulness exercises, which encourage individuals to 
allow thoughts to come into awareness, observe and acknowledge them, and then let 
them go without judgement or struggle, have been presented as particularly useful in
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enabling individuals to distance themselves from the content of their unpleasant 
internal experiences, and live more in the here-and-now (Chadwick, Newman Taylor, 
& Abba, 2005). However, whilst the benefits of living in the present moment are 
clear, especially for those who spend much of their lives distressed by living in a 
conceptualised past or future, it may be a particularly difficult skill for those with 
psychotic symptoms to acquire. With mindfulness training often requiring the 
individual to sit in silence, with eyes closed, many may find the experience just too 
distressing, affording such an easy opportunity for frightening and painful thoughts to 
intrude. A skilled therapist then, needs to be able to adapt exercises to accommodate 
the particular difficulties of their client, perhaps introducing more creative 
mindfulness exercises, including walking around the room, or sitting with eyes open 
and focusing all the senses on concrete stimuli, encouraging smelling, tasting and 
feeling, alongside seeing and hearing.
However, perhaps a more accessible way for this client group to increase contact with 
the present moment is through the therapeutic relationship, with client and therapist 
relating to one another honestly, openly, and in the moment. Clarkson (2003) calls this 
the “person-to-person relationship”, referring to it as the ""real relationship... 
characterised by the here-and-now existential encounter between two people”. In 
attending to this “contact with present moment” aspect of ACT, perhaps more than 
any other, authentic interactions take place, and a genuine and compassionate 
therapeutic relationship is fostered, which can be effectively used as a model for 
social interactions and relationships outside the therapy room.
Whilst processes such as defusion, acceptance and mindfulness offer individuals 
alternative ways of dealing with distressing private events, it is the emphasis placed 
on “values” and “committed action” to following a chosen life direction, which may 
be of most significance in ACT’s approach to helping those with psychotic symptoms. 
By encouraging a focus on valued living, rather than focusing on psychotic symptoms, 
ACT reinforces the belief that symptoms are on a continuum of human functioning, 
and as such not qualitatively different from normal experiences (Bentall, 2003). 
Putting values at the heart of the therapy then offers a hopeful and positive perspective 
to those who suffer not only with debilitating symptoms, but also with the stigma 
attached to severe mental health problems. In addition, some of the negative
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symptoms associated with psychosis, such as emotional and social withdrawal, and 
blunt affect, often neglected by other models, are addressed in highlighting the 
importance of valued-based action.
In ACT terms, values are defined as personally meaningful directions in life, desired 
qualities that people want to embody and which generate ongoing action, guiding a 
person towards a purposeftil and fulfilling existence. Individuals with psychotic 
symptoms may struggle to identify what matters to them most, and may need the 
therapist’s help to clarify what strengths and qualities they would like to cultivate, 
since this may represent an unfamiliar optimistic and constructive attitude towards 
their future. However, it is essential that the therapist remains neutral, resisting any 
urge to suggest potential values, since they must be both freely chosen and strongly 
desired by the individual (Pankey & Hayes, 2003). Furthermore, whilst some 
individuals with psychosis dismiss their symptoms as not part of the real world, for 
many they hold important spiritual meaning and give access to a mystical or spiritual 
reality, which may well form part of their value-based living (Morris, Johns & Oliver, 
2013). The therapist then must maintain a stance of openness and acceptance to all 
experiences and chosen values, putting aside all judgements and personal opinions. 
However, where the therapist might be particularly useful, is in helping clients to 
identify potential barriers to following a course of action consistent with their life 
values. In the face of powerful and persuasive internal experiences, which may be 
promoting a life direction incompatible with their identified personal values, the 
therapist may play a crucial role in supporting, encouraging and motivating an 
individual, who might otherwise be easily persuaded to abandon his valued living. A 
further essential component of “committed action”, particularly relevant for those who 
may have been labelled as severely mentally ill for much of their lives, is a shift 
towards personal responsibility, with individuals encouraged to adopt more 
autonomous, flexible patterns of behaviour, setting for themselves short-term SMART 
goals that support effective values-based living (Luoma, Hayes & Walser, 2007).
Individuals who have lived with a psychosis diagnosis may also greatly benefit from 
attending to the final ACT process, “self-as-context”, in which a person is encouraged 
to develop an “observing self’, viewing the self from a different perspective, from 
which difficult psychological content may appear less threatening (Hayes, Strosahl &
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Wilson, 1999). The therapist is once again crucial in promoting and modelling a more 
compassionate stance towards self and others, again addressing the stigmatising 
beliefs about psychosis and mental illness.
It seems that each of the six core processes of ACT clearly has the potential to help 
individuals with psychotic symptoms to live more engaged and rewarding lives. 
However, without a strong therapeutic relationship, it may be difficult both to 
communicate these ideas and to convince these often psychologically inflexible 
individuals of the benefits of incorporating them in to their lives. The establishment of 
an effective relationship is dependent upon number of personal qualities, which seem 
to go beyond Roger’s core conditions (1957) of empathy, unconditional positive 
regard and congruence, to include sensitivity, compassion, honesty, patience, 
creativity, humour and flexibility. In addition, the ACT therapist needs to possess 
particular knowledge and skills, including an appreciation of the specific difficulties 
of clients with psychotic experiences, excellent communication skills, a firm 
understanding of the individual processes at the heart of ACT, and, in the absence of 
any manualised protocols, the capacity to adapt, include and sequence these processes 
according to individuals’ needs. However, whilst particular personal qualities and 
skills are certainly necessary, they may not be sufficient to ensure the success of ACT 
for psychosis. Ultimately, what will bring about improvement in the quality of the 
lives of those people who suffer with the symptoms of psychosis, is the collaborative, 
trusting and validating relationship between the therapist and client, in which these six 
core processes can be understood and leamt, discussed and practised, explored and 
played with. There can be little doubt then of the integral role played by the therapist 
in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, in particular when used to help vulnerable 
individuals, who experience distressing psychotic symptoms, to live more meaningful 
and purposeful lives.
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Introduction to the Therapeutic Practice Dossier
The Therapeutic Practice Dossier provides a brief description of the three clinical 
placements I have held over the course of my training. I feel extremely fortunate to 
have had three very different experiences: I have worked in three distinct settings, two 
within the NHS, in primary care and secondary care, and one within a charity; I have 
worked with different age groups, with adults in my first year, children in my second 
and young adults and adolescents in my third; and I have worked in different socio­
economic circumstances, ranging from one of the most socially deprived boroughs of 
London to one of the most affluent. Within these settings I have encountered clients 
from diverse cultural backgrounds, working with those who were well-educated and 
privileged and those living in poverty, with second-generation immigrants from 
Pakistan and India with dual cultural identities, and with newly arrived immigrants 
from Afiica and Eastern Europe, struggling with day-to-day living. From such a rich 
and varied experience, I have leamt the importance of considering a client’s social, 
cultural and spiritual background in attempting to understand their distress. At the 
same time, however, I have leamt not to make assumptions based on culture, 
background or faith, but to engage with clients in a way that values and respects their 
individuality.
In addition to the diversity of my clients, I am also fortunate to have been supervised 
by three very different supervisors, all highly experienced with their particular client 
group and extremely competent in their chosen way of working. In my first year I was 
supervised by a counselling psychologist working integratively with adults in primary 
care; in my second year by a child psychotherapist working psychodynamically with 
vulnerable children; and in my third year by a clinical psychologist providing 
cognitive behavioural therapy for young adults in an Early Intervention for Psychosis 
service. Their very different approaches to mental health have also been a rich source 
of reflection and teaming for me, as I have developed my own understanding and 
philosophy of what it means to experience psychological distress.
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During my three years of clinical training, I attained consent from clients to produce 
six client study/process reports, illustrating my work with individual clients at each of 
my placements.
Finally, the dossier includes my Final Clinical Paper, which is a reflective account of 
my personal and professional development over the three years of my training. It 
examines the learning I have gained from different therapeutic models, from my 
clients and supervisors, and from my own personal experience throughout the course, 
and attempts to give an insight into the counselling psychologist I have become.
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Clinical Placements 
First Year
NHS Primary Care: A Psychological Therapy and Wellbeing Service 
(November 2011- August 2012)
My first year placement was within an NHS primary care trust, in a psychological 
therapy and wellbeing service. The service was based in a large general practice 
surgery in a socially deprived London borough, and run by a chartered counselling 
psychologist, with the support of three trainees. Clients were referred for assessment 
by their GP within the same health centre; those with moderate to severe symptoms of 
depression and anxiety were usually accepted into the service, whilst those with less 
severe symptoms were referred to a counselling or lAPT service, and those with more 
complex needs referred to the Community Mental Health Team.
Clients were usually offered a course of six to twelve sessions of integrative therapy, 
and attended weekly. The practice served a large geographical area and clients came 
from a wide variety of backgrounds. Being in a central London borough, however, 
there were a significant number of clients from ethnic minorities, some of whom were 
second and third generation immigrants, but many of whom had recently arrived, and 
were struggling to settle into their new lives.
During this placement I adopted a broadly humanistic approach, developing my 
person-centred skills taught during the first year of training. However, my supervisor, 
a counselling psychologist, was integrative in her approach, and encouraged me to 
draw on psychoanalytic theory and cognitive behavioural strategies when appropriate.
In addition to one-to-one therapy, I conducted a number of assessments, writing 
detailed reports for GPs and referring clients on to appropriate services where 
necessary.
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Second Year 
A Specialist Therapeutic Service for Children Exposed to Domestic Violence 
(September 2012 -  July 2013)
My second year placement was in a charity-based organisation, offering non-directive 
play therapy to children and adolescents who had been exposed to domestic violence. 
The therapy service was small, and consisted of a counselling psychologist, who was 
also the manager of the centre, an administrative assistant, who helped the families 
with practical matters, and three trainees. Clients were referred to the centre by social 
services, schools, youth workers, refuge support workers and parents. They ranged in 
age from three to fifteen years, and presented with a number of trauma-related issues. 
They were offered weekly sessions, initially for five months, although with the 
flexibility to continue for up to a year where appropriate.
I worked psychodynamically with the children, offering non-directive play therapy, 
which holds that children’s psychological distress is rooted in unconscious processes 
and can be alleviated by expressing their unconscious fears in symbolic play.
I received supervision from a child psychotherapist, who was external to the service, 
but with vast experience working psychodynamically with traumatised children. I 
shared my supervision with a fellow trainee who saw many of my clients’ siblings, 
and I very much appreciated the opportunity these joint sessions afforded to share 
ideas and discuss whole families, drawing on systemic theory.
In addition to weekly clinical supervision, I had regular meetings with the centre 
manager, which provided valuable opportunities to discuss broader issues relating to 
my clients, such as housing and schooling, or potential risks from perpetrators. We 
also discussed more general organisational matters such as funding, waiting lists, case 
management, the measuring of outcomes, referrer feedback, communication with 
other agencies, involvement in court cases and the nature of parental involvement. 
These meetings provided useful insight into the systems and procedures, as well as the 
values and ethos, of a charitable organisation of this kind.
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Third Year
NHS Secondary Care: An Early Intervention Service for Psychosis 
(September 2013 -  September 2104)
My third year placement was in an Early Intervention (El) Service for Psychosis, 
which formed part of a much larger secondary care Community Mental Health 
Services in an affluent suburb of London. The El Service offered long-term support 
(up to three years) to people between the ages of 14-35 years, who had either 
experienced a first psychotic episode, or were considered at risk of developing 
psychosis. Referrals were made by GPs, and once referred, an individual was assigned 
a care coordinator (a community psychiatric nurse, a social worker or an occupational 
therapist); it was this professional, who, in consultation with their client, suggested a 
psychological intervention, which could last from six weeks up to a year, and 
consisted of weekly, flexible sessions of between fifty and ninety minutes.
The El Service offered cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) to those individuals for 
whom a therapeutic intervention was considered appropriate. However, most of the 
young people who entered the service presented with a number of extremely complex 
issues, which necessitated a flexible and highly individualised approach to CBT. I was 
supervised by a clinical psychologist, who worked exclusively with CBT and 
modelled this approach in her supervision. However, she was open to third-wave CBT 
approaches, and with her support, I regularly drew on acceptance and commitment 
therapy, compassion-focused therapy and schema therapy in my work.
In addition to supervision, I frequently consulted with other members of the team, 
most often care coordinators, but also the psychiatrist, the support worker, the team 
manager or a team member familiar with my client from a group; I came to greatly 
appreciate the further insight into my clients’ difficulties, which these clinical 
conversations provided.
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Observational and Professional Activities
During my three placements, in addition to providing one-to-one therapy to clients, I 
was given a number of opportunities, which further enabled me to develop as a 
practitioner.
• I co-facilitated a six-week Acceptance and Commitment Therapy group for 
clients who experienced psychotic symptoms.
• I attended full day training courses on Schema Therapy and Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy for Psychosis.
• Over the course of three years I observed a number of assessments by my 
supervisors, by psychiatrists and by mental health practioners. I also undertook 
my own assessments in all three placements, writing detailed reports, which 
were sent to the referrers and used by other professionals in the service, as well 
as being sent to the new service, in the case of onward referrals.
• In my second and third year I attended weekly team meetings, in which 
individual cases were presented and discussed by the whole team. I took the 
opportunity to present a number of my own clients during these meetings, as 
well as playing an active role in the discussion of other cases.
• I helped with the design of new leaflets providing service information.
• In my third year I attended a number of Trust-wide psychology meetings, in 
which broader organisational issues were discussed, alongside the sharing of 
clinical material, experience and expertise.
• In my third year I accompanied care coordinators on ward rounds on an adult 
in-patient psychiatric ward.
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I accompanied care coordinators and psychiatrists on home visits on numerous 
occasions.
I delivered a training consultation, together with a colleague, to the carers and 
key workers who worked with clients with mental health problems in 
supported housing.
In my second and third year, I conducted a number of family and carer 
consultations, meeting with the parents, siblings and carers of several of my 
clients, at their request and at mine, with the clients’ consent, in order to gain a 
more holistic understanding of their difficulties, and to provide family 
members with support.
I was involved in a number of cases where safeguarding was an issue, both 
when my client was at risk, and when my client posed a risk to another minor. 
In my capacity as the client’s psychologist, I attended two professional 
meetings with social workers relating to safeguarding issues.
In my third year I was involved in a case in which a client lost the custody of 
her child, which I, along with the rest of the team, felt was due to prejudice 
and ignorance regarding her mental health diagnosis. Together with her care 
coordinator, we supported the mother in her attempt to overturn the court 
judgement, which involved frequent communications and meetings with social 
workers and solicitors, as well as providing detailed written reports of her case 
to the professionals involved.
In my third year I also had the opportunity to supervise another trainee, 
offering weekly supervision sessions over a four-month period.
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(Profogue
“On the second time round, she came upon a low curtain she had 
not noticed before, and behind it was a little door about fifteen  
inches high: she tried the little golden key in the lock, and to her 
great delight it fitted!’’
Like Alice, I was looking for a second adventure. I had spent ten happy 
years as a Modem Languages teacher, but after a rewarding few years at 
home looking after my two daughters, was now eagerly searching for a new 
challenge. I wanted to do something that I considered interesting and 
worthwhile, I wanted to work closely with people and I wanted my work to 
matter: criteria that led me to explore careers in law, politics and social 
work, alongside psychology, before happening upon the “little door” of 
Counselling Psychology and discovering my key a perfect fit. The skills I 
had acquired from teaching, travelling and working across diverse cultures 
and communities, combined with the rich experience gained from over forty 
years of existence, as a daughter, sister, mother, wife and friend, had 
provided me with the confidence to consider myself a good fit for a career 
in Counselling Psychology; at the same time the opportunity to help 
individuals in distress, working holistically and flexibly, whilst also 
presenting possibilities for effecting social change in a wider context, 
convinced me that a career in Counselling Psychology was a good fit for 
me.
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Chayter One: Learning from  Soohs
*For with all her knowledge of history, Alice had no very clear notion of how 
long ago anything had happened. ’
I arrived on the course, feeling very insecure about my psychological knowledge, an 
insecurity that was further reinforced when I met my cohort, the majority of whom 
had masters’ degrees and considerable relevant experience. Measured against my two- 
year diploma in psychology and no previous clinical experience, I felt I had a huge 
amount of ground to make up, and I began to read, ...avidly! I gathered theory from 
Maslow (1943; 1968) and Rogers (1951; 1957), Freud (1920) and Klein (1932), 
Bowlby (1980) and Winnicott (1971), with an urgency, almost desperation, for this 
was not just learning because it was interesting, or learning to gain a qualification or 
skill, this really mattered: 1 was being trusted with clients who were suffering, people 
in real distress, who were coming to me to help them, and 1 felt wholly inadequate. 
Moreover, the more 1 read, the more 1 became aware of how little 1 knew and how 
much there was to learn. How would 1 ever know enough to justify the faith my 
clients put in me?
However, as my book collection grew, 1 became aware of my increasing competence 
in understanding my clients’ problems and conceptualising their difficulties. 
Theoretical knowledge then, which had begun as ‘an area of weakness’, became a 
hugely reassuring asset, something that 1 felt gave my work validity, direction, 
authority and confidence.
A number of theories instantly resonated with me, for example, Maslow’s hierarchy of 
human needs (1943), which reminded me of previous frustrations working with the 
homeless, who would access psychological therapy at a day centre only to return to 
their shop doorways at night. Two of my early clients, one who lived under the daily 
threat of an abusive partner, and the other who visited a food bank on her way home 
from my appointment, further confirmed the significance of Maslow’s theory. It was 
equally easy to embrace Attachment Theory (Ainsworth & Bowlby, 1991), with Mary 
Ainsworth’s ‘Strange Situation’ (1969) reminding me of experiences at play groups 
when my own children were young, and the full range of Bowlby’s different 
attachment styles (1980) immediately apparent amongst friends and family. Much of
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Winnicott’s work (1971) also instinctively made sense, with familiar concepts of 
motherhood given theoretical gravitas with names such as ‘maternal attunement’, ‘a 
holding environment’ and ‘transitional objects’. Less accessible, but almost more 
appealing for the challenge they presented, were psychoanalytic theorists such as Bion 
(1963) and Klein (1932), whose complex and often controversial writings both 
challenged and inspired my thinking. Then attendance at a SEA (Society for 
Existential Analysis) conference during my first semester reawakened an old interest 
in existential philosophy, dormant since undergraduate days, and sent me on another 
theoretical adventure, as I wrestled with the teachings of Heidegger (1962) and 
Kierkegaard (1980), and turned to Spinelli (2007) and van Deurzen (2005) for 
practical applications.
With so many different ideas developing in my mind, a new insecurity arose: I seemed 
to be adopting theories piecemeal, in a fragmented and disconnected way, eager to 
learn alternative ways of working, but without much consideration of their relative 
merits, or their compatibility with other models. To begin to adopt a more discerning 
and critical approach to theory, I knew that I would need to consider how these newly 
leamt theories played out with the emotions and behaviour they sought to explain....
Cfiapter Two: Learning jrom  Cistening
“And what is the use of a book, " thought Alice, "without pictures or conversation?"
Without question, I see psychological theory as essential to my work, and I have come 
to view the vast array of theoretical concepts available to me, from diverse approaches 
and thinkers, with apparently incompatible epistemologies and ontologies, as a huge 
strength of my training and an integral part of what it is to be a Counselling 
Psychologist. However, working with my first clients, I soon came to realise that, 
whilst theories informed, supported and underpinned psychological work, it was the 
individual stories of people, “with their pictures and conversation” (Lewis, 1871), 
which needed to be closely attended to, really listened to, in order to most effectively 
help those in distress.
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My very first client made me realise the importance of listening, really listening, to 
what is said, and what is not said, to how distress is described, and how it is avoided. 
Mrs A, a fifiy-year old woman, who had been diagnosed with chronic depression, had 
experienced a life-time of loss and suffering, but had “never opened up” to anyone. 
With an alcoholic father and a highly critical mother, who sabotaged any close 
friendships, at a very early age she had developed an avoidant attachment style 
(Bowlby, 1980), learning to hide her pain, and suppress her own needs, a pattern of 
behaviour in which she had continued for fifty years, currently caring for an 
ungrateful grown-up family and still sacrificing any desires or dreams of her own. By 
the time she arrived in therapy, she had leamt to express her pain through anger, 
raging at faceless institutions such as the Local Authority, who had conspired against 
her, the “incompetent” medical profession who had misdiagnosed her, and the 
“heartless” care home, who had let down her sister. With the eagerness and naivety of 
a first year trainee, I readily set about listening to her complaints, reflecting, 
summarising, asking for clarification, and gently challenging when appropriate. 
However, it was only in discussions with my supervisor that 1 began to consider the 
real pain she was communicating, and very cautiously and empathically, was able to 
create a space in which she began to tell me her real story, a story I really began to 
listen to.
Listening to my peers has been another invaluable source of learning for me, and 
group supervision and personal and professional development groups, whilst not 
always easy, have been places of rich personal growth and increased self-awareness. I 
remember very well the reaction of the first client I presented to the group, a woman 
distraught because her vulnerable daughter, “now under the control of her boyfiiend”, 
had moved to the other side of the country, and was refusing to allow her to visit and 
ignoring her calls. After describing my client and telling her story, in what I felt had 
been an objective and professional manner, I was surprised by my peers’ responses, as 
they commented on how “passionately” I told this client’s story, and raised questions 
about the extent to which I had become “personally involved” and “too attached”. 
This observation of my work and my own personal style has been a theme throughout 
my three years of training, but I hope, by listening to my peers and supervisors, I have 
come to recognise the perils of “caring too much”; at the same time I have realised
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that my instinctive way of being with people in distress, is to comfort and reassure, 
which has often resulted in unhelpful colluding and a fostering of dependence, rather 
than encouraging insight and autonomy. However, I have also listened to my peers 
and supervisors praising my enthusiasm and passion for my clients, and I hope I am 
now able to channel this energy in ways that are more beneficial to those I seek to 
help.
chapter (three: Learning Jrom heing
“Have you guessed the riddle yet?" the Hatter said, turning to Alice again. 
“No, I  give it up," Alice replied: “what's the answer?"
“I haven't the slightest idea, " said the Hatter.
“Nor I, " said the March Hare.
Alice sighed wearily.
Having spent several years as a teacher, who, for the most part, had all the answers, 
‘not knowing everything’ has been another significant challenge for me. Clearly at the 
beginning of any training, there is a period of ignorance, which diminishes as 
knowledge and experience grows, and that, I was expecting. However, what I was less 
prepared for, was the kind of ‘not knowing’ that would never go away, indeed which 
seemed to be an important part of my new profession. As someone who likes to be in 
control, and is constantly striving to be better, and to understand everything, I 
struggled to observe the frequently repeated requests of my supervisor to “let go”, “sit 
with not knowing”, “be comfortable with uncertainty” and “trust the process”. These 
were themes that recurred not only in my practice and supervision, but in my own 
personal therapy, my academic work and my research endeavour. I would not claim to 
have completely conquered my shortcomings in this area, but I do feel I have leamt a 
huge amount about the merits of ‘just being’, both in my personal life, where I have 
been able to adopt a much more mindful approach to living, and in my work, where I 
have experienced a state of ‘uncertainty’ as much more conducive to open exploration 
and the discovery of new insights, as opposed to ‘certainty’, which I have witnessed as 
more likely to lead to inflexible thinking and the closing down of possibilities.
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As I let go of ‘needing to know’, and ‘needing to do’, I began to understand the 
importance of ‘just being’ with a client; and as I observed clients like Mrs A, trusting 
me enough to acknowledge difficult emotions for the first time in her life, I became 
aware of the therapeutic power of the relationship, and its capacity to be “both the 
context and source of therapeutic change” (Clarkson, 2003). As I experienced the 
positive outcomes of a number of my early clients in my person-centred placement, I 
reflected on my use of Roger’s core conditions of empathy, congruence and 
unconditional positive regard (1957), noticing how much easier I found it to adopt an 
empathie and non-judgemental approach towards all of my clients, than I did to 
maintain a consistently congruent one. My tendency to want to ‘say the right thing’, 
and ‘please my client’ was an unhelpful aspect of my forming of an alliance which I 
identified early on, but continue to notice. However, with a vast amount of research, 
conducted over twenty years, consistently identifying the therapeutic alliance as the 
most significant factor in successful outcomes (Cooper, 2008; Roth & Fonagy, 2005; 
Krupnik et al. 1996; Stiles et al., 1998), I was further encouraged to let go of 
wondering what best to do, striving to get it right, in favour of ‘trusting the process’ 
and ‘just being’.
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k iPCayjuC OAiddCe...
r d  give all the wealth that years have piled, 
the slow result o f lifers decay,
To he once more a little child 
for one bright summer day.
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cfiapter Tour: Learning jrom  p  faying
Curio user and curiouser...
My second placement was in a charity, working psychodynamically with children 
aged 4 to 14 years, who had been victims of domestic violence. Here I leamt not only 
the healing capacity of play in working with this age group, but also its energizing, 
liberating and inspiring capacity both working with adults and in my own life. If my 
first year had been characterised by anxiety and self-doubt, hard work, disciplined 
reading and striving, my second year was full of games and fun and laughter. And as I 
played and experimented in the presence of children, I found myself growing up, 
finding my therapeutic feet, and feeling more confident in my work. Though working 
in a model normally associated with strict boundaries, I felt strangely uninhibited by 
mles and regulations.
Based on the psychoanalytic principle that psychological distress, rooted in 
unconscious processes, finds relief when these are brought into conscious awareness, 
psychodynamic play therapy holds that children’s mental suffering can be equally 
alleviated by expressing their unconscious fears and anxieties in symbolic play. As I 
observed ten year old Lela, a victim of both physical and emotional abuse, process her 
trauma through drawing and painting, watched fourteen year old Tyler, who had 
witnessed multiple beatings of his mother by his father, enact superhero stories in the 
sand, and listened to seven year old Mary, who was living in poverty and temporary 
accommodation, role play ‘happy families’ with puppets, it was hard not to be 
convinced of its therapeutic power. Although still not recommended in the NICE 
guidelines, indeed explicitly cautioned against, a number of meta-analytic studies 
have provided further empirical support for the efficacy of psychodynamic play 
therapy (Bratton, Ray & Rhine, 2005; LeBlanc & Ritchie, 2001; Ray et al., 2001). As 
I have continued through my training, I have become increasingly aware of the 
politics involved in establishing the supremacy of one model over another, and whilst 
I acknowledge the importance of evidence-based practice, as a Counselling 
Psychologist, I hope to remain open and flexible to any approach that might be 
beneficial to my clients. I have been particularly inspired by two of our visiting 
lecturers, both Counselling Psychologists, who have certainly not been restricted by
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‘recommended guidelines’, and exclusively pursuing ‘evidence-based practice’, one 
currently trialing a ‘knitting group therapy’ for pain management in an NHS setting, 
the other regularly using ‘tapping’ in her trauma service and campaigning for it to be 
more widely recognised.
Supervision was playful too. I was fortunate to share my supervision with a colleague 
from my course, and as we role-played our clients, crawling around on the floor, and 
chasing each other around the room, inhibitions and ‘false selves’ were cast off, and 
we experienced an enormous sense of freedom; and as we configurated our feelings, 
and our transferential and countertransferential relationships, with our supervisor’s 
‘small world’, a little tool box full of miniature objects, so completely delightful and 
charming, we were transported into a magical world of make-believe, where anything 
and everything was possible.
cfiapter Tvve. Learning jrom  witnessing
“Off with their heads!”
Eva, aged four and the most engaging of little girls, taught me, very explicitly, the 
healing power of simply witnessing another human being’s pain. Her mother had fled 
an abusive relationship and taken her and her two siblings to a refuge, where they 
were currently ‘hiding’, living together in one room, and in constant fear of being 
discovered. Every session Eva would play the same game, setting up a fairy story, in 
which a particular doll was ‘the little girl’ and she was the bossy Queen, who would 
stomp around the room shouting, “Off with her head!”, and then she would pretend to 
sob and cuddle the doll, and say how sorry she was, and she hadn’t meant to hurt her. 
Many of the children 1 saw at the centre requested my active involvement in their 
games, but Eva never did, and on one occasion when 1 did suggest a role for myself, 
she was very clear in her instruction: “No, just watch!” She often interrupted her story 
to explain to me what was going on, but never sought my opinion. In the early 
sessions, feeling insecure about my lack of engagement, 1 tried to participate by 
asking questions, but it was soon clear that she did not welcome these intrusions. She
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seemed to need me simply to observe her story, and consequently her pain, to get all 
the benefit she needed fi*om therapy.
Virginia Axline’s seminal book, ‘Play Therapy’ (1947), in which she introduced this 
non-directive way of working with children, was an inspiration to me in this 
children’s setting, but has continued to influence my work with young adults too. She 
champions the importance of staying close to a child’s experience, recognising and 
reflecting back a child’s thoughts and feelings as they arise in play, in such a way that 
the child gains insight into her own emotions and behaviour, and at the same time 
feels understood and validated. With only a few exceptions, most of the children and 
young people 1 worked with did not want to talk about their problems or explicitly 
share their experiences, and they were equally uninterested in seeking solutions; 
rather, what they seemed to appreciate was a safe place in which to process difficult 
emotions such as pain and anger, and trust they could be contained. However, whilst 
this requirement for apparent passivity on behalf of the therapist seems a relatively 
straight-forward one, with clients like Eva, who presented as so insecure and 
vulnerable, my desire to reassure and comfort was strong, and I often struggled to 
provide the containing environment which Bion (1963) first proposed as a crucial 
element of successful therapy, and has since found support in neuroscience research 
(Cozolino, 2002). However, learning to tolerate others’ distress, and simply witness 
their pain without needing to participate, or ‘do’ something, is an element of my work 
where I feel I have made considerable progress, and now, thanks to Eva, feel much 
more able to ‘just watch’.
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chapter Six: Learning jrom  experimenting
“Well, I ’ll eat it, ” said Alice, “and if it makes me grow larger I  can reach the key, and if it 
makes me grow smaller I can crawl under the door; so either way I ’ll get into the garden”
My psychodynamic year also taught me another crucial lesson, one which was, in 
many ways, incompatible with my personality, and one I strongly resisted: the value 
of boundaries. Already during my first year my supervisor and I had debated issues of 
boundaries, and I had felt her disapproval at my ‘transgressions’ on a number of 
occasions. Working with children in a psychodynamic setting, I arrived anticipating 
boundary-related struggles, and I was not disappointed: themed rooms were allocated 
and could not be changed; toys, play equipment and craft materials were consistent 
(even down to the colours in the paint tray); self-disclosure of any kind was to be 
avoided; and there was no extension of a session if children arrived late. Whilst I 
frequently brought these and other boundary issues to supervision, debating their 
merits with my experienced psychodynamic supervisor, I realised that I needed to 
experiment with alternative ways of being, in order to discover for myself the relative 
value of adopting some of the psychodynamic concepts with which I was struggling. 
So, with the permission of my open-minded supervisor, I brought in new games and 
toys, changed paint colours, opened windows, allowed ‘five more minutes’ to finish 
an activity and began to relate in a less ‘blank slate’ way. The results were startling, to 
me at least, although it seemed not so to my supervisor! My conclusion was that 
children, and perhaps all those suffering, benefit from a consistent and reliable 
environment, when the world around them seems so insecure and uncertain. Although 
now in a much more relaxed setting, without the same requirement to adhere to strict 
boundaries, I am more boundaried in my work than I ever believed I would be. 
Experimenting with new ways of ‘being’, as well as ‘doing’ then, has played an 
important role in my discovery of the kind of therapist I want to be, frequently 
surprising me in the process.
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TAUT’ TifAEE
k  ‘yCaypy ^Ending....
“Would you tell me, please, which way I  ought to go from here?”
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to, ” said the Cat 
“I  don H much care where-” said Alice.
“Then it doesn f  matter which way you go, ” said the Cat 
“-so long as I  get somewhere, ” Alice added as an explanation.
“Oh, you ^ re sure to do that, ” said the Cat, “if  you only walk long enough.
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cfiapter Seven: Learning from  fife
“Fm not strange, weird, off, nor crazy, my reality is just different from yours”
When I was twenty-one years old, and in my third year at university, one of my 
closest friends started to hear voices and act strangely. Two months later, she was 
diagnosed with schizophrenia and two weeks after her diagnosis she committed 
suicide. In the week before her death she spoke to me about the hopelessness she felt 
in the face of her diagnosis and how much she dreaded the prospect of being on 
medication for the rest of her life, and living with “no emotion”, which is how she 
understood her medication to work. She was brilliant, heading for a first class 
Honours degree from a top university, popular and charming, engaging and funny; she 
had also been sexually abused by her step-father throughout much of her childhood, 
and had felt unable to ‘burden’ her mother, on account of her already stressful life 
looking after her severely disabled brother.
This experience of the ‘madness’ of a close friend has remained with me throughout 
my life, perhaps providing me with more empathy than most, for the ‘psycho’, who 
acts bizarrely, or the ‘madman’ who has an aggressive outburst. It was this personal 
experience that also drew me to what I see as one of the most important distinctive 
features of Counselling Psychology: the shunning of a medical model of mental health 
and the conceptualisation of ‘mental illness’ as merely an expression of human 
suffering, and as such, on a continuum of normal psychological functioning, and a 
part of what it is to be human. Since the death of my friend, this has been my 
instinctive understanding of ‘mental illness’ for almost thirty years, and since 
beginning my training, I have passionately championed what I see as a fundamental 
principal of Counselling Psychology: challenging both diagnoses and the assumption, 
held by many mental health professionals, that medication is the most effective and 
reliable treatment for those suffering severe mental distress.
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Cfapter (Eigflt: Learning from doing
‘Read the directions and directly you will be directed in the right direction’
I was delighted to obtain a placement at an Early Intervention in Psychosis Service 
(EIS) for my third year, aware not only that the complex cases I was likely to 
encounter there were appropriate for this stage in my training, but also that this was a 
client group to which I was particularly drawn, and a model in which I was interested 
in working in the future. There were a number of reasons for this: from my years as a 
teacher, I knew I enjoyed working with adolescents and young people; as my training 
had advanced I felt attracted to those with more complex and severe presentations; 
and I embraced the El model, which presented an optimistic view of potential full 
recovery from a first psychotic episode, and a holistic approach to well being, 
including family interventions, social skills training and support with returning to 
work or education. However, in spite of all of this, I arrived feeling unsure about the 
therapeutic model I was going to be working in: having recently leamt the merits of 
‘just being’ with a client, ‘witnessing’ their distress, ‘containing’ their anxiety, and 
‘staying close’ to their experience, in a non-directive way, I was concerned that the 
more stmctured, directive and solution-focused approach of cognitive behavioural 
therapy would prove difficult to embrace.
My first client and my first supervision revealed my reservations to be unfounded, and 
I realised I had encountered another model that could provide me not only with an 
alternative way of conceptualising an individual’s distress, but a further set of skills 
that might be useful in alleviating suffering. Working with Helen, for example, I 
immediately experienced the benefits of psychoeducation, as she eagerly embraced 
my explanation of her symptoms in terms of Clark and Wells’ Model of Social 
Anxiety (1995), and I was caused to rethink my scepticism towards solution-focused 
therapy, as I watched the enthusiasm and optimism with which she first made a list of 
her problems and then transformed them into goals. Helen had spent two years 
indoors before experiencing a first psychotic episode, which had led to her hospital 
admission, and her problems and issues were clearly deeper and more complex than 
might be fully captured in Clark and Wells’ Social Anxiety Model (1995). However, 
she was determined to get well again and fulfil her dream of becoming a vet, and
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knew she needed to be able to overcome the extreme anxiety she felt around 
unfamiliar people. By identifying and challenging her cognitive biases and avoidant 
behaviour, and using CBT techniques, such as behavioral experiments, thought diaries 
and homework, after ten weeks she was volunteering at a local veterinary practice and 
had spent a fortnight on a farm in Ireland assisting with the lambing! There is no 
question that Helen has a number of unresolved issues, and at some point in the future 
she may wish to address these, but the structured, purposeful and proactive work of 
CBT enabled her to obtain a place at university to study veterinary science, and as she 
left therapy, I felt hopeful about her future.
I have come then to appreciate the sound principles and practical strategies of a CBT 
approach, which offers many clients, an optimistic, well-defined, evidence-based 
model, providing relief from their symptoms and solutions to their problems. I am 
mindful of the criticisms directed towards a therapy that is often associated with short­
term, superficial, manualised work, but my experience of it has been an extremely 
positive one, which allowed a highly individualised and flexible approach, and in 
which the CBT principles of transparency and collaboration fostered trusting and open 
relationships.
chapter Tfine: Learning to he me
“I know who I WAS when I got up this morning, but I think I  must have been changed 
several times since then” said Alice.
Like Alice, I have been on an incredible adventure, full of remarkable characters and 
extraordinary moments, and each individual I have met, and every experience I have 
had along the way, has undoubtedly shaped not only the therapist I have become, but 
the whole person I now am: all the learning I ’ve done, from reading, listening, being, 
playing, witnessing, experimenting and doing, has certainly “changed me several 
times”. From my supervisors, tutors, colleagues, peers and clients, I have leamt a 
multitude of different ways of working and being, both in the therapy room, and 
outside of it: in my work, I am more patient, more congruent, more playful; and in my 
personal life, I know I have become a less anxious and more mindful person.
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My work with one client in particular has epitomised my adventure searching for my 
particular identity as a Counselling Psychologist. Becky was a 30 year old single 
mum, who was sectioned under the Mental Health Act (1983), following a delusional 
episode in which she thought her daughter’s primary school was running a paedophile 
ring, and putting her eight-year old daughter at risk. I began working with her three 
months after she left hospital, and a month before a court case in which her daughter 
was taken into permanent long-term foster care. Unfortunately, this paper does not 
allow for the details of what became a very distressing case for me, but essentially, 
whilst acknowledging Becky’s “genuine love for her child” and “apparent sound mind 
and judgement”, the Judge felt “obliged” to concur with the Social Services’ request, 
supported by a report from an independent psychiatrist, who, after a half hour 
interview with Becky, shortly after she left hospital, gave her a diagnosis of 
“Delusional Disorder”, which he further claimed was “difficult to treat” and “likely to 
persist”. When I met Becky, three months later, she had complete insight into her 
delusional behaviour prior to her hospitalisation, and was deeply embarrassed and 
ashamed by it, and with a collaborative and honest relationship, we were able to 
formulate her distress and understand what had led her to hold such an extreme 
delusion. However, with Becky, I realised that Rogers’ core conditions (1957), whilst 
“necessary”, were certainly not “sufficient” to alleviate her distress, and it was time to 
embody the full potential of my Counselling Psychology identity, which I felt 
included a commitment to consider the entirety of a person’s circumstances, to 
embrace socio-political arguments and to challenge injustice when it arises. Alongside 
Becky then, I worked with psychiatrists, social workers and lawyers, and together we 
have achieved much: firstly, we challenged her diagnosis and medication, and after 
initially downgrading Delusional Disorder to Brief Psychotic Disorder, her diagnosis 
has been dropped altogether, and she is no longer on medication; then we challenged 
the social workers, who admitted to ignorance and stigma regarding mental health, 
and have been happy to embrace some training; finally, we challenged the court 
process, (with lawyers admitting to “mistakes made”) and have been promised a new 
court date, in which we hope to overturn the original Judgement and reunite Becky 
with her daughter. I hope to give evidence on Becky’s behalf; I shall certainly be by 
her side.
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With Becky, I may have got “too involved”, and been guilty of “caring too much”, but 
I now understand that, whilst these tendencies can often be unhelpful to clients, there 
are occasions when a passion for people, combined with a passion for justice, can lead 
to successful outcomes, and I applaud my chosen profession for encouraging the 
pursuit of social justice whenever the opportunity arises.
Certainly, in Counselling Psychology I have found my home: my theoretical home, 
where I can draw on the diversity of theoretical understandings and models without 
feeling ‘unpure’, adopting a pluralistic epistemology and ontology, and embracing the 
relationship as central to practice, supported by empirical research; I have found my 
spiritual home, where I can conceptualise my clients’ distress in terms of normal 
human experience, and work with a positive and optimistic approach, focusing on 
strengths and well-being, rather than simply responding to pathology; and I have 
found my practical home, where I can work flexibly, creatively and holistically, and 
take the therapy beyond the room whenever I am called to do so. Now, after three 
years of learning, I feel I am beginning to find my own space within that home, and 
adopt an identity and way of working that feels comfortable and authentic.
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(Epifogue
So many out-of-the-way things had happened lately, that Alice had begun to 
think that very few  things indeed were really impossible.
These three years have been a huge challenge for me, with so many personal and 
professional struggles and sacrifiées along the way, but as I set out on my next 
adventure as a Counselling Psychologist, I feel confident and excited about the world 
of possibilities that awaits me.
My adventure through the very different chapters of this training have taught me, as 
Woolfe and Strawbridge (2010) assert, that life is indeed “inherently multifarious and 
contradictory”, and certainly I have leamt that human behaviour, thoughts and 
emotions are inconsistent, confusing, conflicting and complex. Any expectation, then, 
to understand what it is to be human, with clarity and certainty, is perhaps a little 
absurd?
“I f  I  had a world o f  my own, everything would be nonsense. Nothing 
would be what it is, because everything would be what it isn't. And 
contrary wise, what is, it wouldn't be. And what it wouldn't be, it would. 
You see?”
f f i e  (Encf
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Introduction to the Research Dossier
The Research Dossier consists of a literature review and two empirical pieces of 
research, one qualitative and one quantitative. The initial literature review examined 
the literature on human beings’ responses to the natural environment, adopting a 
critical stance towards the concept of ‘biophilia’ (Wilson, 1984), which purports that 
human beings have an innate propensity to affiliate with nature. With an increasing 
number of books and articles warning of the risks to our mental health of our 
diminishing connection with nature, it examined the evidence for the claim that nature 
is always beneficial to our psychological well-being.
The literature review revealed that, whilst there was strong support for Wilson’s 
biophilia hypothesis (1984) for most groups, across diverse cultures and amongst both 
children and adults, the responses of adolescents to nature were inconsistent and often 
less favourable. In my first empirical study then, I chose to conduct an exploratory 
qualitative project on the experiences of adolescents in natural environments, in the 
hope to shed further light on these anomalous responses uncovered by the literature 
review. With very little previous research focusing exclusively on adolescent 
populations, I adopted a grounded theory approach, with the aim of moving beyond 
description to offer tentative explanations regarding teenagers’ experience of nature.
This qualitative study confirmed adolescents’ inconsistent responses to natural 
environments, revealing both complex and contradictory attitudes and experiences. It 
uncovered two factors that appeared to have a strong positive influence on their 
experience of nature, namely, being with peers and being occupied. In my third study 
I chose to investigate these two influences further with a quantitative research project, 
which employed an experimental design, first to measure actual restoration amongst 
adolescents, and then to examine the impact of these two influences, identified by the 
previous study, by manipulating the experimental conditions.
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Abstract
There is a growing concern that our diminishing connection with nature is having a 
detrimental effect on our mental health. This has been attributed to the concept of 
‘biophilia’, which purports that human beings are genetically predisposed to affiliate 
with nature, and as a consequence exposure to the natural world is of crucial 
importance to psychological well-being. This paper explores people’s different 
responses to natural environments and examines the evidence for a biological basis for 
our affiliation with nature. It reviews the literature from preference studies, favourite 
place research, experimental studies and qualitative research, looking at the way in 
which people, of all ages and across cultures, experience nature. Whilst the review 
revealed substantial support for the beneficial effects of natural environments, there 
was some inconsistency in the findings, with some studies reporting responses of fear, 
disgust and indifference, particularly amongst adolescents. The evidence for an innate 
link with nature then, is far from conclusive, and it seems that culture, learning and 
experience may also play a significant role in the way we experience the natural 
world. As counselling psychologists it may be important to acknowledge this diversity 
of experience, recognising nature’s potential restorative value, but remaining 
cognizant that not everyone experiences the natural world in a similarly positive way.
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Nature can be dazzling and daunting, beautiful and boring!
People experience the natural world differently....
“Nature is beautiful, inspiring, life-affirming! ” my friend, a white middle-class Englishman. 
“Nature is harsh, unfriendly, difficult!” my client, a Ghanaian lady, recently m oved to London. 
“Nature is boring, distracting, irrelevant!” my daughter's friend, a London teenager.
It seems nature is back in fashion! Having been justly lambasted for our selfish 
exploitation of the earth’s resources over the last two decades, and instructed to 
change our behaviour in order to save our planet, it seems the message is now much 
more benign: we must reconnect with nature in order to save ourselves (Louv, 2005; 
Moss, 2012). Of course the environmental crisis has not gone away, but now there is a 
new call to action, which is encouraging us to embrace the bounties of the natural 
world in order to heal our ailing minds and bodies. At the beginning of 2012 the 
National Trust published a report, which claimed our nation’s children were suffering 
from a modem phenomenon, known as ‘Nature Deficit Disorder’. The report 
highlights the detrimental physical and psychological consequences for individual 
children, who are no longer engaging with the natural world, citing dramatic 
increases, particularly in mental health problems such as depression, attention deficit 
disorder, eating disorders and self-harming behaviours (Moss, 2012).
The American author, Richard Louv, who first coined the phrase, ‘Nature Deficit 
Disorder’ in his seminal book. Last Child in the Woods (2005), points to a concept 
known as ‘biophilia’ as a possible explanation as to why nature may be so important 
to both our physical and psychological well-being. E. O. Wilson claimed that human 
beings had an innate propensity to affiliate with nature, terming it ‘the biophilia 
hypothesis’ (1984). If this is tme, it is not unreasonable to suggest that our increased 
disconnection with the natural world in our modem technological and consumerist 
lives, may have lead to our current crisis in mental health. A vast amount of literature 
that recognises the many and varied beneficial effects of contact with nature appears 
to support such a hypothesis. However, whilst Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis has been 
widely embraced by psychologists, educationalists, environmentalists, politicians, and
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health workers alike, the argument for an evolutionary-based affiliation with nature is 
far from conclusive.
What is clear is that people experience nature in a multitude of ways, and in order to 
gain a better understanding of an individual, an awareness of their relationship with 
the natural world is crucial (Higley & Milton, 2008). From a Counselling Psychology 
perspective, then, insight into how a person experiences their natural environment and 
the different meanings they assign to it, will enable a richer and deeper understanding 
of the entirety of an individual. Whilst some approaches already include a 
consideration of a person’s wider environmental context, for example the ‘Umwelt’ of 
Gestalt therapy and the ‘physical dimension’ of existential therapy, as more and more 
people suffer with general anxiety and depression with no known aetiology, it is 
perhaps becoming increasingly important to consider that a disconnection with one’s 
natural environment might be an underlying cause of depressive symptoms.
This paper, then, reviews the literature on people’s different experiences of nature, 
with particular reference to the concept of biophilia, and questions whether there 
really is a biological basis for our affiliation with nature.
Positive experiences of nature: An innate relationship?
“When I ’m by the sea or in the countiyside, anywhere away from  London, away from  the city, 
I  ju st fe e l better...it’s  as simple as that!” a London friend.
Support for the concept of a genetically based affiliation with nature seems to come 
from three broad areas: our preference for particular natural landscapes; the restorative 
effects of nature and animals; the cognitive benefits of the natural environment.
Preference studies
“The thing I lo v e d  best about our holiday home last year was the v iew ”, my husband.
Some of the most convincing evidence in support of biophila comes from studies, 
which investigate our different aesthetic preferences for landscapes. The vast majority 
of these studies have found a marked preferenee for ‘savannah’ style environments.
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open, grassy landscapes with small scattered trees, compared with other habitats such 
as rain forests and deserts. For example, a landmark study by Balling and Falk (1982) 
used a developmental approach to investigate an innate preference for a particular 
setting. Participants across six different age groups (8 yrs, llyrs, 14 yrs, college 
students, adults and senior citizens) were shown slides representing five different 
natural landscapes (tropical rain forest, temperate deciduous forest, coniferous forest, 
savannah and desert), and were asked to rate on a 6-point Likert scale how much they 
would like to live in and visit an area similar to the one on the slide. The two younger 
age groups showed a significantly greater desire to visit the savannah landscape than 
any of the other settings, whereas the older children and adults showed an equal 
preference for more familiar natural environments. Balling and Falk (1982) suggested 
that this demonstrated an innate preference for savannah landscapes, which is 
weakened by cultural and social influences as children get older.
Balling and Falk carried out a similar study almost 20 years later (2010), amongst 
Nigerian adults living in the rainforest, to investigate the extent to which culture 
influences preferences. The participants were shown slides representing the same five 
landscapes as the previous study, and the results demonstrated a similar significant 
preference for savannah-like settings.
Preferences for savannah-style landscapes support an evolutionary explanation. If we 
accept that much of human evolution took place on the open savannahs of East Africa, 
where the habitat offered abundant food and visual openness, providing opportunity 
for surveillance of threats and subsequent easy escape, it seems a plausible 
explanation that humans have retained a genetic predisposition for liking similar 
landscapes, which are characterised by spatial openness, small groups of trees and 
grassy ground.
Gibson’s ‘theory of affordance’ (1979) explains preferences for savannah landscapes 
in adaptive terms, suggesting certain landscape features ‘afford’ shelter, food- 
gathering and opportunities for surveying the landscape, all of which would have 
supported survival of the human species.
Appleton (1996) developed a similar evolutionary based theory to explain landscape 
preferences, in which he suggested that people make aesthetic judgements about
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landscapes according to the extent to which they represent the genetically important 
features of ‘prospect’, an open, unimpeded view, and ‘refuge’, an opportunity to hide 
from any hazard. In a study that tested Appleton’s prospect-refuge theory, children as 
young as eight were found to be able to understand and judge the concepts of 
prospect, refuge and hazard, and all ages preferred paintings, which they perceived to 
be high in prospect and refuge (Fischer & Shrout, 2006). A more recent experimental 
design (Gatersleben & Andrews, 2013), studying actual restoration in environments 
with different levels of prospect and refuge, revealed similar preferences, further 
supporting Appleton’s theory.
A functional-evolutionary perspective would also expect humans to prefer landscapes 
with water, and there are a number of studies amongst children and adults which have 
found strong preferences for scenes with water (Bemaldez, Abello & Gallardo, 1989; 
Choker & Mene, 1992) and lush green vegetation, where water is clearly present 
(Ulrich, 1993).
Although most of these studies show overwhelming preference for savannah-like 
landscapes with particular features, alternative explanations for these preferences have 
been proposed, which do not have an evolutionary basis. For example, in Berlyne’s 
theory of aesthetics (1974), he suggests the four concepts of complexity, novelty, 
incongruity and surprisingness as key factors in our appreciation of a scene, but with 
optimum levels of these aspects, beyond which we are no longer happy.
Kaplan and Kaplan propose a further preference model (1975), which draws from 
both Gibson’s nativist theory and Berlyne’s constructivist approach. They 
acknowledge a strong genetic influence on our preferences, agreeing that humans will 
favour landscapes that offer the best chance of survival, and adding that our unique 
information processing skills make us particularly attracted to scenes we find 
understandable and that make sense. At the same time, they claim that people like 
environments that are engaging and contain some mystery, and consider familiarity to 
be a further key factor in our preferences.
Whilst supporters of exclusively genetically-based explanations, such as Ulrich 
(1993), criticise models involving complex cognitive processing, claiming that 
emotional responses to landscapes occur almost instantaneously, it is clear that there
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exist alternative plausible theories for our preference for landscapes which involve 
open views, interesting trees, surprising water features and familiar green vegetation.
However, consistent patterns across cultures do provide further support for a genetic 
basis to people’s preferences for particular landscapes. Whilst cultural differences are 
often observed, similarities in responses to natural scenes appear to far outweigh any 
differences. For example, in one study comparing western tourists’ evaluations of 
scenic beauty with Balinese evaluations (Hull & Revell, 1989), whilst differences 
occurred due to participants’ different familiarity with the landscape, there was 
overriding similarity in preferences for landscapes that were open and verdant, 
consistent with other preference study literature.
In another study (Yi, 1992) investigating the influence of culture on landscape 
preferences, participants from South Korea and Texas were shown photographs of 
diverse natural landscapes. In order to test the cultural impact even further, Yi chose 
scenes with specific positive cultural associations for one or other of the groups, for 
example a mountain scene, famous for its Buddhist temple, but known only to the 
Koreans. However, in spite of these strong cultural influences, there was remarkable 
consistency amongst both groups, with highest ratings accorded to landscapes with 
water features and savannah-like qualities.
There is a prolific body of research comparing preferences for natural over urban 
environments, and again these studies provide further support for a genetic component 
to our preferences, with the overwhelming majority of them revealing a strong 
tendency to favour natural landscapes (Hull & Revell, 1989; Kaplan, Kaplan & 
Wendt, 1972; Chokor & Mene, 1992). One study attempted to influence a preference 
for urban environments by showing participants scenes of unremarkable natural 
landscapes and relatively attractive Scandinavian townscapes (Ulrich, 1981). A 
strength of this study was that it used physiological as well as self-report measures. In 
spite of the weighting towards the urban environments, however, results still revealed 
natural scenes to have stronger positive influences on psychophysiological states than 
urban scenes.
Findings, then, are reasonably consistent across diverse groups and cultures, with the 
overwhelming majority of studies revealing strong preferences for savannah-like
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scenes and those where water is present over other landscapes, and strong preferences 
for all natural scenes, even when relatively dull, over urban settings.
However, caution is needed in interpreting these results as robust empirical evidence 
for the concept of a genetic basis to biophilia. In spite of the number of studies 
revealing similar findings, there is still limited data from non-Western cultures, and 
the methods used, relying almost entirely on self-report measures, are inadequate to 
offer anything other than indirect support for the role of genetic factors.
A further criticism that has been justifiably levelled at the vast majority of these 
preference studies is their reliance on simulations of natural environments, rather than 
actual exposure to real nature. Although research testing the validity of these studies 
has found on-site ratings of real scenes to be correlated with simulated scenes (Hull & 
Stewart, 1992), more research based on experience of real environments is needed.
Implicit Association Tests (lAT)
lAT studies provide more recent experimental evidence to support an innate, implicit 
connection with nature. Bruni, Chance, Schultz & Nolan (2012) conducted three 
separate lAT studies using both natural and built stimuli with both positive and 
negative valence, for example, natural words included ‘animal’ and ‘maggot’, and 
built words included ‘museum’ and ‘prison’. They hypothesised that if individuals felt 
more strongly connected with positive aspects of nature than with negative aspects, 
then this would suggest that connectedness with nature may not in fact be a primitive 
belief, as Wilson’s concept of biophilia suggests, but rather a first-order belief, 
whereby logical thinking processes that stem from experience account for our 
attitudes and behaviour. However, across all three studies they found stronger 
associations between self and nature stimuli, than between self and built stimuli, 
regardless of whether stimuli were positively or negatively valenced. Of course this 
does not mean that participants like positive and negative nature equally, but simply 
that they are equally connected to positive and negative aspects of the natural 
environment.
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Although there have been some criticisms of the construct validity of lATs (here, it 
might be argued that the lAT-Nature is measuring the salience of cultural knowledge 
or attributes), measuring implicit associations does overcome the problem of social 
desirability bias, problematic in self-report measures, particular in this research where 
strong social desirability is associated with environmental attitudes and beliefs. 
Furthermore, if connectedness is indeed ‘primitive’, and largely unconscious, then 
asking participants to self-reflect and report their felt-connection may give inaccurate 
measurements. Indeed in an LAT study investigating whether connectiveness increases 
after contact with animals in a zoo (Bruni, Fraser & Schultz, 2008), after exposure to 
the animals, increased implicit connectiveness to nature was identified, when self- 
report measures revealed no such increase.
Restorative effects of nature
“Mummy, you must get up from  your computer and go outside, walk round the garden, get 
some fresh air, I  always concentrate so much better afterwards”, ‘helpful’ advice from  a 
daughter w h o’s ju st fin ished her GCSEs!
Further support for the concept of a human being’s biological affiliation with nature 
can be found in the large body of research that suggests exposure to nature creates 
what has been called ‘restorative responses’ and the places where these occur, 
‘restorative environments’. If certain natural landscapes have promoted the survival of 
the human species, then it is not unreasonable to suppose that exposure to these 
natural landscapes would promote physiological and psychological well being. 
Certainly there is a wealth of studies which have shown how people experience nature 
as stress-reducing, and health enhancing.
One of the earliest studies to investigate the possible restorative influences of nature 
was undertaken by Roger Ulrich (1984). He compared the recovery records of 23 
matched pairs of surgical patients, with half of the patients in a room with a window 
looking out over trees and the other half in an identical room, but with a window 
looking onto a brick wall. He found that those patients with a window view of trees 
spent less time in hospital post-operation, elicited fewer negative comments about 
their progress from nurses and took fewer moderate and strong analgesics, compared
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with patients who had a view of a brick wall. Although the results suggest the natural 
view had a therapeutic influence, one criticism of his research is that the non-natural 
view was particularly monotonous, and the results may not have been the same for a 
more stimulating ‘built’ view, such as a lively city street.
Another more reeent study (Raanaas, Patil, & Hartig, 2011), reminiscent of Ulrich’s 
pioneering hospital window study (1984), compared the relative well being of 278 
coronary and pulmonary patients in a residential rehabilitation centre, with half the 
patients assigned to a room with a panoramic view of natural surroundings and the 
other half to a room with a view partially or entirely blocked by buildings. The results 
revealed that the blocked view negatively affected the physical health of women, and 
the mental health of men. Moreover, both men and women with the panoramic natural 
view reported using their rooms more frequently when they wanted to rest, 
contemplate and de-stress.
These findings support Ulrich’s Stress Recovery Theory (1983), which posits that 
stress reduction is brought about by looking at a scene that has particular properties, 
usually a natural scene with moderate complexity and a focal point. According to 
Ulrich, as a person perceives these properties, there is a shift towards a more positive 
emotional state, activity in certain physiological systems is reduced, and sustained 
attention is evoked, which blocks negative thoughts and emotions.
Evidence for the stress reducing influence of unthreatening natural environments 
compared with urban environments can be found in a study investigating the effects of 
watching recordings of nature and urban scenes, following the viewing of a stressful 
video (Ulrich et al., 1991). One hundred and twenty participants viewed a ten-minute 
video about industrial accidents, which depicted simulated blood and mutilation, and 
then one of six ten-minute videos featuring natural and urban settings. Those who 
viewed the scenes featuring water or park-like settings not only reported more positive 
feelings, but were also found to have lower levels of several measures of stressful 
arousal, including blood pressure, skin conductance and muscle tension, leading the 
researchers to conclude that those exposed to natural environments recovered more 
quickly and completely than those exposed to urban environments.
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Kaplan and Kaplan’s Attention Restoration Theory (ART; 1989) suggests an 
alternative explanation for the restorative characteristics of nature. They assume a 
state of ‘directed attention fatigue’, from which an individual can best recover by 
being in a restorative environment, which they define as having four characteristics: 
‘being away’ (out of one’s normal environment), ‘extent’ (an experience extended in 
time and space), ‘fascination’ (being interesting and engaging), and ‘compatibility’ 
(ability of the environment to support an individual’s intended activity). After any 
prolonged mental effort, there is a need to recharge, and rest directed attention, which 
according to ART can be done by finding a different involuntary attention that 
requires little effort. Natural environments appear to provide this effortless attention in 
abundance, with ‘fascinating objects’ such as clouds, trees, and sunsets requiring little 
effort to capture our attention, and at the same time are ‘compatible’ with our human 
wants and needs. In addition, natural settings can provide an opportunity for 
reflection, away from everyday tasks. Whilst this appears to offer a credible account 
for the restorative effects of nature, Ulrich claims that the speed of biophilic responses 
would make the cognitive mediating processes of ART difficult.
There have been hundreds of studies, across both urban and rural populations, and 
covering diverse socio-economic groups, ages and cultures, which similarly seem to 
support the view that contact with nature reduces stress and increases well-being: a 
large scale Dutch study involving the self-reports of 10,000 participants found people 
to be mentally and physically healthier than those living in an urban environment (De 
Vries et al., 2003); a Japanese study amongst 3341 urban senior citizens found living 
near a green space positively influenced longevity (Takano, Nakamura, & Watanabe,
2002) and a recent much larger Canadian study involving 575,000 adults and 
conducted over a thirty year period, has confirmed an association between living near 
a green space and a long-term reduction in mortality (Villeneuve et al., 2012); a 
comprehensive study amongst children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD) found greenery in their everyday environment significantly reduced 
symptoms (Taylor, Kuo, & Sullivan (2001); and a study amongst rural children found 
reduced anxiety amongst those with higher levels of nature nearby (Wells, & Evans,
2003).
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As lives become ever more stressM, research in this area continues to flourish: one 
recent study found that short visits to forest environments were beneficial for patients 
with exhaustion disorder (Sonntag-Ostrom, et ah, 2014), and another large-scale 
study, involving 259, 319 Australians, found that living near green spaces promoted 
healthier sleeping patterns (Astell-Burt, Feng, & Kolt, 2013).
Large-scale research projects are currently being undertaken, such as the Positive 
Health Effects of the Natural Outdoor environment in TYpical Populations in different 
regions in Europe (PHENOTYPE) Project (Nieuwenhuijsen, Kruize, Gidlow, et al., 
2014), which involves 4000 participants in 16 different cohorts across four different 
European countries, each with a different type of green space and a different use. This 
study is examining both the short-term and long-term associations of natural 
environments and well-being, and investigating both preventative and therapeutic 
effects of nature. Technological innovations are also being employed in more recent 
research, with remote sensing and smart phones used in this study in the assessment of 
green space, and functional MRI scans used to assess neurological responses in 
addition to affective, cognitive and physiological ones. In another study, participants 
were immersed into four virtual realities, with the results suggesting that a virtual 
reality experience of nature promoted restoration (Valtchanov & Ellard, 2010).
Alongside an increased use of more sophisticated tools and methodologies in 
restoration research, more recent studies have begun to investigate people’s 
experiences of nature in different conditions, investigating the effects of weather 
(Beute & de Kort, 2013) and a social context (Staats, & Hartig, 2004; Johansson, 
Hartig, & Staats, 2011). Whilst broadly confirming the beneficial effects of nature, 
these studies are further defining particular conditions in natural environments that 
enhance the restorative experience.
Increased cognitive functioning
Natural environments have also been shown to increase cognitive functioning. One 
longitudinal study (Wells, 2000) measured the cognitive functioning of 17 low- 
income children (aged 7-12 years) whilst they lived in a built-up urban environment
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and then again after they had moved to a more rural setting, and found those children 
whose environments had improved the most in terms of ‘greenness’ also tended to 
have the highest levels of cognitive functioning.
An interesting study on the positive effects of cultivated flowers provides further 
support for an evolutionary argument (Haviland, Rosario, Wilson, & McGuire, 2005). 
In a series of three experimental studies the researchers found that the giving of cut 
flowers induced more positive mood, more positive social behaviour and improved 
episodic memory compared with controls. The design of the studies was robust, with 
large sample sizes, double-blind presentations and carefully considered controls, and 
used a variety of measures including self-reports, observations and memory questions. 
With men displaying the same immediate positive emotional and social behaviour as 
women, in spite of social convention, the researchers concluded that the response was 
unlikely to be as a result of learned associations. Rather they suggest two possible 
evolutionary explanations: firstly, that our attraction to flowers may be hard-wired, 
due to their association with fruits and food; alternatively, flowers may have evolved 
to induce positive emotion in humans, in order to ensure their own propagation.
Animal studies
Another large area of research that seems to support the concept of biophilia is the 
deep affiliation human beings have with animals. As with natural environments, it 
seems that exposure to animals promotes both physiological health and emotional 
well-being. In an early experiment, contemplation of tropical fish in an aquarium 
before oral surgery was found to be as effective as hypnosis in reducing stress and 
relaxing patients (Katcher, Segal, & Beck, 1984).
There are a huge number of studies which report the therapeutic benefits of animals in 
working with clinical groups, such as elderly patients with Alzheimer’s disease, 
autistic children (Redefer & Goodman, 1989) and patients with chronic organic brain 
damage (Beck, Saradarian & Hunter, 1986). In one famous study (Katcher & 
Campbell, 1990) when a hyperactive adolescent dog named Buster was introduced to 
a severely autistic boy, he made remarkable progress, saying his first new words in six
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months, “Buster Sit”, playing with the dog appropriately and turning to him for 
comfort. Across a vast number of studies investigating the effects of introducing 
animals to those with a wide variety of disorders, results have consistently shown that 
contact with animals seems to increase focused attention, social responding, positive 
emotion and speech.
Clearly, there is significant amount of evidence to suggest that nature in all its forms 
has a variety of beneficial effects on people’s stress levels, cognitive functioning and 
general psychological and physiological well being. However, whilst the empirical 
support for the restorative and beneficial effects of nature is convincing, once again 
the weak methodologies and paucity of cross-cultural studies, mean it is difficult to 
claim an evolutionary basis for these effects. Ulrich (1993) suggests behaviour-genetic 
methods, involving large twin samples in studies that have already detected a positive 
response to nature but reveal high individual differences, may offer the most effective 
way for evaluating the biophilia hypothesis in future. Alternatively, laboratory-based 
experimental methods involving positive conditioning may also provide more robust 
empirical support, if positive responding to natural stimuli were found to be more 
readily conditioned and more resistant to forgetting than modem non-natural 
advantageous stimuli. Finally, more studies investigating the preferences of very 
young children, yet to be influenced by learning, experience and culture, would 
provide more convincing evidence for an innate affiliation with nature.
But do we all love nature?
“Come on, Joe, i t ’s ju s t a kitten, it really w on ’t hurt y o u ”, my 13 year o ld  daughter, in 
disbelief, at the anxiety and panic our five  week old kittens appeared to evoke in her seven  
year o ld  cousin.
Whilst the vast majority of research investigating different experiences of nature has 
shown that most people respond positively towards natural environments, there are a 
number of studies which have revealed more negative responses, with some people 
apparently actively disliking nature. These individual differences have been used to 
refute the bipohila hypothesis and support the theory that suggests that our responses
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to nature are shaped entirely by our individual experiences and cultural and social 
contexts.
Fear Responses
Bixler, Carlisle, Hammitt and Floyd (1994) undertook a large-scale study designed 
specifically to capture the range of common fears and discomforts expressed by 
children from urban areas, whilst attending 57 different nature centres across the 
United States. A particular strength of this study was the use of environmental 
interpreters to observe and identify the spontaneous expressions of children, which 
reduced the influence of factors such as social desirability and lack of motivation, and 
captured their emotions in the moment. The most common fears identified were 
snakes and insects, which have been used to support a genetically based argument for 
an evolved fear of potentially threatening species. However, other more surprising 
fears were those of non-indigenous animals, such as bears, lions and tigers, and fear of 
strangers and “crazy people”, which the researchers suggested may be due to the 
influence of television and other media. A further unexpected fear, given the students 
were accompanied by experienced and trusted adults, was that of “getting lost”, which 
led the authors to hypothesise that students may feel overwhelmed by the 
unfamiliarity of their environment.
Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) claim that those young people who have frequently visited 
wild land areas with parents or on school trips, experience the natural environment as 
being stimulating, but familiar, “an optimally novel setting” (Bixler et al., 1994). On 
the other hand, those who are unused to natural environments, may, for example, find 
wooded areas with obscured views, incomprehensible, and be overwhelmed by the 
amount of unrecognisable stimuli, resulting in ‘cognitive chaos’.
However, although unfamiliarity with the natural environment may play a part in 
avoidance or fear of wildland, Rachman (1977) proposed that people also learn to fear 
specific features of nature in three major ways: firstly, by direct conditioning, which 
involves the individual experiencing the negative situation or object personally, 
secondly, by vicarious learning, in which the individual observes another person
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reacting fearfully to a situation, and thirdly, through information or teaching about 
potentially threatening situations or objects. This well-established and empirically 
supported model of fear is important because it highlights how fears and phobias can 
develop without direct experiences with the object or situation (Ollendick & King, 
1991).
Seligman’s preparedness theory (1971) suggests that human beings have evolved to 
have a predisposition to learn fears of snakes, spiders, blood, strangers, bad or 
poisonous food, and any other hazards that might have previously threatened survival. 
Consistent with Rachman’s theory, these fears can be learnt by direct or indirect 
experience, so that humans developed a fear of snakes, for example, by observing 
others being bitten, or by hearing about the painful episode from witnesses, and 
therefore did not have to experience the poisonous bite personally. More recent 
supporters of the evolutionary argument have proposed an evolved fear module in the 
brain, entirely independent from cognition, which is automatically activated by stimuli 
that were once threatening to survival (Ohman & Mineka, 2001).
Seligman’s preparedness theory has been tested extensively in laboratory experiments 
by investigating how easily pre-technological threats (i.e. spiders, snakes and insects) 
can be learned (‘conditioned’) and then persist, compared with modem dangers 
(Ohman, Erixon, & Lofberg, 1975). Ulrich (1993) suggests that these experimental 
studies, using the Pavlovian conditioning approach, provide more persuasive 
empirical evidence for an innate affiliation with nature than research suggesting 
favourable reactions, since these negative responses appear to be instant, unconscious 
and more persistent than negative responses to other non-natural dangers. Ulrich 
maintains these negative responses are as a result of ‘biophobia’, arguing that they are 
consistent with Wilson’s original conception of biophilia, in which he made no claim 
for an exclusively positive connection with nature.
Bixler et al. (1994), however, offer an explanation for these negative responses to 
nature, based on experience and learning. They propose that for individuals who have 
never experienced wild nature, their interpretations and the meanings they assign to 
these new and complex environments will be based on what they have learned from 
indirect experiences, for example from television, zoos, amusement parks and horror
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films. They remark that, given the number of television programmes about crocodiles 
and none about floating logs, it is not surprising that young people unfamiliar with 
nature might identify a floating log as a crocodile. Media has been shown to be hugely 
influential in forming views, with children judging tragic events seen on video as 
more likely to happen than their peers who had not seen the same video snippets 
(Cantor & Omdahl, 1991). With children in the UK on average reportedly watching 
more than 17 hours of television a week (Moss, 2011), it seems entirely plausible, 
then, that incidental learning from media sources might strongly affect their 
preferences for the natural environment, and subsequent willingness to take part in 
outdoor activities.
A further challenge to the evolutionary theory are the number of studies which reveal 
interesting differences across rural and urban populations, different gender and ages, 
and diverse cultures. One study found urban children experienced a greater intensity 
of fears than their rural counterparts (Davidson, White, Smith, & Poppen, 1989), and 
in another study urban students ranked fear of animals as their greatest fear, compared 
with suburban students, who ranked fear of animals as only seventh out of ten 
categories (Nalven, 1970).
Whilst not all studies monitoring gender differences have found discrepancies 
between the sexes (Marks, 1987), some self-report studies have revealed significant 
differences (Ollendick, Matson, & Helsel, 1985), with girls reporting higher intensity 
and higher number of fears than boys. One criticism of this research is the reliance on 
self-report measures, which may be subject to social desirability bias, with boys likely 
to boast of dangerous experiences or feel it important to portray a certain bravado and 
be more reluctant than girls to reveal their true fear. Behavioural measures then are 
perhaps more reliable, with one study in a reptile house at a zoo, observing girls to be 
more reluctant to enter than boys, and staying for a shorter period (Hoff & Maple, 
1982). Another study, which employed self-report, behavioural and physiological 
measures to investigate gender differences in fear of spiders, found males less fearful 
then females (Cornelius & Averill, 1983). One likely explanation for these differences 
is the socialisation of boys, brought up to be brave, with girls ‘allowed’ to be 
vulnerable and afraid. Louv (2005) proposed that boys have always been allowed
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more freedom to explore, and these greater ‘home ranges’ inevitably lead to improved 
way-finding skills and better understanding of hazards.
Disgust responses
“You’ll never guess what they’re making us do at lunch time...clear out the school pond! I  
don ’t understand why we have to do it, nobody w ill ever want to sit by it, i t ’s revolting!” my 
fr ien d ’s son, telling me about their latest science club project.
Fear is not the only negative emotion evoked in some people by nature. In a landmark 
study by Bixler and Floyd (1997), involving 450 13-14 year olds, words such as 
“diseased”, “dirty”, and “disgusting”, were firequently noted by the observers. They 
took measurements for fear expectancy, disgust sensitivity and desire for modem 
comforts, and found that all three variables were significantly related to preferences 
for wild land environments.
Disgust is an emotional response to touching, seeing, smelling or tasting something 
unpleasant; objects such as excrement, mucous, saliva, decaying food, dirt, and slimy 
or sticky plants and animals all commonly elicit a disgust reaction. Whilst it is clear 
that the emotion of disgust is deliberately associated with certain cultural taboos, 
Rozin and Fallon (1987) suggest that there may also be an adaptive element, whereby 
humans learnt to reject rotten food and avoid disease. However, it seems probable that 
acquisition of disgust sensitivity occurs primarily through social learning and from 
direct parental instmction: clearly a child whose parent reacts with disgust when she 
picks up a snail, and is told to wash her hands immediately, will likely develop a 
different attitude towards slimy creatures than the child whose parent reacts with 
interest, discussing the snail’s unusual movements and appearance.
Bixler and Floyd’s study also highlights individual differences in comfort range. They 
suggest that natural environments may have become uncomfortable for those used to 
modem living, with students perhaps experiencing difficulties in adapting to extreme 
temperatures when used to central heating and air conditioning.
In fact, Bixler and Floyd (1997) suggest disgust reactions and desire for modem 
comforts may have a greater impact on negative perceptions of nature than more
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commonly reported fear reactions, and in a follow-np study (1999) they found that 
students with high disgust sensitivity were less likely to want to engage in activities 
that required contact with organic matter. However, once again this study relied on 
11-14 year olds’ self-report of disgust sensitivity and activity preference, and further 
studies are needed to judge whether disgust sensitivity is predictive of actual 
behaviour. In addition more qualitative research would enable a better understanding 
of the meaning behind individual negative reactions, such as disgust and discomfort.
Cross-cultural studies
Whilst some cross-cultural studies have been used to show similarities in landscape 
preferenees, thus supporting an evolutionary explanation, there are other studies, 
which have shown significant differences amongst populations, indicating that culture 
and learning may indeed play an important role in our experience of nature.
One study compared a number of Australian sub-groups, including environmental and 
non-environmental workers, and American students on their preferences for 
Australian landscapes (Herzog, Herbert, Kaplan, & Crooks, 2000). Generally, the 
Australians gave higher overall ratings than the Americans, and Australian 
environmental ‘experts’ gave higher ratings than ‘non-experts’, leading the 
researchers to conclude that familiarity and expert biases account for individual 
differences in perceptions.
Other studies have revealed similar findings, with those more familiar with particular 
environments, due to their location, or with more experience of particular 
environments, perhaps due to their work, generally showing higher preferences for 
nature (Kaplan & Herbert, 1987; Zube & Pitt, 1980).
Interesting research further questioning the evolutionary element of biophilia comes 
from a study by Nabhan and Antoine (1993). They investigated the responses to 
nature amongst two UtoAztecan cultures, the O’odham and the Yaqui, who live in the 
US/Mexican desert borderlands, and have traditionally been desert farmers, surviving 
by hunting, gathering, fishing and trading with neighbouring villages. They compared
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the responses of tribal elders and their grandchildren on measures assessing their 
knowledge and appreciation of their natural environment: by questioning members of 
the same family, but different generations, they hoped to assess the extent to which 
culture and environment influence responses to nature. Although some differences 
might have been anticipated, they were struck by the extent to which these traditional 
people had lost their apparently profound affiliation with nature in such a short period 
of time, with most children having never spent more than half an hour in the desert, in 
spite of easy access, and the majority demonstrating very limited knowledge of their 
local environment. Some have argued that such rapid disconnecting from nature, 
within just two generations, seems contrary to a biophilic understanding (Kahn, 1997), 
although Nabhan and Antoine suggest that the biophilic response exists, but needs to 
be ‘triggered’ by the environment and culture.
Whilst the diverse findings from cross-cultural studies begin to question a universal 
affiliation for nature, again they are insufficient in number to provide conclusive 
evidence either for or against the concept of biophlia. More studies across diverse 
cultures and using more rigorous methodologies are clearly needed.
Adolescence: A confusing time
“I  ju s t don 7 get why people enjoy trudging around the countryside, getting cold  and wet and  
dirty ”, my teenage daughter.
“I  love ‘G o-Ape\ I  love being outdoors, and up in the trees, i t ’s a bit scary, but you fe e l  so  
great afteiywards ”, the same teenage daughter!
It is studies investigating responses to nature across different age groups, which have 
perhaps offered the greatest challenge to the biophilia hypothesis. In particular, 
research amongst the adolescent population has revealed some interesting results, 
which challenge the assumption that all human beings have a need and evolutionary- 
based propensity to connect with nature.
In the previously cited study by Balling and Falk (1982), although savannah-like 
scenes were preferred across all age groups, preferences indicated by the mid­
adolescent group (15 year olds) were significantly lower for all the biomes than those
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indicated by the two younger age groups and the older age groups. The fact that there 
were strong differences in their views to different biomes, and that the more 
favourable biomes were still relatively highly scored by the teenagers, counters the 
argument that might suggest teenagers are simply more negative in all their views.
These findings are supported by a number of other studies. In Herzog et al.’s study 
(2000) of preferences for different Australian landscapes, their sub-groups included 
students from both an upper primary school (aged 10-12 years) and a secondary 
school (aged 13-17 years), as well as college students and older adults. Whilst the 
primary students had the overall highest mean preference for all scenes, the secondary 
school students had the lowest, with both other groups in between.
Another study (Medina, 1983) showed differences between teenage and adult 
preferences in an urban context, with the 12-14 year olds favouring familiar 
neighbourhoods and more obviously city scenes, for example those featuring buses, 
whilst the adults favoured urban scenes with more nature present, for example tree- 
lined streets and enclosed open spaces. This suggests the adults preferred scenes 
reflecting privacy and quiet, whilst the teenagers preferred settings that suggested 
activity.
Other convincing evidence for adolescents’ different environmental preferences 
comes from favourite place research. Whilst most research on adults’ and children’s 
favourite places consistently suggests preferences for places involving some aspect of 
nature (Korpela, 2001; Newell, 1997) research amongst adolescents’ favourite places 
again uncovers some contrasting results.
In an Australian study of the favourite places of 101 teenagers ranging in ages from 13 
to 19 years, Owens (1994) found that teenagers prefer more developed, less natural 
places. When asked to name three outdoor places they most valued in their 
community, “developed parks”, where they typically played sports, “places at home”, 
meaning their own or friend’s house, and “commercial areas”, including shopping 
areas, were the most frequent responses, with almost all the teenagers (91%) 
mentioning that they go to these favourite places with other people.
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In a Finnish study involving 248 adolescents (17-18 years old), private homes were 
most often cited as favourite places (Korpela, 1992), with bars, cafes, discos, sports 
facilities and natural settings given equal preference. In another Finnish study 
amongst two age groups, 8-9 year olds and 12-13 year olds, again neither group 
showed a preference for using natural places over other settings (categorised as sport, 
residential or community service) for restorative purposes. A further finding from this 
study was that the teenagers were more likely than the younger children to visit their 
favourite place with friends (Korpela, Kytta, & Hartig, 2002). Sommer’s study (1990) 
investigating the favourite places of Estonian adolescents, revealed similar results, 
with younger children preferring natural places more frequently than 15-17 year olds.
Korpela attempts to explain these differences in favourite place preferences amongst 
adolescents in terms of his theory of environmental self-regulation (1989). He 
proposes that people use favourite places to regulate emotions, and to maintain self­
esteem and a coherent self-concept, seeking out these preferred environments when 
life becomes stressful. During adolescence, a time of self-concept development, the 
need for self-regulation activities is likely to be high. Since it is generally accepted 
that, during this life stage, social interaction is a crucial developmental need, 
adolescents will seek self-regulation in the company of their peers, and therefore in 
places which afford opportunity for socialising, such as shopping centres, sport 
centres or their home, rather than more secluded, peaceful places, more commonly 
associated with natural environments and preferred by younger children and adults.
Kaplan and Kaplan (2002) propose a further interesting hypothesis, suggesting that 
adolescence may represent a ‘time out’ from a preference for the natural environment, 
which is due to both evolutionary and cultural factors. They describe the changing 
nature of adolescence over the last two hundred years, with two-wage-eamer families, 
single-parent households and fewer siblings resulting in young people turning to their 
peers as their major support system during these turbulent adolescent years. It is not 
that nature is necessarily disliked by most young people, although certainly for some 
this is the case, but that places which most easily provide settings for interaction with 
peers are preferred. At the same time, they offer an evolutionary explanation, 
proposing that the natural environment does not represent a context that successfully
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meets the needs of adolescents, at a developmental stage when exercising autonomy 
and demonstrating their competence to others is a priority.
Insight from Individuals
“I  hate the countjyside, i t ’s dirty, you get your shoes all messy, and I  ju s t don ’t really get i t”, 
in a conversation with my young hairdresser last week, and later in the same conversation...
“We went to Weymouth and we clim bed this massive hill and it was really windy and we were
knackered when we got to the top, but the view o f  the sea....it was ju s t magic pure m agic”;
and when asked to explain what made it so special, she stm ggled to articulate exactly her 
feelings, as i f  the experience was beyond words: “I  don ’t know, it was ju s t the weather, it was 
soooooo windy, and the sea, and.....I d o n ’t know, I  ju s t stood there looking at the sea and 
feeling the w ind on my fa ce  and it ju s t fe lt  amazing! ”
The vast majority of research on people’s diverse experiences of the natural 
environment has been quantitative. This has enabled us to understand people’s 
preferences for certain landscapes, and for natural environments over urban ones, and 
provided possible explanations for these preferences. It has also enabled us to 
recognise some of the negative reactions people have towards nature, and again has 
offered plausible accounts for these less favourable responses. However, these studies 
are as yet unable to offer empirical evidence for or against an innate affiliation with 
nature. Qualitative studies, on the other hand, whilst clearly not able to provide 
conclusive experimental evidence, are particularly useful in providing insight into the 
meaning nature holds for individuals, and gaining a better understanding of some of 
the apparent contradictions in our responses to nature.
It seems that many quantitative studies have been quick to categorise people as those 
who have positive experiences of nature and those who have more negative responses, 
accounting for these differences with variables such as culture, age and gender, or 
with biophilic or biophobic explanations. However, these dichotomous views may be 
missing the reality of individuals’ experiences of nature, which may at the same time 
be both “beautiful and terrifying”, “awesome and awful” (Koole and van den Berg, 
2005).
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Some revealing qualitative research has been carried out amongst people who live and 
work in exceptional natural environments in the wilderness (Milton, 2008). A 
common theme, which certainly seems to strengthen an argument for an innate 
connection with nature, is an attunement with the natural environment, a feeling of 
being at one with nature, rather than a separate entity. One conservationist talks of a 
special moment on top of a hill, watching giraffes:
“...when you stand on the hill like yesterday on the koppie or wherever you are, and you  
watch. I  don ’t know how to describe it. I t ’s in you; i t ’s sort o f  through you. How do you take 
yourself out o f  it? ” (2008, p.40).
Another woman who spends a long time working in Africa, describes ambiguous 
feelings inspired by nature, expressing how on the one hand she’s fully alert, and on 
the other extremely relaxed,
“Ife e l like all my senses are heightened. I fe e l fu lly alive there...it ju s t goes on and on. I  think 
I  ju st fee l alive, really stimulated, but also ve iy  calm, like i t ’s an internal calmness fo r  m e” 
(2008, p.40).
The feeling of aloneness and isolation, identified by some quantitative studies as a 
reason for some negative reactions to the natural environment, is given an alternative, 
more positive meaning by another conservationist:
“I  absolutely love the isolation. It gives you plenty o f  time to think. It gives you time to slow  
down your mind and I  guess, yes, i t ’s pretty healthy fo r  you, that you come to terms with what 
you ’re about, well, with your life I  suppose, with everything in it, and you ca n ’t really be 
unhappy with i t” (2008, p.39).
The sense of awe inspired by nature, is described in paradoxical terms, as something 
spiritual, beyond one’s own bodily existence, and at the same time very grounding:
“Who would not have awe fo r  a herd o f  elephants or who would not look at those beautiful 
flow ers and say, ‘i t ’s pretty amazing ’? And I  d o n ’t know whether it releases certain hormones 
or what it releases in your body but i t ’s almost a spiritual experience. Maybe it brings you  a 
bit back down to earth and a bit closer to what we probably all are ” (2008, p.40).
People living and working in the natural environment also experience the physical 
discomfort of nature, including extreme weather conditions, draughts, painful injuries 
from animals and plants, disease, and general discomfort (Milton, 2001). These
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discomforts, however, appear to be embraced by conservationists as an important part 
of their connection:
"''One tends to complain o f  discomfort, but relish the memory o f  hardship'” (2001, p.5).
“/  have to live with wildlife, not against it; I  have to experience the beauty and the violence, I  
have to be p a rt o f  the circle ” (2001, p.6).
These conflicting sentiments echo the apparent contradictions expressed by my 
hairdresser, who, on the one hand hated the idea of nature, claiming she did not 
understand its appeal, and on the other, remembers an occasion when she struggled to 
the top of a hill, and felt “amazing”, describing the view as “pure magic”. It is in 
trying to gain a better understanding of these inconsistent attitudes towards the natural 
world that we may begin to shed more light on this most fundamental of relationships. 
More qualitative research, particularly amongst groups where more ambiguous 
responses have been identified, may be further enlightening.
Conclusion
Whilst there is undoubtedly a huge body of research which offers support for a genetic 
basis to our affiliation with nature, there are also a large number of studies which 
challenge this concept, pointing to individual differences, particularly across diverse 
cultures and age ranges, which suggest that culture, learning and experience may all 
play a significant role in our responses to nature. The extent to which either of these 
explanations accounts for our reactions to the natural environment is far from clear, 
although in the light of such conflicting evidence, it seems likely that the way in 
which we each experience nature, as in so many other aspects of our attitudes and 
behaviour, is due to a combination of both genes and learning. Whilst methodologies 
can be criticised and the need for more extensive cross-cultural studies articulated, it 
is difficult to see how sufficient 'proof for an innate link with nature might ever be 
obtained, certainly with currently available methods. What may be possible, however, 
perhaps through qualitative studies, rather than quantitative, is a deeper understanding 
of what the natural environment means to individuals. What is perhaps most important 
to Counselling Psychologists, then, is not the extent to which our responses are
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genetically or culturally influenced, but that we acknowledge the diversity of 
experience in response to natural surroundings, are aware of the potential healing 
power of nature, and attempt to understand the personal meaning invested by 
individuals in all aspects of our natural world.
My conclusion, at least, is unequivocal:
“Nature is complex, contradictory and confusing! ” me.
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Personal Reflection
Straight out of university and enthusiastically armed with my languages degree and 
teaching qualification, I foolishly chose an all boys’ comprehensive in a ‘dodgy part’ 
of London as my first teaching job. Six months later I was sitting in my doctor’s 
surgery, sobbing and begging for ‘happy pills’...and nature saved me! My doctor 
suggested that before we went down the Prozac route, I try running, outside he 
warned, not on a machine...and that perhaps is when my relationship with nature truly 
began. I was amazed to discover I lived just a hundred metres from the Thames, 
having previously only seen it from my car as I crossed Kew Bridge, and I remember 
vividly that first early morning run along the tow path, thinking how incredibly 
beautiful the river looked with the mist hanging over it, how alive I felt, how free, at 
peace with myself and the world. And that was the first time I’d felt truly happy since 
I started my job. I’ve been running along that same stunning stretch of the Thames for 
the last twenty-three years.... and it still makes me happy.
So was that really when it began, my genuine connection with the natural world, or 
had it just been rekindled? Had it not always been there, an innate, unconscious bond 
with nature, but now for the first time my adult-self had consciously acknowledged it? 
So what had my previous relationship with nature been?
Well, I grew up living on a busy main road in a small market town, where the cars 
were so noisy it was difficult to hear each other in the g a r d e n . . . i t  was great, we 
were moments from the town centre, school, shops, youth club, and later, cafes, pubs 
and night club, all close at hand, I could not have been happier with my childhood 
e n v i r o n m e n t . . . m y  Grandpa was a farmer in a neighbouring village, so idyllic 
summers were spent fruit picking, picnicking in the com fields and helping bring the 
harvest in...andyet at 18, I wanted bigger, busier, to be where the action was, so I 
spent the next five years in the city (Bristol)....aW then I craved travel and wilderness, 
and sought recuperation in nature, firstly exploring the desert plains of the Sinai, and 
then experiencing the primitive mral living of Eastern Europe,...aW now, I ’m living 
in one of the biggest cities in the world, but in a leafy comer of \t...andl ‘mn away’ to 
the Derbyshire hills, to the Comish coast or the North York moors whenever I get the 
opportunity. So where does that leave me? A ‘townie’, with a farming background.
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who lives happily in a city suburb, but loves to escape to the countryside...a not 
untypical twenty-first century experience, but one which has left me feeling uncertain 
as to where I feel my happiest, and where I truly belong. Nature may be simple, 
uncomplicated, but our conflicting emotions towards it certainly are not: raspberry 
picking with friends in the summer sun never felt like ‘work’, but back-breaking 
cabbage cutting, alone on a damp dreary Autumn morning certainly did! I love 
Richmond Park, its wildness, its expansiveness, the opportunity it affords to explore 
and roam freely, so why do I choose to go for a walk in Kew Gardens with its neat 
paths and manicured lawns and convenient coffee shops? My experiences of nature 
are clearly complex...
As a city mother with a country girl background, I wanted my daughters to enjoy 
nature as I had done, but was aware living in London it would require effort. 
Nevertheless, I was frequently astounded by some of the reactions of my fellow urban 
mothers: "too cold to go outside’''', "too wet to go fo r  a walk''’', "they need a run­
around, let’s go to the shopping centre”', "so pleased they’ve stopped the children 
swinging on that dangerous branch,'”', "thank goodness they’ve finally built a play 
area (a plastic monstrosity) in Kew Gardens, there was nothing fo r  the children to do 
there!” I was sad for their children, and the sanitised experiences they had in the 
‘great outdoors’, when it wasn’t too wet, too cold, too dirty or too dangerous, and 
frequently worried for a generation that was being told off for picking flowers, getting 
muddy and climbing trees.
As an adult then, I have always been interested in nature, and particularly its 
beneficial effects on human beings, having felt I was an early recipient of some 
effective ecotherapy. Moreover, I am passionate about environmental issues, so felt 
that research in this area would allow a perfect opportunity to combine my 
professional interest in Counselling Psychology with my personal interest in 
Environmental Psychology. When my supervisor recommended I read Richard Louv’s 
book. Last Child in the Woods (2006), I found it represented everything I’d been 
banging on about, since I had my own children. Initially, I was disappointed, because 
that was my literature review, and he’d already sold millions of copies, but it was OK, 
because I would bring all his ideas (which were mine too!) about the damaging 
consequences of children’s disconnection with nature, for both child and planet, to a
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British audience...and then just as I was settling down to write the first paragraph of 
my doctoral thesis, that British of all British institutions, the National Trust, brought 
out its report on ‘Natural Childhood’ !
As I lamented my bad luck with my supervisor, she encouraged me to take a more 
sceptical approach to the literature, and to question the claim, originally made by 
Edward Wilson nearly three decades ago, and currently used by Louv and Moss to 
support their call for action, that we do in fact have an innate propensity and need to 
affiliate with nature. I wondered how successful I would be at adopting a sceptical 
approach towards a theory I instinctively felt to be ‘right’, but it seemed sound advice, 
and an interesting personal challenge to attempt to cast doubt on a hypothesis which I 
had always so readily embraced.
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Appendix 2: Literature Search
Initially, I attempted to define my topic in terms of some key words, and then 
considered some alternative words and phrases:
• Nature: natural environment, natural world, wilderness, landscape, natural 
surroundings, natural scenes
• Biophilia: affiliation with nature, innate relationship with nature,
connectedness
• Experience: response, understanding
• Preference: liking, predilection, inclination
• Restoration: restorative effect, positive effect, therapeutic benefit
I used the following databases for my searches: PsycARTICLES, PsycINFO, 
Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection and PsycBOOKS.
I set no time limit on my searches, as I felt that as well as looking at more recent and 
perhaps more methodologically sound studies, it was important to look at some of the 
early research that had led to the development of the idea of an innate affiliation with 
nature.
I also set no geographical limits, as I was hoping to find studies from as many 
different countries as possible, so that I could begin to build a picture of cultural 
differences and similarities.
My three most fruitful searches were obtained using the following combination of key 
words:
• "nature”, "experience” and "biophilia”, yielded 102 results of mostly relevant 
articles, covering the broad scope of my topic, including individuals’ different 
experiences of nature, its restorative effects and the possibility of a genetic 
predisposition to affiliate with nature.
• "natural environment” and "restorative effects” produced 44 relevant articles 
on the positive benefits of nature.
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• "preference” and "natural landscapes” yielded 19 results, with papers 
involving cross-cultural and age comparisons, and an evolutionary perspective 
on preference.
I also read a number of relevant articles recommended by my supervisor.
In addition to journal articles, I obtained a number of relevant books, including some 
key texts on the biophilia hypothesis, the experience of nature, and specifically, 
children’s responses to their natural environment.
As I continued to refine my topic and identify key journal articles, I also found 
particular studies I wanted to read in the references of these key articles.
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Abstract
With an increasing number of adolescents suffering from mental health problems, 
there is an urgent need to look at changing lifestyles and attitudes amongst young 
people in order to gain a better understanding as to why they might be experiencing 
more psychological difficulties. One factor proposed as a possible cause is a growing 
sense of disconnectedness with the natural world. This study used a constructivist 
approach (Charmaz, 2006) to grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), to explore 
the experiences of teenagers in natural environments, with two distinct, although 
connected, foci: the first was to examine the sense of connectedness teenagers felt 
with nature, and the second to look at their motivation for engaging or not with natural 
environments. Twenty-two participants, eleven male and eleven female, were 
recruited from three different state sixth-form colleges, to take part in three focus 
groups, with five further participants recruited to keep individual journals of their 
everyday experience of nature over the course of a week. The grounded theory that 
evolved depicted a two-way process of conflicting influences on teenagers’ 
experience of natural environments, with an innate biological pull towards nature on 
the one hand, indicating a sense of connectedness and a desire to spend time in nature, 
and a pull away from nature, on the other, due to cultural and historical factors related 
to modem lifestyles. In addition, the study revealed that opportunities for social 
interaction and activity in nature had a transformational effect on teenage experience 
of natural environments.
Keywords: adolescence, natural environments, connectedness, biophilia,
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Introduction
According to government statistics, the mental health of the nation’s teenagers is 
worse than ever before: the number of 15 and 16 year olds with depression has 
doubled in the last thirty years (Nuffield Foundation, 2013), and in a 2004 survey, 
11.5% of young people (aged 11-16 years) had a mental disorder (Green, McGinnity, 
& Metzer, 2005). Alongside factors such as family breakdown, and a shift towards 
consumerist, technology-based lifestyles, it has been suggested that a growing sense 
of disconnection with the natural world may be in part responsible for the increase in 
psychological difficulties amongst the adolescent population (Pretty, 2009; Louv, 
2005; Moss, 2012).
The demands on teenagers today are new and unprecedented: in addition to physical, 
emotional, and sexual changes that have always been a feature of adolescence, the 
pressures to succeed academically, professionally and socially may be greater than 
ever before. As teenagers strive to achieve in an increasingly competitive world, 
becoming ever more dependent on technology, and spending more time indoors, their 
relationship with nature may be diminishing, at a cost to both their physical and 
mental health.
There is a huge body of research that suggests that exposure to nature and to natural 
environments has a positive effect on psychological well being (Ulrich, 1984; 
Raanaas, Patil & Hartig, 2011; Ulrich et al., 1991; Wells & Evans, 2003; Taylor, Kuo 
& Sullivan, 2001). If we assume then that natural environments have a restorative 
capacity for all human beings, it is possible that teenagers, if indeed they are less 
inclined to engage with nature, may be missing out on this valuable and beneficial 
resource.
Perhaps more worrying, however, is the possibility that a disconnection with nature 
may in fact be causing psychological difficulties amongst young people. E. 0 . Wilson 
claimed that human beings have an innate propensity to affiliate with nature (the 
‘biophilia hypothesis’, 1984) and research from several areas supports this suggestion: 
preference studies consistently reveal human beings to prefer natural environments 
over urban ones (Hull & Revell, 1989; Kaplan, Kaplan, & Wendt, 1972; Ulrich, 1981;
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Choker & Mene, 1992), and more recent Implicit Association Tests have offered 
experimental evidence demonstrating people’s stronger connection to natural settings 
over built ones (Bruni, Chance, Schultz, & Nolan, 2012; Schultz & Tabanico, 2007). 
If human beings have evolved then to need a relationship with nature, it seems 
plausible that a diminished relationship among adolescents, and a sense of 
disconnectedness, may well result in mental health problems.
However, the picture of young people’s connection with the natural world is far from 
clear, with some interesting evidence from comparative experimental studies which 
suggests teenagers’ experience of nature may be significantly different from that of 
both adults and children (Balling & Falk, 1982; Herzog, Herbert, Kaplan & Crooks, 
2000). In these studies teenagers expressed less favourable attitudes towards nature 
(“dirty”, “disgusting”, “diseased”) and showed weaker preferences for natural 
environments. Kaplan and Kaplan (2002) explain these differences by suggesting that 
adolescents may not experience the same biological connection with nature as other 
groups, due to different adaptive priorities at this point in their development. They 
hypothesise that adolescence may represent a ‘time out’ period from a preference for 
the natural environment, which may mean they neither profit from the same 
restorative benefits of nature as other groups, nor suffer from a loss of relationship due 
to reduced engagement.
Rationale and research aims
In recent years there has been a great deal of attention given to children’s declining 
relationship with nature (Louv, 2005; Moss, 2012; Pretty, 2009), whilst the increasing 
time teenagers spend indoors seems to have gone largely unnoticed. A large number 
of studies have examined the detrimental effects of teenagers’ increased engagement 
with technology (Oshima et al., 2012; Gentile, Lynch, Linder, & Walsh, 2004; David- 
Ferdon & Hertz, 2007; von Marees, 2012; Punamaki, Wallenius, Nygârd, & Saami, 
2007). However, few have attempted to understand why adolescents are choosing to 
spend such a huge proportion of their time on their mobile phones and playing 
computer games, keeping them largely indoors, when they might be engaging in other 
activities outdoors in natural environments. In addition to a greater appreciation of the
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attractions of technology then, it may be important to investigate their experience of 
being outside in nature, to try and gain a better understanding as to why they are so 
readily opting to spend time indoors.
There is some interesting evidence from comparative experimental studies which 
suggests teenagers’ experience of nature may be significantly different from that of 
both adults and children (Balling & Falk, 1982; Herzog, Herbert, Kaplan & Crooks, 
2000), but there exists very little qualitative research, and few studies which have 
focused exclusively on adolescents. It was hoped that a qualitative study investigating 
the experiences of teenagers would provide a greater insight into their relationship 
with nature; it would allow an opportunity to explore their emotions, attitudes and 
behaviour, examining both how they feel when they are in natural environments, and 
their motivations and barriers to engaging with them.
The aim of this study then was to explore how adolescents experienced natural 
environments, and develop a theoretical understanding that reflected these 
experiences.
Rationale for a grounded theory approach and epistemological stance
Since there is little previous research focusing exclusively on the experiences of 
adolescents in nature, and existing quantitative research has revealed inconsistent 
findings, grounded theory, which offers a flexible, open and exploratory approach, 
free from any previously held assumptions, seemed an appropriate methodology. 
Furthermore, grounded theory moves beyond description, by offering tentative 
explanations, generating new constructs and creating new theory. It is an inductive 
method, which allows theory to emerge from the data; it analyses the actual words 
spoken by the participants, and is therefore truly “grounded” in them. In this study, 
with very little known about teenagers’ experiences in nature, by adopting this 
approach it was hoped to move beyond a simple description of their experiences, and 
begin to understand those experiences, by developing new theoretical explanations.
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Glaser and Srauss’ (1967) original conceptualisation of grounded theory adopted a 
positivist epistemological stance, believing it possible to obtain accurate knowledge of 
things in the world, assuming an impartial, unbiasd and objective viewpoint. 
However, the approach taken in this study adopted the more reflexive, constructivist 
approach proposed by Charmaz (2006), recognising the existence of multiple truths, 
and acknowledging the important interpretive role played by the researcher in the 
gathering and analysis of the data. The participants then provide the researcher with 
the relevant information, but it is the researcher who must interpret that information to 
develop an explanatory theory.
Method
Participants
A total of 22 students, aged between 16 and 18 years, and all in full-time education, 
participated in three separate focus groups. The first group consisted of seven 
students, four female and three male, of diverse backgrounds but all attending a state 
sixth-form college in a leafy suburb of South East England. The second group 
consisted of five females and two males, attending a state sixth-form college in South- 
West London. Of this group, six of the seven students had grown up in different 
countries (Brazil, America, Portugal, Pakistan, Belgium and South Africa) and five of 
them had been living in England for less than three years. The third group was 
recruited from an inner city sixth-form college, situated in what is considered to be 
one of the ‘most socially deprived’ London boroughs; the group consisted of six males 
and two females, all British-born, but of varying ethnicities, including Black 
Caribbean, Black-African, Indian and Bangladeshi. Within individual focus groups, 
students were all known to each other, which it was hoped would encourage free and 
uninhibited discussion.
Five additional participants, two female and three male, were further recruited from 
these three colleges, to write daily journals of their everyday experiences of natural 
environments over the course of a week.
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Ethical considerations
Participants were not classed as ‘vulnerable’ (all over 16 years), and the topic not 
considered ‘sensitive’, so, in line with Surrey University’s ethical guidelines, ethical 
approval was not deemed necessary. As sixth-form students, involved in academic 
study, it was considered that after a full explanation of what was involved in 
participating and being given the opportunity to ask questions, students were able to 
give their informed consent. However, the relatively young age of the participants was 
taken into consideration at all stages of the research process: time was spent with the 
students, enabling them to build a rapport with the researcher and feel comfortable 
before the focus group took place; students were told they could choose not to answer 
certain questions and reassured that they could withdraw from the study at any point; 
they were also told that, although it was not anticipated that the discussion would 
cause them any distress, if in fact they did become upset by any of the conversation, 
they could choose to leave the room and there would be an opportunity to discuss their 
distress with the researcher afterwards, who, as a trainee counselling psychologist, 
would provide appropriate support.
Data collection
Participants were initially recruited from two state sixth-form colleges, following 
contact and subsequent visits with a member of the Psychology department in each 
college. After an explanation of the study (see Information Sheet, Appendix 1) and an 
opportunity to ask questions, students were invited to participate in a focus group 
during a lunch-time or at the end of the school day. Having agreed to participate, 
issues of anonymity and confidentiality were discussed and students were reminded of 
their right to withdraw, before being asked to give their written consent (see Consent 
Form, Appendix 2).
Focus groups took place on college premises and lasted between sixty and ninety 
minutes. The interactive nature of focus groups was explained to participants, who 
were encouraged to have an open and uninhibited conversation about their 
experiences of nature and natural environments, using the researcher’s questions as
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guides only (see example questions, Appendix 3). Whilst the significant impact of the 
researcher’s perspective on the data collected is fully acknowledged (Charmaz, 2006; 
Lyons & Coyle, 2007), by limiting the number of questions and keeping them as open 
and flexible as possible, it was hoped to minimise this influence, thereby allowing for 
any unexpected insights that might not have been anticipated by the researcher’s 
questions.
According to Millward (2006), focus groups are useful not only in capturing the 
opinions, perspectives and feelings of several individuals, but also in generating new 
content and insight through the interaction of those participants. They are 
consequently particularly valuable for hypothesis formulation and construct 
development, as was the aim in this grounded theory study. In addition, focus groups 
seemed particularly relevant in gathering data about teenage perceptions and 
understandings, since there is general acknowledgement that this population’s views, 
attitudes and behaviour are especially influenced by those of their peers.
In line with the highly reflexive approach adopted, immediately following each focus 
group, initial thoughts and impressions were noted, in order to have a record of the 
researcher’s subjective experience of the discourse, so as not to lose sight of this, once 
the process of analysing the data in detail had begun.
The focus groups were audiotaped and then carefully transcribed, with participants’ 
names changed and all identifying data removed to ensure anonymity and 
confidentiality. The transcriptions were then read and re-read whilst listening to the 
recording, so as to become familiar not only with the written words, but also with the 
tone, pitch, speed and expression, in order to capture more accurately elements of the 
discourse, such as irony, enthusiasm, irritation and sarcasm, which can be easily lost 
in a transcription.
Analytic procedure and further data collection
Initial line-by-line coding was undertaken, in which meaningful units were identified 
and labelled in a way that adhered closely to the original data, often adopting the
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participants’ own words as ‘in vivo’ codes. Following this, a second process of 
coding, ‘focused coding’ was carried out, in which the most significant or frequent 
codes were selected and combined in order to explain larger segments of data. As 
broader categories of meaning emerged from the data, a technique of ‘constant 
comparison’ was adopted (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), in which categories were 
identified and refined by examining them against previous categories for similarities 
and differences. Once major categories were recognised, their properties were defined 
and subcategories within categories were identified. Where participants’ own words 
seemed to capture the essence of the category, as was the case for three of the four 
major categories, these were used as evocative codes, reflecting the language and style 
of adolescents.
Following the careful analysis of the first two focus groups, whilst the data suggested 
that teenagers had a very positive relationship with the natural world, it was 
hypothesised that this might be due to very positive experiences in childhood and 
abundant opportunity for current engagement with natural environments, since both 
colleges were situated in leafy suburbs. A method referred to as ‘theoretical sampling’ 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) was adopted, to seek further data in order to test and develop 
the emerging theory. Participants attending an inner-city college in a socially-deprived 
area were selected then, to form a third focus group, in order to explore further the 
possibility of a positive relationship in a group where the experience of nature, both 
past and present, may have been quite different.
The initial focus groups also generated a large amount of data centred around 
significant experiences in natural environments, including holidays, childhood 
memories, outward bound adventures and camping trips. Again, theoretical sampling 
was employed in order to generate more data on teenagers’ everyday experiences of 
nature, and five additional participants from the three different colleges were recruited 
to write daily journals of their experience in natural environments over a period of a 
week. They were asked to keep a record of any time they spent in a natural place, and 
in addition to jot down any thoughts and feelings associated with that experience. 
Instructions were kept deliberately vague, to allow students to bring their own 
interpretations to the task, and not limit any potential insights with specific requests. It 
was hoped that these individual written accounts, recorded at the time of their
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interaction with nature, or shortly afterwards, and focusing specifically on everyday 
experience, would add to the richness and diversity of the data, providing valuable 
additional insight, which might otherwise be missed in the more reflective focus 
groups.
Throughout the data collection and analytic process, memos were kept (Charmaz, 
2006), as ideas and hypotheses about categories, properties of categories and 
relationships between categories occurred. This constant comparing of data and 
developing of ideas directed the subsequent data gathering, in an attempt to arrive at 
what Glaser and Strauss termed ‘theoretical saturation’ (1967).
Following an analysis of the third focus group, and the five individual journals, no 
new properties of categories, or further theoretical insights emerged from the data, 
suggesting that within this sample, theoretical saturation may have been reached.
Evaluation
Consistent with qualitative analysis, this study makes no attempt to present a 
definitive account of teenage experience of natural environments, but rather aims to 
offer a credible interpretation of the findings, acknowledging the impact of the 
researcher’s own assumptions, experiences and bias throughout the process. 
Evaluative criteria for qualitative research, suggested by Yardley (2000), were 
applied, including a commitment to the research topic, sensitivity to context, and a 
rigorous and transparent approach to the collection and analysis of data. A reflexive 
stance was maintained throughout, detailing thoughts, reactions and observations as 
they occurred, in order to increase self-awareness and thereby improve the validity of 
the data. In addition, criteria suggested by Charmaz (2006) for evaluating grounded 
theory studies, including the credibility, originality and usefulness of the study, were 
also considered.
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Findings and Discussion
A close analysis of the data produced four major categories. Within these categories a 
number of distinct subcategories were identified, although clear links exist, both 
between subcategories within core categories, and between core categories.
Core Theoretical Categories
1. “Connecting with nature’
Subcategories
feeling good
escaping
being child-like
preferring “real nature ”
remembering fondly/regretting
loss
2. “Too hard, too much effort’
3. “It’s all about socialising’
4. “Being active, doing stuff’
finding nature unpleasant 
feeling powerless and vulnerable 
needing too much effort
prioritising peers
enjoying “facilitating nature ”
disliking nature without friends
needing a purpose 
preferring exciting nature
Underpinning these four major categories a concept of conflict emerged, with 
teenagers expressing conflicting and contradictory feelings and views, and presenting 
inconsistent behaviour throughout their discourse.
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1, ‘^ Connecting with nature”
All twenty-seven participants, involved in the three focus groups and in writing the 
five journals, referred to some positive feelings towards natural environments, even 
those who spent little time in nature and whose expressed views and feelings were 
predominantly negative.
Feeling good
Participants expressed an appreciation of many aspects of natural environments, often 
describing enthusiastically and vividly how particular weather conditions, vistas or 
places had a positive effect on their mood:
I  get the sunrise...which is really lovely, Fm obsessed with it, it is soooo lovely though, 
it does brighten your morning. (Clare)
We have a white bench in the back o f our garden and I  always go and sit on that and 
read, when Fm feeling a bit down, because it’s just such a lovely place and there are 
like roses around it and it makes me feel a bit picturesque and not sad.{Amy)
Participants across all three focus groups referred to the stress-relieving properties of 
natural environments, describing them as “relaxing’’, “comforting” and “peacefuF. 
Frank explained how he felt “much better” after a run around the park, and Helen 
reported that being outside “in the fresh air” and “open” made her feel “calmer”.
Describing the reservoir close to his urban estate, Connor writes in his journal:
This place in particular relieves a lot o f stress as i t’s fu ll o f colour the further in you 
go and relaxing sounds. It makes me a lot calmer and is a nice place to reflect as i t’s 
a lot quieter than the area it’s in. This natural environment makes me want to relax 
there and spend time there.
These perceptions of natural environments as stress-reducing suggest teenagers may 
experience the same instinctive responses to nature as have been consistently found 
across other groups (Ulrich, 1984; Raanaas, Patil, & Hartig, 2011; Ulrich et al., 1991; 
Wells & Evans, 2003). In his Stress Recovery Theory (1983), Ulrich claimed that 
stress reduction is brought about by looking at a scene that has particular properties.
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usually a natural scene with moderate complexity and a focal point. According to 
Ulrich, as a person perceives these properties, there is an automatic shift towards a 
positive emotional state, including feelings of calmness, relaxedness, and 
pleasantness. This causes activity in certain physiological systems to be reduced, and 
sustained attention is evoked, which blocks negative thoughts and emotions. Ulrich 
hypothesised that this instinctive response to natural scenery is adaptive and would 
have been significant to the survival of our early ancestors.
Many teenagers go further than simply expressing an appreciation for natural 
environments, claiming “a need” for nature, without which they can feel quite unwell.
I f l ’m revising I  have to go outside at some point, I  have to take the dogs out, I  just go 
out.....it’s just like calmer, it’s like open andfresh air. (Helen)
Erin, who elsewhere described herself as an “indoor person”, told of the “physical 
aversion” she had to “all the concrete” in New York, and proposed that, in order not 
to feel ill, “you have to he able to see something green, or the sky”.
This “need” for nature supports Wilson’s ‘biophila hypothesis’ (1984), which purports 
that human beings have an innate affiliation with nature, and have evolved to need a 
relationship with the natural world. This evolutionary hypothesis is often cited as an 
explanation for why nature appears to have such a positive effect on the psychological 
and physical well-being of human beings. It would make sense then that if human 
beings have evolved to find natural environments “restorative” and healing, when they 
are deprived of nature, as may be the case for many modem teenagers, then they will 
understandably feel less well.
The notion that an involuntary biological bond exists with natural environments is 
supported by the language of many teenagers, who at times seem surprised or 
embarrassed by the profound effect nature has on them: Jim writes how he feels 
“oddly peacefuF sitting by a river, and Lucy writes that it feels “weirdly nice” being 
in a park. Parveen explains her experience of being in nature, almost apologising for 
her involuntary response:
It just feels like really fresh, it sounds cheesy, but you feel alive, because it’s really 
nice fresh air.
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Lamarr, who claimed to have had no direct experience of natural environments 
outside of the city, suggested a deep connection with nature when he poignantly 
described the effect nature had on him, seemingly coming to a realisation of this for 
the first time:
I  think it’s like the components o f the park, like the small insects and the birds, they 
sort o f have an effect on me in some way, like birds singing and like insects just flying  
about, sometimes they can be annoying, but in some way they affect how you think, 
like yeah, like how you think.
Tom animatedly described his experience of the natural environment on a Buddhist 
retreat, acknowledging that without the distractions of the modem world, he felt a 
stronger relationship with nature around him:
There’s nothing to distract you, you just have to be with yourself and your mind, and 
in this forest, i t ’s beautiful the stuff you notice, you notice the patterns o f  the bark, the 
patterns o f the weather, the insects, everything, i t ’s amazing, I  mean it’s really 
somethingl
Many teenagers also expressed cognitive benefits of being in nature, claiming that 
being outside enabled them to “think more clearly”, “get more productive”, and “gain 
inspiration”. All the students had recently finished exams, and many referred to the 
increased concentration and productivity they felt after time spent in the garden or 
park. A number of experimental studies have found similar cognitive benefits of 
natural environments amongst children and adult populations (Hartig et al., 1991, 
Wells & Evans, 2003; Wells, 2000; Leather et al., 1998). Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) 
proposed a cognitive explanation as an altemative understanding of the restorative 
qualities of nature in their Attention Restoration Theory (ART; 1989). They assume a 
state of “directed attention fatigue”, from which an individual can best recover by 
being in a restorative environment, which they define as having certain characteristics; 
after any prolonged mental effort, there is a need recharge and rest directed attention, 
which, according to ART, can be done by finding a different involuntary attention that 
requires little effort, and which natural environments seem to provide in abundance. 
The findings of this study amongst teenagers provides further support for this theory, 
suggesting adolescents experience the same cognitive restoration in nature as other 
age groups.
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Escaping
Natural environments providing an “escape” was a frequently occurring theme 
throughout the teenagers’ discourse, with natural places offering somewhere to “get 
away”, din “escape” from “technology”, “mentalpain”, “work” m à “stressful home- 
life”. It seems there are times when teenagers appreciate the remoteness of natural 
environments and being away, not just from other people, but from all signs of urban 
life. Lesley spoke of the “joy” of “being cut o ff from everyone and everything”, and 
Amy described her favourite place, a familiar beach:
There’s like no houses or anything, it’s like you’re on the beach and it’s not that busy 
and you can’t see any civilisation or anything, i t’s really weird, and ‘cause there’s not 
many ships or boats or anything, ‘cause there’s no docks or any thing...nothing there 
apart from the beach.
Some adolescents reported how a feeling of being “isolated” and “away from it alF 
made them feel more independent:
I  think the thing with nature is that, like, the urban sort o f world is very sociable in a 
way that the natural is quite independent and so maybe when you ’re cut o ff in the 
natural world, that’s why you like that more, because it relates to independence more 
(Gary)
They seem to associate natural environments with a sense of freedom, feeling 
“trapped” much of the time in their busy lives, where much of what they do is out of 
their control. Sandeep described being in nature as “being outside the cardboard box”, 
and said he wanted to spend as much time as possible outside, because “you know 
you’re going to have to go back in there again”. The idea of breaking free and 
becoming independent links with a number of theories of adolescence, which see this 
as a time when young people are beginning to free themselves from dependency on 
parents and other figures of authority, in a bid to establish a new more autonomous 
identity (Erikson, 1968; Steinberg, 2001).
Jim captures this idea of nature being an escape and a relief from everyday pressures 
in his journal, when he vividly depicts the moment he left college.
The sun came out in fu ll force for once and somehow illuminated all the greenery in 
the area, the wind also blew a nice feeling breeze, it gave a sense o f  welcome release
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at the end o f a college week. It felt surprisingly natural too, I  liked this feeling..it 
made me smile a little.
The restorative effects of “escaping” into nature offer further support for Kaplan and 
Kaplan’s Attention Restoration Theory (1989), in which they propose that one of the 
necessary elements for an environment to be restorative is its capacity to offer a sense 
of “being away”, out of one’s normal environment, and distancing oneself from 
attentional demands, a state perfectly captured by Kala,
You’re completely dissociated...your mind drifts off, err, i t ’s nothing, there’s nothing 
to stimulate your thoughts about education or anything, you’ve just got trees and 
grass and a lot o f  the time it hasn ’t got anything to do with your daily routine.
Being child-like
For adolescents at this crucial moment in their lives, when things have just started to 
get serious and critical decisions need to be made, nature seems to offer a chance to be 
playful and carefree. Since much of teenage identity theory focuses on moving into a 
new phase of life, it is interesting that nature may be providing a welcome opportunity 
to remain a child. Connor wrote of being in his garden, “it makes me feel like a kid 
again”, and Gary described running around, “playing like a kid”. Others described 
having fun, “running around”, “play fighting”, “having water fights” and “being 
silly”, all in the context of being in natural environments.
It may be that at a time in their lives when impressing their peers and maintaining a 
certain bravado is so important to their self-image, nature affords a release from some 
of this pretence, enabling them to behave naturally, instinctively, and with less 
concern for how they are seen by others.
Erin described the disinhibiting effect of being in a natural environment on an 
adventure trip with class mates:
You do things (in nature) that you would find  so self-conscious and embarrassing at 
other points.
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Feeling “natural” in nature was an idea expressed by many of the teenagers, and once 
again makes sense in terms of Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis (1984), asserting all 
human beings have an instinctive connection with the natural world.
Jay described how he felt swimming in a lake with his peers on a school trip:
At the end o f the day it fe lt nice, because you could be who you are, because everyone 
was like outside, everyone was in the water.
Preferring “real nature”
Many students made a distinction between “real nature” and natural environments 
they perceived as “controlled’ and “limited’, and showed a marked preference for the 
former, deriding “fake trees” and “plastic nature” of the type they claimed occurred in 
city parks. Jay described “nature here” as “a bit boring”, and Bethany as “the same 
old routine”, in contrast with her idea of “real nature” which she felt was “supposed 
to be very wild and crazy and sort o f feel different every day or whatever”. Justin 
agreed and claimed in natural environments in urban areas,
...there is too much order.....whereas in the country side...there’s more exotic wildlife 
or whatever, there’s no real order, well there is, but i t’s so random and there’s always 
something new to see.
This reflects theories of adolescence, which claim this is a period when teenagers are 
rebelling against authority, order and regulation, (Stanley Hall, 1904; Kaplan & 
Kaplan, 2002), preferring free and flexible environments and activities. One focus 
group discussed their dislike of organised activity in nature, such as scout trips, and 
organised camping trips. On the other hand, camping “in the w ild’, where “you get 
water from the stream and pee in the bush” (Tom) was appreciated by many of the 
teenagers, who again referred to being in this kind of natural environment as “an 
escape” (Alina), and “a challenge and a luxury” (Jasmine).
The sense of achievement and fulfilment gained by experiences in difficult and 
challenging natural environments was expressed by many participants. Lesley 
described crossing a particularly muddy bog.
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It was fun, we ploughed through and got it done, and then there was one point where 
we turned around and we were like, wow, we did that really quickly.
Their enthusiasm for wilderness is prevalent in the discourse of both students who 
have had wide experience of ‘wild nature’ and those who haven’t, again suggesting 
there may be something innate, rather than cultural about their preferences.
Remembering fondly/ Regretting loss
Many participants shared fond memories and talked enthusiastically about childhood 
experiences of natural environments, often presenting romanticised or idealised 
versions of nature, and expressing a longing and a strong sense of regret for those 
times being over. A sentimental yearning for the past was apparent in many of their 
vivid accounts of playing cricket on the beach, building a tree house or hiding in a 
copse. Another source of regret, again emerging spontaneously from discussion across 
all three focus groups, was the way in which they felt technology had changed their 
experience of natural environments, affecting their frequency of visiting, their 
motivation to visit and their knowledge and understanding of the natural world.
Gary talks with a deep sense of regret about a lack of knowledge about the natural 
world compared with his grandfather.
He would know all the star navigations and like the trees and water and he could 
guide you so he would know all that, and probably much more o f his generation 
would know a lot o f that, whereas we would be like, oh, where’s our phone? Where’s 
our connection? Where are our signs, and roads, and people?
Others shared this perception that previous generations had a better relationship with 
nature than they did. Frank seemed envious of the outdoor activities enjoyed by his 
father in his youth:
Fve never really had experiences like that, so I ’ve always fe lt like definitely my dad 
had a bit more o f an understanding o f nature than I  have.
Alina reflected wistfully as she compared teenagers’ experience of nature today with 
previous generations’ experience:
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I t ’s something we don’tperhaps get so much as teenagers in the 2F  century.
Gary explained that without an Internet connection, he felt he was able to enjoy nature 
more:
I f  that’s taken away, then I  can actually enjoy where I  am...I do, I  do, I  enjoy it more.
Darius, who had previously described his favourite place as his bedroom, since that 
was where his computer was, claimed he would love to live in the country and that he 
hated technology, but had to use it, because,
...it’s like an addiction, i t’s something that you’ve got to; you don’t have to use it, but 
i f  i t ’s there, to be, to live, you have to use it, but getting away from it would be a big 
relief.
2, “Too hard, too much effort”
Alongside their very positive experiences of natural environments and favourable 
attitudes towards nature, the teenagers described a number of unpleasant experiences, 
expressing more negative views towards the natural world, and in doing so giving 
insight into what prevents them from engaging with nature.
Finding nature unpleasant
Just as all the teenagers in this study at one time or another expressed positive feelings 
towards nature, all of them also readily shared their negative experiences of natural 
environments. Some found nature “dijficult” because of extreme physical reactions, 
such as hay fever or frostbite; others expressed a dislike for nature because of insects 
and “creepy-crawlies”. Erin’s description of nature is particularly evocative:
I t ’s just too deep and dark and grisly.
Many suggested that adverse weather conditions were a key component of their 
negative responses to nature, claiming it is “too cold” and it “rains all the time”.
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Others mentioned “tickly grass”, “sunburn”, and “wind blowing things away” as 
barriers to engaging with natural environments. Jasmine suggested that some of these 
negative reactions towards nature were due to being “cotton wool children ”, living 
easy, sanitised lives in clean, centrally-heated, modem houses.
Feeling powerless and vulnerable
Another negative aspect of nature for teenagers, although occasionally also described 
in positive terms, is its power, and its ability to control, leaving them feeling 
powerless, out of control and vulnerable. They talk about their inability to get warm or 
prevent rain from getting into their boots, which Gary described as “when nature 
wins”. Clare described feeling trapped on a nature trip.
I t ’s so cold and you just feel like there’s no way out o f it and it just seems so endless, 
because you ’re so isolated...I don’t like it when nature is really forcing itself on you.
Erin described similar feelings of helplessness.
When nature becomes in charge, you ’re kind o f at someone else’s mercy, i t ’s that, 
yeah, you ’re kind o f disempowered.
Feeling afraid in natural environments was, according to several participants, another 
barrier to visiting them. Some had a fear of getting lost, and some felt more vulnerable 
in natural spaces, which they perceived as more “exposed” and consequently more 
“dangerous” than urban environments.
Lorenzo complained that nature was “too unpredictable”, which perhaps explains 
teenagers’ frequent preference for bedrooms as favourite places, which represent safe 
and reliable spaces, at a time when life for adolescents is full of uncertainty and 
change.
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Needing too much effort
Although conceptualised in a number of different ways, the principal reason expressed 
by the teenagers in this study for not spending more time in natural environments was 
because it required too much effort, in comparison with easier alternatives available to 
them in modem life, such as watching television or playing on a laptop. Being outside 
in a green space was described as “a hassle” and “way more effort than it was 
worth ”. For example, when considering an environment in which to relax or de-stress, 
many of them stated a preference for bedrooms or just being at home in familiar 
surroundings, particularly when they were stressed or unhappy, because these familiar 
surroundings provided safe, predictable, easy spaces in which to “switch o ff’. Erin 
described her bedroom as “the most passive environment ever” and explained why she 
found it so relaxing:
There’s nothing unusual in your own room, there’s nothing unusual about a show 
you’ve watched twelve times before.
It may be that for teenagers, the ‘effortless attention’ required by an environment to be 
restorative, according to Kaplan and Kaplan’s ART (1989), may be just as likely to be 
located in the familiarity of a bedroom.
However, whilst acknowledging “less energy” and “/  can’t be bothered”, it seems that 
once again there is a sense of regret that their busy lives or apathy may be hindering 
their engagement with nature. Badda wrote in his joumal:
I  have noticed how I  prefer being outside, however I ’m always inside through my 
work load or my sheer laziness.
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3. “I f s  all about socialising”
Prioritising peers
It seems that the biggest priority in teenagers’ lives is being with their peer group. 
Tom is unequivocal, and expressed a view articulated in some form or other by most 
participants:
The most important thing about being a teenager is socialising!
Recognising this, there was clear consensus amongst the teenagers that cities were 
better places to grow up than rural environments:
I t ’s a lot better when there are lots o f people, there’s such a variety o f  people, 
personalities, backgrounds and everything, you don’t really get that in the 
countryside. (Mary)
Many speculate about how hard they imagine it would be to grow up in the 
countryside:
Typical teenagers, you know, you want to see your friends when you ’re a teenager, 
you want to be able to just spend all day with them. (Clare)
Enjoying facilitating nature^
When nature facilitated social interaction, teenagers spoke very positively about 
natural environments. Sam wrote in her joumal, “I t ’s a lot nicer to just talk to people 
in the open air”, and Tom described the park as “a nice place to hang out in”. Lorenzo 
explained that he goes to the park “to meet people, to have fun”, and Jasmine 
compared natural environments favourably to being indoors, claiming:
I t ’s about bonding with people, i t ’s the only place, not the only place, but you can’t 
really bond together in a house.
Across all the focus groups a significant proportion of time was spent discussing the 
pleasure they gained from being in different kinds of natural environments with
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friends: quiet peaceful river banks and busy lively parks were equally enjoyable, as 
long as they provided opportunity for being together.
Exciting and wild natural environments also provided excellent opportunities for 
having fun with friends, with particularly challenging nature apparently presenting an 
ideal setting for forging great friendships. Erin explained how she went on a trip to 
Wales for “forced bonding” and “we had to climb a bloody mountain together and I  
practically killed myself’ and “now these people are some o f the closest people I  
know”.
Disliking nature without friends
Many students suggested they would not engage in natural environments at all if not 
with friends. Bethany was not alone in claiming,
I  wouldn 7 go there fo r  no reason, it would usually be with a fidend.
Some felt that nature was “pointless”, except for providing an environment in which 
to see people:
I  think the outside is only goodfor seeing people, that’s what I  really see it for....but i f  
it wasn ’t fo r  that, it honestly wouldn’t occur to me (Brian)
Where nature did not support interaction with peers, then there was an ambivalence 
towards it, with teenagers prioritising socialising above consideration of their 
environment:
I  think the company is what makes the environment (Brian)
/  don’t think it matters which tree or which bench, I  think we could go out to the shop 
or under the tree and I  don’t think it really makes a difference (Parveen)
Kaplan and Kaplan (2002) offer both evolutionary and cultural explanations for 
teenagers’ apparent preference for places with peers over natural environments, 
hypothesising that adolescence may represent a ‘time out’ from nature. They describe 
the changing nature of adolescence over the last two hundred years, with two-wage-
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earner families, single-parent households and fewer siblings, resulting in young 
people turning to their peers as their major support system during these turbulent 
adolescent years. At the same time, they offer an evolutionary explanation, proposing 
that the natural environment does not represent a context which successfully meets the 
needs of adolescents, at a developmental stage when exercising autonomy and 
demonstrating their competence to peers is a priority.
4, “Being active: Doing s tu ff  ^
Needing a purpose
When talking about positive experiences in nature, almost all the teenagers involved 
in the study referred to activities they enjoyed doing in natural environments, as if the 
experience of being in nature was inseparable from what they were doing. Many of 
the teenagers talked fondly of playing sport in natural environments, describing their 
love of football, tennis, horse riding, cycling and jogging; others found purposeful 
activity in nature through reading, taking photographs and meeting friends.
However, for many of the teenagers, having a purpose to spending time in nature was 
not simply something they enjoyed, but something they needed in order to appreciate 
the natural environment.
I f  you don 7 have a motive, i f  you don 7 have anything to do, i t’s like going on walks 
where you don’t go anywhere, I  hate that (Sandeep)
It seemed that a particular activity could completely transform a teenager’s evaluation 
of a natural environment, with many judging nature as “boring” and “dull” when 
“there’s nothing to do”. Conversely, when they are involved in doing something they 
find interesting or enjoyable, then they often attribute their enjoyment to the natural 
environment.
There is a sense of urgency about life, common to many teenagers, who are too busy 
to “just sit around”, “just looking at s tu ff  and need “another element”. Lesley 
expressed a desire to make the most of every moment:
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I  want to maximise the fun and relaxation I  get from today, and for me, maximising 
the fun would not be sitting outside and doing something passive.
This need for a purpose or activity of some kind links to another of the four 
components of Kaplan and Kaplan’s ART (1989), ‘compatability’, which suggests 
that people enjoy environments which support the individual’s intended purpose or 
desire. For teenagers, who are breaking away, exercising autonomy, and seeking to 
impress peers, it is likely that they will prefer environments they perceive as 
facilitating this preference for action.
Preferring “exciting nature”
Some teenagers expressed a preference for wilder nature compared with urban parks, 
on account of the different activities that can be enjoyed in them. Natural 
environments that provide abundant opportunity for adventure and excitement are 
particularly appreciated by many teenagers. Lorenzo spoke animatedly about an 
adventure trip to Wales with class mates, recalling how much fun they had had 
embracing new activities, in spite of uncomfortable cold weather conditions and no 
mobile phone connection. Similar views at the pleasure to be gained from challenging 
activity in nature were expressed by others:
Personally Fm quite lazy, but i f  I  get forced to do these sorts o f things, where I  have 
to go hiking mountains, I  put 110% effort in, I  love it. (Tom)
There’s something about taking us all out o f an environment where we ’re comfortable 
and giving us new challenges....every one was stretched in some way. (Erin)
It may be that teenagers’ apparent preference for wild nature, which offers 
opportunities for thrilling and exciting activity, is due to the personality trait, 
‘sensation-seeking’ identified by Zuckerman (1979) and considered to be at its peak in 
adolescence.
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A ^conflict modeV of teenagers^ experiences in natural environments
Underlying these four major categories is the concept of conflict, with adolescents 
reporting a number of contradictory and conflicting feelings towards natural 
environments (see Figure 1). This understanding of teenagers’ experience of nature 
makes sense in the context of most theories of adolescence, which conceptualise this 
time as a period of transition and change. Whether there is more of an emphasis on 
emotional turmoil and crisis (Stanley Hall, 1904), identity formation and confusion 
(Erikson, 1968), biological and cognitive changes (Piaget, 1969; Peterson & Leffert, 
1995) or a need for independence from parents and change of group membership 
(Rank, 1932; Lewin, 1939; Bios, 1967), this is clearly a period of instability, when 
adolescents are likely to be confused, and feeling conflicting emotions. It is 
unsurprising then that views, attitudes and behaviours seem inconsistent, contradictory 
and complex, as they negotiate this transitional period and adopt a new identity.
Positive feelings Negative feelings
Feeling cut off: escape <- -► Feeling cut off: disconnected
Nothing to do: relaxing <■ -► Nothing to do: boring
Time to think: inspiring <- Time to think: disconcerting
Isolated: feeling independent <■ >  Isolated: feeling lonely
Nature unpredictable: exciting <- -► Nature unpredictable: frightening
Nature difficult: rewarding <- -► Nature difficult: too hard
Wide open spaces: feeling free <■ Wide open spaces: feeling exposed
Figure 1. A ‘conflict model’ o f teenagers ’ experiences in natural environments
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The f^riends and flora^ theory of a teenager connection with nature
This model explains teenagers’ conflicting emotions towards natural environments in 
both cultural and evolutionary terms. From the data there emerged a picture of 
competing influences on a teenager’s experience of natural environments, with a sense 
of feeling drawn towards nature as a result of how ''good' it made them feel, but at the 
same time feeling pulled away by the demands and circumstances of being a teenager 
in the twenty-first century (see Figure 2).
A desire for socl&l Inter* cdon
A need for activity
Nature
Modern Lifestyle
Figure 2. The ‘friends and flora’ theory o f a teenager’s relationship with nature
The theory proposes that teenagers may experience an innate biological pull towards 
natural environments on the one hand, but are attracted to urban environments and 
modem technology-based lifestyles due to cultural influences on the other. The model 
further indicates how teenagers’ desire for social interaction and their need for activity 
can both encourage and inhibit a connection with nature.
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Conclusion
The emerging picture of how a teenager experiences the natural environment is clear, 
although unexpected. Previous studies seemed to suggest that teenagers were not able 
to enjoy nature in the same way as adults or children, and felt less connected. 
However, findings here suggest that this is not the case: their appreciation, when they 
are in natural environments, is perhaps just as strong as younger and older age groups. 
Whilst they may enjoy natural environments in different ways, preferring activities, 
particularly challenging ones, rather than just being passive in nature, they clearly do 
have a genuine love of being outside, and feel many of the same beneficial effects of 
natural environments as other groups, adding further support to Wilson’s biophilia 
hypothesis (1984). Although they do talk about many of the negative aspects of 
natural environments, such as unfavourable weather conditions or insects, and speak 
frequently of more comfortable leisure alternatives indoors, it may be that these are no 
more of a barrier to spending time in nature than for other age groups. However, what 
is clear from these findings is that they do not visit nature as often as they used to 
when children, or as often as they would like to now, and there does seem to be a 
sense of regret for this loss of relationship. They present a variety of factors that are 
particular to this time in their lives, that may be responsible for spending less time in 
nature, such as a dependency on technology, being too busy, or being too focused on 
future careers, but the most significant factor for all these adolescents seems to be that 
at this point in their lives, they have just one priority: socialising. When nature 
facilitates social interaction, then it is to be appreciated, when it inhibits this priority, 
then it is to be disliked, when it neither facilitates nor inhibits, then adolescents are 
indifferent, and give little consideration as to whether they are indoors or outdoors, in 
an urban or natural environment, because their priority is being with peers.
Limitations and directions for future research
Since this was a relatively small scale qualitative research project, the findings from 
this study cannot be generalised to the entire adolescent population. In addition, whilst 
there was an attempt to collect data from participants from a range of backgrounds 
and cultures, representing a breadth of experience of natural environments, there were
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a number of factors which limited the diversity of this sample: the narrow age range of 
participants (all 16 and 17 years old), their broadly similar geographical location 
(South East England, with similar surrounding countryside and climactic conditions), 
and the possibility that there may have been a bias towards teenagers who had an 
interest in nature, since students were asked to volunteer for the study in their free 
time. A further factor which may have significantly influenced the findings was the 
time of year the data was collected, with all the students having recently finished 
exams and enjoying some summer sunshine.
Another consideration with this relatively young population in a school setting, was 
the possibility of a social desirability bias, with students feeling a pressure to ‘get the 
right answer’ and provide ‘good data’. Moreover, the use of focus groups, whilst 
fundamental to the gathering of teenage views and attitudes, which are likely 
influenced by their peers, may have inhibited less confident participants in sharing 
their views, particularly if they differed from those of more dominant participants. 
Additional methods of data collection, such as individual interviews and anonymous 
surveys would ensure these ‘quieter voices’ were heard.
This study was further limited by time constraints: although an integrated approach to 
data collection and analysis was employed, and an attempt made to find negative 
cases to challenge the developing theory, a return to the three focus groups and 
recruitment of further groups would be needed before being confident that full 
theoretical saturation had been achieved.
Having proposed a model of teenage experience of natural environments in this 
grounded theory study, further research, both qualitative and quantitative, would now 
be appropriate to test and refine this developing theory. This might involve a wider 
range of participants, both from the general adolescent population, including a broader 
age range, and more diverse geographical locations, and from clinical populations, 
including adolescents suffering from general depression and anxiety and with more 
specific diagnoses, such as eating disorders or psychosis. Cultural influences, seasonal 
differences and socio-economic factors might all usefully be examined in future 
studies trying to understand more fully the complexities of adolescents’ relationship 
with the natural world.
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Implications for counselling psychology and beyond
Since this research proposes that adolescents do indeed feel a sense of connection with 
the natural world, but at the same time they perceive this connection to be both 
weaker than it used to be, and weaker than they would like it to be, a better 
understanding of this loss of relationship might help to explain some of the 
psychological difficulties suffered by young people.
Having a better understanding of teenagers’ experience of the natural world could 
have a positive impact on the well-being of both clinical and general adolescent 
populations. Recognising that teenagers may indeed have the same biological need for 
natural environments, but do not feel they are currently enjoying nature to the same 
degree as they used to, and moreover would like to, may encourage both policy 
makers and health practitioners to implement strategies which might improve this 
sense of connectedness, and consequently the mental health of all teenagers.
In addition, by understanding teenagers’ need for social interaction and purpose, 
which may be stronger at this point in their development than at other times, it may be 
possible to further strengthen their connection with natural environments with 
interventions and programmes which take into account these preferences. Currently, 
there are a number of campaigns and projects focusing on increasing children’s 
connection with nature (The National Trust Campaign, 2012; Natural England Report, 
2009) but it seems there is little looking at how better to engage teenagers. Creating 
‘teenage hangout areas’ in parks and recreation grounds; ensuring schools and 
colleges have inviting green spaces which address the conflicting needs of teenagers 
to be both ‘grown-up’ and ‘child-like’; allowing some ‘wilderness’ in areas where 
young people might visit; providing more opportunities for new and exciting activities 
in challenging natural environments: these are all likely to encourage more teenage 
interaction with the natural world. In doing so, teenagers may begin to feel the 
restorative effects of natural environments and acknowledge more openly the benefits 
to their psychological well-being of spending time in nature.
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Personal Reflection
I have two teenage daughters: one loves being outside, enjoys playing sports like 
tennis and football, adores camping, and walks two miles to school every day, because 
“she likes it”; the other describes herself as an “indoor type”, dislikes most sport, 
(apart from swimming in heated indoor pools), hates camping, spends hours reading 
in her bedroom, even on sunny days and often with the curtains closed, and chooses to 
take the bus everywhere! As I write this and reflect upon why I chose this topic, I 
think about my daughters and realise that the one who “loves being outside” has just 
spent the entire morning in her pyjamas, (on the hottest day of the year so far), playing 
on the Wii with her friend who stayed overnight, whilst her sister, the “indoor type” 
has gone off to the Green to meet friends, armed with picnic rug, rounders bat and 
strawberries! What’s going on? The truth is that they are both having a lovely time, 
because they are with their friends: the one on the Green, who claims indifference 
towards natural environments, will certainly be enjoying the experience of being 
outside in a beautiful natural setting, but to what extent she is aware of that beautiful 
natural setting, and to what extent she would be just as happy in a coffee shop with 
those same friends, is unclear. And the one playing on the wii, well, she is 
undoubtedly happy too, but instinctively I feel she should not be inside. As a mum I 
want to tell her to go outside on this beautiful day, because I feel it will be better for 
her! And I think I’m right, but then again, am I? My previous literature review 
suggested that teenagers may not appreciate nature in the same way as other groups 
and may not get the same benefits from being in natural environments....really? Does 
that mean it might not be better for her to be out in the garden this morning? I find that 
so hard to believe. And yet I have to accept how easily the attraction of technology 
has kept her and her friend inside on this lovely morning. And that’s what’s 
interesting about this research....
From this it will be clear that I arrived at this research with a number of prior beliefs, 
assumptions, experiences and attitudes, all of which have undoubtedly had an impact 
on every stage of the study. A constructivist, reflexive approach then, seemed wholly 
appropriate, as did a grounded theory method, given the gap in the research and the 
contradictory findings.
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My supervisor encouraged me to use focus groups to collect my data, and although 
initially hesitant, mostly for practical reasons, I was delighted with both the process of 
collecting the data and the data the groups produced. Recruiting participants was not 
at all difficult, with students interested in the research and more than willing to be 
involved. Moreover, within the focus groups they were enthusiastic and eager to put 
forward their views, and engaged readily in lively discussion with little need for 
prompting. However, what did quickly become apparent, as I observed and 
participated in the group discussions and as I began to analyse the data afterwards, 
was the extent to which their views contradicted each other, with conflicting views 
expressed not just between participants, but often by the same participant: they loved 
nature because they loved the feeling of isolation, and they hated nature, because it 
made them feel isolated! Once I realised that my confusion was their confusion, and 
that these conflicting views were very much at the heart of their experience of nature, 
then I began to enjoy the inconsistencies and the complex picture which emerged.
Initially I found the grounded theory approach to be a complex one, with quite 
prescriptive analytic procedures and seemingly over-complicated processes. However, 
as I read more and began to understand the multitude of possible approaches within 
the grounded theory method, I realised at its heart, across the various versions, was a 
very simple concept: theory arises, whether emerging or constructed, from the data, 
and as long as I stayed close to the data, it was difficult to go wrong! Much of the 
apparent complexity of this method then for me lies not in the concepts, but in the 
technical language used to describe the concepts. For this reason, mindful of my 
desire to return to my teenage participants with my finished report and show them my 
findings, I tried to write the report in as straight-forward and clear a way as possible, 
keeping jargon and specialised psychological terms to a minimum, and where 
particular grounded theory techniques were used, I tried to explain them in simple 
terms.
The writing up of the research was my greatest challenge, as I struggled to adopt a 
structure and narrative that made sense in the light of my findings (and accounted for 
all the data). I experimented with a number of different structures and emphases and 
felt encouraged by writers on grounded theory to be flexible in my format, tolerate 
ambiguity, and allow ideas to emerge and flow. At the same time, however, I was
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grateful to my supervisor, who reminded me of the need to tell a clear, coherent story 
and not leave the reader floundering in a sea of muddled, unstructured and unfocused 
ideas! With so much fabulous data and the desire to include and account for it all, out 
of respect for my participants and recognition for their generous gift of time, I was 
certainly in danger of losing the story. I hope, with the help of my supervisor, I have 
managed to avoid that trap and tell what in the end I found to be an interesting, 
surprising and engaging tale of teenage experience in the natural world.
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Appendix 1
Information Sheet 
An exploratory study into how teenagers experience the natural world 
Introduction
My name is Alison Greenwood and I am a trainee Counselling Psychologist in the Psychology Department at 
the University of Surrey, Guildford. This means that I already have a university degree in Psychology, and 
am taking my studies further by now studying at post-graduate level for a doctorate qualification (called a 
PsychD).
As part of my training on this PsychD programme to become a Counselling Psychologist, I have to conduct 
research with members of the public. I am researching the effects o f the natural environment on people’s 
well-being, and am particularly interested in how today’s teenagers respond to nature.
I would like to invite you to help me with this by taking part in my study. To help you decide if  you would 
like to take part, please read this Information Sheet so that you know what you will be asked to do.
What is this study about?
I am interested in peoples’ different experiences of the natural environment. Generally people respond very 
positively to nature, usually preferring natural environments to urban ones, and often finding nature has a 
beneficial effect on both their physical and psychological well-being. However, this is not true for all people 
all o f the time. This study aims to investigate the way in which teenagers experience nature. A better 
understanding of how teenagers respond to their natural environment could lead to projects which might 
improve the connectedness young people feel towards their natural environment. This could be beneficial not 
only to the health o f individuals, but also for our planet, since it is known that an improved connection with 
nature makes people more likely to act in an environmentally responsible way.
Do I have to take part?
No, taking part in this study is entirely up to you. To help you deeide whether or not to take part, you can 
talk it over with friends, family and teachers. You can also contact me for further information and I will be 
happy to answer any queries. My contact details are at the end. Even if  you agree to take part, you can 
choose not to answer all o f the questions in the interview. You can also withdraw from the research at any 
time without giving a reason.
What will I have to do?
I would like you to participate in a focus group (a discussion group where you will be in a group o f 6-8 
teenagers). This will take place on your college premises in your own free time, and take no more than 90 
minutes. During the discussion group, you will be asked questions about your experiences with the natural 
world. Some of these will be about your behaviour, for example you may be asked to describe a time when 
you were in a natural environment, when and where it was and what you did, and some may be about your 
feelings and thoughts ahout nature. You do not have to answer every question. The focus group will be 
recorded, but once the research is finished, the tapes will be destroyed.
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How will I agree to take part?
You will be asked to sign a Consent Form, to say that you have understood what the researeh is all about and 
that you have had the chance to ask me any questions first. The Consent Form also says that all the 
information about you is confidential in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
What happens when the research study is completed?
I can send you a copy of the final research study if  you would like. I may try to have my research findings 
published in a relevant journal, so that others working in a relevant field can learn more. Your real name will 
not be used anywhere in the study and all personal details about you will be kept confidential.
What are the benefits of taking part in this research?
This research provides an opportunity for you to talk about your experiences of the natural world. An 
increased understanding o f how teenagers experience the natural world could lead to initiatives in education 
and youth projects aimed at improving the relationship young people have with their natural environment. 
On an individual level it may lead to reflection and increased engagement with nature, which may have 
positive effects on your mental and physical well being.
Participation in this study also has educational value, in that it provides an opportunity to experience a 
research project first-hand and to learn more about what’s involved in carrying out research of this kind.
Are there any downsides to taking part?
Although it is not anticipated that any of the questions will be intrusive or cause distress in any way, it may 
be that you find some questions quite personal, or that they remind you o f an event that upsets you. If you 
find a question too personal or upsetting in any way, you don’t have to answer it. You can also decide not to 
carry on with the interview at any point. If you are upset by anything that comes up in the interview or focus 
group, then I can spend some time talking to you afterwards and help you to get appropriate support.
What if there is a problem?
If you have any concerns about any aspect o f the way you have been treated during the course of the research 
study, then you can contact my supervisor. Her name is Dr Birgitta Gatersleben and her contact details are at 
the end.
Thank you for taking the time to read this Information Sheet.
Research being conducted by;
Alison Greenwood 
University of Surrey,
Guildford, GU2 7XH
Email: ajgreenwood 1 @hotmail.com
Supervised by:
Dr Birgitta Gatersleben 
University of Surrey,
Guildford, GU2 7XH
Email: b.gatersleben@surrey.ac.uk
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Appendix 2
Consent Form for people taking part in the research:
An exploratory study into how teenagers experience the natural world
Name of Researcher: Alison Greenwood, Trainee Counselling Psychologist at the University of Surrey
• I agree to taking part in a focus group for the research project to explore the experiences of teenagers 
in the natural world.
• I have read and understood the Information Sheet.
• I understand that my decision to take part in this project is entirely voluntary.
• I have been given information by the researcher about what the project is about, where and why it is 
being done, and how long it is likely to take.
• I have been given information by the researcher of what I will be expected to do. I have been told 
about any possible distress which taking part in the project may cause me and have been offered 
support should this happen.
• I will tell the researcher immediately if  I become upset or worried by any questions that I am asked 
during the focus group, or if I have concerns afterwards. I have been given the opportunity to ask the 
researcher questions about the research and have understood the answers to all the questions I have 
asked.
• I understand that all personal data is held and processed in the strictest confidence, and in accordance 
with the Data Protection Act (1988). I have been informed that audio recordings will be destroyed 
once the study has been completed and that written transcripts with any information that could 
identify me will be taken out to ensure my anonymity.
• I am happy for the researcher to write about what I say during the focus group and publish this as 
long as this information remains anonymous. I understand that quotes from the interviews may be 
used, but these will be made anonymous.
• I understand that I can change my mind about participating in this study at any time (up to the point 
that the research is submitted to the University for assessment) and I don’t have to give a reason for 
wanting to do this.
• I have read and understood everything written above and have chosen to consent to participating in 
this study. I have been given enough time to think about this and agree to comply with the 
instructions and restrictions of the project.
Name of participant (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed
Date
Name or researcher (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed
Date
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Appendix 3
Questions about teenagers* experience of the natural environment
What’s your favourite place? Can you describe it and how it makes you feel?
What kinds of natural environments do you spend time in? Every day? At weekends? During 
holidays? When and with whom?
Describe a positive experience that you remember in a natural environment.
Describe a negative experience that you remember in a natural environment.
How do you feel when you:
a) view nature, from a building, a car, or on a screen?
b) visit nature, going to a park with friends, spending time in the garden, or on a day trip or 
holiday with family?
c) actively participate in nature, e.g. engaging in a sport in a natural environment, such as 
running, cycling, horse riding, etc..
What kinds of natural environments do you like being in? Why?
What kinds of natural environments do you dislike being in? Why?
Do you prefer being alone or with other people? Who? Why?
Questions about attitudes towards the natural environment and motivation for engaging 
What do you like about natural environments?
What do you dislike about natural environments?
When you do visit a natural environment, what are your reasons for doing so?
When you choose not to, why not?
What is most likely to make you engage with nature/a natural environment?
What do you see as the difficulties in engaging with nature/ a natural environment?
Do you think your relationship with nature has changed? If so, in what way?
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Appendix 4
Focus Group Transcription: 28/05/2013 A focus group of participants attending a sixth form 
college in Surrey
I: I’m going to start off with a question about favourite places. I know you know that this is a 
project about the natural environment, but it doesn’t have to be a natural environment. It might 
be, but it might not be, so my first question is to think about what your favourite place is.
F: I don’t have one, I honestly don’t care where I am, personally.
B: I personally prefer being abroad, where it’s warm, like Spain sort of thing, I dunno.
I: Any particular place in Spain you’re thinking of?
B: Sort of hotels.
I; Hotels?
B: Yeah, with a swimming pool.
C: Yeah, I think
A: Indoor swimming pool, outdoor swimming pool?
B; Outdoor.
C: Outdoor swimming pool. I think probably my favourite place is just central London. I love 
being on the South Bank. I think that’s just a lovely place to be and it seems just so iconic. 
There’s something so lovely about being somewhere really iconic. It’s the same, I was in Bath 
this weekend and I felt the same about being in Bath. When you walk around and you just feel 
like you’re in a movie or something and there’s just something quite nice about that.
A: I get that.
C: Mmm
L: One of my favourite things to do is when I would walk to work on a Sunday. I get to walk 
across Richmond Hill and when the sun’s shining, most of the time I take a picture and have it 
as my background, because it’s really nice, and (...) and then there’s one particular bit, just at 
the, and it’s the bend in the river, cause my house and I can see Ham house and so I know 
home is just beyond it, and I’ve got the whole of Richmond and the river and cause it reminds 
me of home next to the lake, and it’s nice, when the sun’s shining
C: I always have that when I walk, umm, when I used to walk to Christ’s and actually when I 
walk to Esher now, I have to walk to the top of the roundabout next to the Sainsbury’s to get 
the station or to get to Christ’s, and there’s sometimes for about two weeks in the year, if I’m 
walking at the right time, then
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E: Sunrise!
C: I get the sunrise, I get the sunrise over Sainsbury’s which is really lovely...I’m obsessed 
with it, it is so lovely though, it does brighten your morning when you’re
E: Watching oranges of sun {adopting ironic tone)
C: I know, yeah
G: Brecon Beacons, my Grandpa’s house
I: OK great, your Grandpa’s... the house? The place? Can you imagine the views?
G; Both. It’s just like, it’s really rural, I mean, you’re on the M4 and you come off and there’s 
sort of quite a long new road to get to it and you come off the new road and there’s a small like 
horrible drive which makes the car incredibly muddy, and you go on this for about ten minutes 
and then you get half way up, er, the highest point of Brecon Beacons, which is Pen Y Fan, 
and my Grandma’s house is there and the house has an extended bam which is like converted 
and it’s really nice and it’s just like in the middle of where the peaks meet, and I don’t know 
how high we are, but I don’t know how tall it is, and er,
I: It’s high
G: Yeah, and sheep around, which is great obviously because we’re in Wales {laughs and  
others laugh) and umm, you’ve got, throughout the year there’s so many like the same image 
repeated over different seasons.
C: So it would be the natural part of that, that is wonderful, it’s not 
G: Yeah
I: It’s not that it’s your Grandpa’s house?
G: Well, that too.
C; Do you think
G; Yeah, I have a lot of memories there 
I: Associations with that as well
G: Yeah, so sort of sentimental values and the naturalistic values.
I: OK, OK, so it’s the idea that it is the place, but you can see that there’s something about it
G: And then the other one, the other nature thing, well just in general, favourite place is the 
other side of the family, which is sort of in Wales, but is in North Pembrokeshire and 
Broadhaven Beach.
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H: I love Broadhaven Beach. It’s my favourite place. It’s like open and you can see
everything, and you can see like really far out.
I: Open, you can see everything
H: Yeah, and you can see really far out
G: Is Broadhaven the one with the lake?
H: Yeah, Bosherton Lake is where you have to walk down.
G: And you get the swans and the lake and then you suddenly walk there and then there’s the
sea.
H: And there’s like the little cove
G: and sandy beach
H: and there’s like
G: dunes
H: and hills
G: it’s great
H: and you can see all the way out to sea 
I: Would that be your favourite place or..?
H; Yeah, cause there’s like no like houses or anything, it’s like you’re on the beach and it’s not 
that busy and there’s like you can’t see any civilisation or anything, it’s really weird, and cause 
there’s not many ships or boats or anything cause there’s no docks or anything
G: It’s sort of a cove
H: Yeah
G: It’s quite wide
H: Yeah, and there’s like nothing there apart from the beach, it’s quite nice, because you can’t 
really see anything.
I: What is that about that, you said you can’t see anything?
H: I dunno, I quite like it, it’s just like the same as when you go like skiing, and you’re like up 
a mountain, and there’s like nothing there, and you just see mountains
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G: I think the thing with nature is that, like the urban sort of world is very sociable in a way 
that the natural is quite independent and so maybe when you’re cut off in the natural world, 
that’s why you like that more, because it relates to independence more
C: I always think that I like natural places, but I like them more because they’re the sort of 
places that force you to, mmm, like I don’t, my family are not in to walks, we don’t like go on 
long walks through beautiful places or anything, it’s just not our thing, but, mmm, like if you 
so if mmm, if you go to a place that’s outdoors or something, we’re probably not going to be 
just looking at it, so like one of my favourite memories when I was little is that we used to go 
down to, mmm, we used to go down to Kew Green on a Sunday afternoon, and like in the 
summer and it’d be nice and warm, not warm, but warm with a cardigan on, or warm with a 
fleece on, and we used to play, mmm, errr, badminton and umm like rounders and things with 
all my friends and then like the place was sort of, Kew Green is special in other ways because 
it’s like sort of like, when I got older it was the first place that I was allowed to go off on my 
own and that sort of thing, but I don’t know if that’s because it’s a nice area and it’s a natural 
area or it’s because I associate it with playing badminton with my mum and dad, or, and you 
know, hanging out and sitting in trees for hours with a group of friends, so I don’t know, 
maybe the two things together, but I don’t know
S: I’ve been trying to work out. I’ve got this really clear image in my head of a really, a really 
old part of a city. I’m not sure what city it is, it might be in the UK, might be in America, and 
I’ve got the mental image, and it’s of that state of the city where the buildings are really old, 
and there are no straight lines, so it might be like the buildings are two, maybe three hundred 
years old and cobbled streets and one of those little lanes, and it might be in Edinburgh, and it 
might be in Boston or somewhere
Gr: {laughing) narrow it down.
(lots o f  laughter)
S: I’m also thinking Cambridge is an option, but it might be too old...I’m also thinking I like it 
so much because I like history so much and it’s that feeling of somehow nature in the city, but 
not in a way that there’s just plants there for no apparent reason, but in that nature’s had an 
effect, like hundreds of years of rain and wind and snow and all of that geological stuff has 
meant that what was straight lines of human construction are now, mmm, very Ozymandias, 
and breaking apart, and so I have that sentimental, I don’t know, I don’t know where it is, I 
should really figure that out
(laughter)
C: City
E; City, city, somewhere
I: What about, has anybody got an idea of a favourite place, and they are all favourite places, 
and I can see why they are favourite places, but somewhere that would be a place that you 
might go to on a regular basis?
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L: Marks and Spencer’s bakery 
(laughter)
L: I love it there 
I: Because?
L: It smells so good and when I get a white cookie it makes you feel so happy
I: And if you were feeling sad where would you go?
L: There.
I: That’s where you’d go?
L: Yes.
I; OK. anybody else? A kind of favourite place to go to if you’re feeling, I mean, I guess you’d 
go to Brecon Beacons, it might take you three hours to get there or...
G: Yeah
F: I guess that’s why I don’t have a favourite place. Normally if I feel like that I go for a bike 
ride. I often go round Richmond Park, I do that one or two times, or venture out, be exciting 
and go for a new route, but I often when I feel like that I get on my bike and go round 
Richmond Park.
G: The park we kind of take for granted really, it’s like if it wasn’t there, I don’t know what
you’d do, well I don’t know what I’d do.
I: You’d miss it?
G: I would miss it, yeah.
C; I duimo.
I: Would you miss it more than if Richmond wasn’t there?
G: Yeah.
C; No, I wouldn’t, no, I never go to Richmond Park. (S: same) I really, I feel like I should 
whenever I go, because I feel like we’ve got this, this is a great place and I’m never here.
B: Also Richmond Park is close to you
A: Yeah, it’s close to you. And if I was going to go somewhere to cheer me, it depends, 
because the problem with England is that if it’s a nice day, then I would obviously be outside, 
but most of the time it’s not a nice day, um, but I, we have a white bench in the back of our 
garden, umm, and I always go and sit on that and read, when I’m feeling a bit down, because
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ifs  just such a lovely place and there are like roses around it and it makes me feel a bit 
picturesque and not sad
I: So you’d rather go outside rather than go to your bedroom and feel cosy?
C: If it were nice enough, but actually, sometimes I don’t, sometimes, I do just curl up in my 
bedroom.
G: If you’re feeling down, quite a lot of the time you want to see people, I find. I find people 
cheer me up, I mean, nature sort of like, I don’t go to nature if I’m feeling down.
F: Going back to the point you made about Richmond Park, although it is one of my favourite 
places as well, I think I’d miss Richmond more than that cause I’d always have somewhere 
else to go and cycle round, but Rchmond’s, like, it’s good for connections for me, to get 
places, and I think I’d miss that more than Richmond Park, because I can always cycle in other 
places.
E: With me, if I were feeling down, then it’s probably, like, I dunno, a social anxiety issue or 
I’m feeling nervous about. I’m feeling self-conscious about something, and so for me, that’s 
when I want to tune out of my surroundings
C: Yeah, I agree
E: So I’ll go in to my bedroom and watch TV on a lap top because then it’s the most passive 
environment ever, there’s nothing unusual in your own room and there’s nothing unusual 
about a show you’ve watched twelve times before, (C: Yeah) and so then that’s what takes me 
out of my own present environment. If I went and sat in a field for three hours {laughter), then 
that would just make me so self-conscious of my own thoughts, I don’t think it would cheer 
me up.
C: I’d go outside and read if I was trying to cheer myself up, but most of the time when I’m 
sad, I don’t have that..
E: You like wallowing
C: Yeah I like wallowing. I’m a bit of a wallower, I would definitely just sit inside and, yeah, 
and sit on my bed, sit on the end of my bed, but yeah, I don’t know
L: I couldn’t live in a street, I find it so weird staying at people’s houses with lamps, lamps 
outside, I find it really difficult to sleep, because I’m so used to
C: Same, I can’t sleep with a lamp
G; Oh, I can happily sleep with a lamp
L: I have to have pitch black. When I was babysitting, there were people next door, I could 
hear next door, it completely freaked me out, I had no idea what it was, I like being cut off 
fi'om everyone and everything and being so like a little spot of sort of countryside in the
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middle of sort of Richmond, sort of Ham and Kingston and it’s great, because I just find it so 
difficult to sleep on a street
I: Would you like that as much if it wasn’t in the middle of Ham, Richmond, if it was really in 
the middle of nowhere?
L: No, I’d hate it! (laughter from  everyone)
I: Why would you hate it? You talk about living in the countryside which you love
L: Well because I like not having sort of people near me all the time, but I like being able to 
just walk up the drive and it’s like get a bus, get a train. I’m in London, great, but I don’t like 
having that sort of immediate people around me, I don’t like, but if you, like my parents 
wanted to move to the countryside, and me and my brother kicked up a massive fuss, cause in 
the middle of sort of the Lake District, what we going do? (C: Yeah) There’s nothing around 
and it rains all the time.
C: My cousins live in the middle of the countryside and there’s just, well, I think, they found it 
really, really, really hard being teenagers in the countryside, because they just, cause like, you 
want to see your friends, because, typical teenagers, you know, you want to see your friends 
when you’re a teenager, you want to be able to just spend all day with them, and pop out and 
see them and not be around, and not be dependent on your parents, but they completely were, 
because they live, well, they went to school sort of an hour’s drive away anyway, so it wasn’t 
great, cause all of their friends lived really far away, but it just meant that they were constantly 
dependent on their parents, and they want to be able to go the cinema, they want to be able to 
go up to the shops and get something, you know, go to see their friends and they’ve all now 
moved to big cities, because um, um, I mean, one of them went to London, one of them is 
moving to London soon, and the other one’s in Bristol, and I don’t know if  that’s just because 
they wanted something completely opposite but they will one day return to the countryside, 
but like, my parents did it as well, they were both sort of countryside people and moved in to 
the city, but then my brother has grown up in the city and wants to move to the countryside 
when he’s older and have like five dogs
G: People like, the cliché is like, retiring into the country (Yeah, mm), but maybe, I dunno, 
maybe a teenager would think, oh, when I’m older I might retire in the country, but, because 
they’re young, maybe they associate like, their freedom and being young with the city
C: The immediacy of it, yeah
G: Well, cause nature seems like more forever, so more, like, lasting
I: So really think about what it is, you’ve all said, no, apart from L, you’ve all said you like
people around you, and actually I don’t know about you, B
B: Yes
I: So what is it then, what is it about that, can you think about why it might be that you like
that feeling of having people around, how does it make you feel?
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A: It’s like security, cause there’s always someone there, if you ever need anything, there’s 
always someone like I dunno, ten metres that way, isn’t there, like if anything happened, 
there’s always someone here and like, I dunno, if your house caught fire, the fire brigade can 
be here in like, there’s fire station like not very far away, so if anything happened, then, 
whereas if you lived in the middle of nowhere, you always hear of people like getting like 
killed and {lots o f  laughter) if you lived in the middle of nowhere if anything happened, no one 
would know, you’d just feel like completely, I mean, I quite like the feeling of being isolated, 
but I wouldn’t want to be completely on my own, like isolated (C: mm) in the middle of 
nowhere, because anything could happen and no one would know.
B: I think it’s nice if it’s like an escape (C: Yeah) occasionally. It’s OK in small bits
C: I like going for the weekend
H: Yeah
I: Would you say, the countryside then, you do see it as an escape?
B: Yeah, the outside is an escape to be honest, from my mental pain.
I: Yeah, how does it make you feel? Why an escape?
B: Oh, cause I live in like a flat at the moment with my mum’s stuff, yeah, it’s just sort of nice 
to get away from it every so often. I think, yeah the sea is nice cause you do have everyone 
there, like occasionally it is good to get away from problems and that.
I: Do you feel that you’re getting away from it?
B: Yeah, yeah.
C: Do you feel like at the end of the weekend though, God, I want to go back, (B: oh yeah, no) 
or do you feel like I could stay another week?
B: I’ve never got homesick before, ever really, I dunno, it’s sort of, I like, I dunno, I like 
people, but I don’t really like closed off, because I do get closed off when I’m in the, when I’m 
in my flat, I just stay there for like hours, no days. (C laughs) and I like going out, so yeah it 
will get really closed off, but
F: It’s like when I go to Devon, I spend the entire week at college and then my parents pick me 
up on the Friday night and I go to Devon and I get back late on Sunday afternoon, Sunday 
evening, and I don’t feel like maybe for the Friday and it is nice, but then, you just don’t get to 
talk to anybody or see anybody, just old people, and it’s not fun.
C: I think
F ; It’s an initial nice escape and I do like that bit, but then, after it’s not the escape, it’s not an 
escape anymore, it’s like almost
C: It becomes almost claustrophobic
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F: Yeah, claustrophobie
C: You just feel like there’s nothing
F: You can’t talk to anyone
C: Even though you could walk miles without seeing anyone, there’s something quite
F: And there’s something, when I go away, it’s quite routine, you get there, fish and chips, 
pub, Saturday, we go see my grandparents, go the beach, pub, dinner, and yeah
E; It’s the same with me and my family holidays to Maine. Because for some reason my 
grandfather refuses to enter the twenty-first century and get wi-fi, {laughter) and there’s no, 
my lap top becomes a very shiny piece of metal and not much else, and so I have this deep 
psychological resentment of my parents making me go there every single year, because I just 
hate it, it’s so isolating, because, if you go straight from the middle of London where I could 
do anything I want, pretty much, I am independent, to somewhere where I am so reliant on my 
parents for absolutely everything. To go the nearest supermarket is a twenty minute drive and 
that’s such a culture shock, it’s crazy, and I hate it there! It’s gorgeous, but it has no effect on 
me. There is nothing I value about that environment, like. I’ve been naturalised to the fact that 
there’s the sea and there’s a cliff and there’s a mountain.
I: So you can’t stand on the edge of the cliff or look out to sea and feel something special?
E: Err...I value it
I: Like Gab’s Brecon Beacon experience?
E; I value it as like a picturesque moment, but, it’s not that I’d like to spend two weeks or 
more of my life sort of thing, that’s such a passive experience
G: I’d find isolation easier if I didn’t have contact with, like the outside world
L: Would you, if everyone else had contact?
G: No, because like, no because if I have wi-fi and then texting and all that and phone 
connection
H: You kind of miss it more
G; However, if that’s taken away, then I can actually enjoy where I am.
A: OK, so it’s easier if it’s taken away.
G: No, because it’s not
A: Yeah, I, don’t you ever go places where you don’t have wi-fi and you don’t have facebook? 
G: No, yeah but then I get it eventually and then I’m like
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C: And also you spend your whole time like checking to see if you have it 
G: Yes, exactly, so if that’s gone
I: So if you didn’t have technology, you think you’d enjoy it more?
G: But then you can’t help yourself, because we’ve been brought up with technology and 
you’re kind of like dependent on it
A: So you don’t ever have a moment when you
G: I do, I do and I enjoy it more
C; My phone is slightly messed up at the moment and um, isn’t working very well, and I find 
that I do enjoy being out and about more without it because I’m, because you don’t do that 
thing where you’re on the bus and you see somebody you kind of know but you really don’t 
want to talk to them {laughter), and you don’t do that sort of like scrolling through your 
phone to avoid talking to them, and so I think it does sort of, although technology is obviously 
very important for communication, it also stunts your communication in weird ways.
G: It stunts your isolation.
C: Yeah
I: OK, so you never get that feeling of being completely on your own?
C: No, mmm
H: No, I think you do. I’ve been to quite a lot, I go to with my family. I’ve been to quite a lot 
of places and I’ve had to literally get, like at my grandpa’s house you didn’t get any phone 
signals at all, like wherever you went, you didn’t get any phone signal at all, you had to like 
stand out
I: Did you like that?
H: I quite liked it, it was kind of like, it made you appreciate what you had when you came 
back and it’s kind of like yeah, phone signal everywhere!
G: It’s also influenced by ??, because if you’re with certain people who you don’t usually 
spend time with
H: Yeah like when you’re with your family and that forces you to talk to them and like
E: Yeah, that’s what we found, cause we went on the IB, we went on the week long trip to 
Wales for forced bonding because we’re on a two year intensive course and we’re all going to 
kill each other if we’re not careful, umm and we went to this place where there’s no phone 
signal and so this was us, six people who I’d known for two weeks in a room together and 
there wasn’t any phone signal, there wasn’t any escape, and so, you know, now these people
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are some of the closest people I know, because you know, we had to climb up a bloody 
mountain together and I practically killed myself.
I: Can I ask you though, I mean would it have been the same if you’d just sat in a room 
together or just gone shopping together?
E: No.
I: The same as going up a mountain?
E: No, there’s something about taking us all out of an environment where we’re comfortable 
and giving us new challenges, like even the people who’ve climbed mountains before for fun 
felt like everyone was stretched in some way, and so
I: Stretched how?
E: Well, I became asthmatic, that was the new development for me, err, I think, or just putting 
trust in like, for some reason health and safety issues don’t seem to apply in Wales, it’s just too 
deep and dark and grisly, and so putting your trust in people that you don’t really {laughs)
I: So were bits of it were difficult?
E: Yeah, bits of it were very difficult for me because I just have a natural aversion to physical 
activity
I: OK
E; That, um, and so you do things that, and there seems to be like, you know they say that, 
umm, what happens in Vegas stays in Vegas, what happens in Wales stays in Wales, 
{laughter) because like you do things that you would find so self-conscious and embarrassing 
at other points
C: Karaoke
E: Karaoke and wearing anoraks that really should not have left the 1980s and they just 
seemed to be you know OK, I dunno, because you’re in a different environment to what you 
would normally be, I don’t know like, perhaps you associate London with being a teen, with 
like how you feel normally, so when you take that away, you become a different person.
I: Mmm, OK, so negative experiences of nature would be good to talk about a little bit more.
F: I’m allergic to most nature.
C; Yeah, I was thinking about that, because you
F: Yeah, I find it really hard in the summer, like I can’t go out some days, I lock myself up in 
my room, just have like my nasal spray, eye drops and medicine, and two lots of tissues, {E 
laughs) just going away at that all day and blowing my brains out
I: So you have hay fever?
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F: Hay fever’s quite bad for me and it brings on my asthma and everything, so, and then 
there’s times when I was a little kid, I used to play football at Richmond Park and I came out 
of long grass, my mum was like Philip, what have you done, and I was like, what do you 
mean, and then I looked at myself in the mirror, completely hot and red, and I had to go to A 
and E, because I was allergic to the grass, but I was still having fun there and I still liked the 
nature, but I didn’t like the cause but the effects that it had. (Yeah) that I’ve had some like bad 
experiences of nature. When I go to Richmond Park I don’t venture off the path because I 
know I’m allergic to the grass and I don’t like it, because it’s itchy and everyone else
I: And so can I ask you when you say you go cycling
F: I do the road or pathway and I never venture off because I know it will have bad effects on 
me, um
C: It’s quite weird though because you’re probably out of all of us the person who spends most 
time in nature
F: I love like being outside I would love like 
C: Outside and because you’re sporty as well
F: I would love like. I’ve been watching the cricket recently on the TV, I should have been 
revising, but it’s addictive and it’s just that all of this week I’ve just wanted to get some mates 
and go play cricket (G: Yeah) and have a one day international series (laughs)
C: Revising is just
F: And I’ve been revising and that’s what I’ve been thinking to myself. I’ve been looking like 
I told my mum that when I finish revision I’m going to try and get all my friends to go to 
Richmond Park and we’ll find like a place where it’s not long grass and go play cricket 
because that’s what I want to do at the moment
G: Let’s do i t ..
F; Yeah, so I can go there, but what I really want to do is play cricket on the beach on the sand 
because I played that when I was a little kid
G: You say you played French cricket on the beach?
F: Yeah, but when we play we don’t like French cricket {laughter) So no, yeah but when I 
was a little kid we used to go to Norfolk and then playing cricket on the beach there, I had that 
love, memory in my head there and I really enjoyed that, even though, I got like two bats and I 
was out and I got like chucked in the water and I always wanted to do that again and I never 
got the chance to because I’ve gone on like different holidays since.
I: OK actually that’s another question I want to come back to in a moment about things people 
do, but any more negative experiences?
B: Um, the cold
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C: Yeah, the cold
G: I think when I was younger, like sort of thirteen, when I was like thought I was a bit more 
of a teenager, I probably like avoided it a bit more, like maybe when I was going on walks 
with my parents, “Oh I’m bored”
I: Why?
G: I don’t know why, you don’t appreciate it as much because maybe you’re just starting 
secondary school so you’re more interested in new people and new friends and like becoming 
a teenager.
I; So what is it about becoming a teenager that means you go huh, a walk?
E: Because you have to feel you have to conform to societal rules, you have to wear the dark 
hoody and jeans and tense all the time and like do bad things
G: And it’s like rebellion against your parents or attempting to.
I: So if they said let’s go shopping, would you be rebellious?
F : Oh no. I hate shopping.
G: Oh I hate shopping as well.
I: What is it about a walk?
C: There’s something quite old about it. I dunno, there’s something about going on a walk 
seems like something that old people do sometimes. I don’t know why, because obviously old 
people can’t go on long walks, {laughter) I don’t know, yeah, but there’s something sort of 
like it seems like really grown up, and I think when you live in a city especially and I think 
when you get to that sort of age and you start to associate being young with going out to the 
cinema and going out with your friends, you know, experimenting with things, and because 
it’s something that you do with your family, it seems, it’s a very, very family activity, it sort of 
seems to me you’ve got to break away from, but negative experiences with nature, I went on a 
camping trip where we didn’t realise, we were right next to the sea, and we were in, and it was 
in May and it was the coldest May ever, and literally it was like ice winds coming off the sea, 
but it’s actually one of my favourite camping trips I’ve ever been on, because even though the 
experience was horrible and we were all like huddled together, and it rained as well and 
somebody’s tent leaked, um, it was actually really nice, because everyone just sat around in 
like loads and loads of layers around a fire that we were trying to keep alight and sort of, um, 
and everyone was talking and things, it, you know, only British people could sort of force 
themselves to endure that sort of horrible, horrible weather and not go find a pub, but it was 
really, really nice in the end
I: So a negative experience was actually a positive experience?
G: Yeah, weirdly
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E: My most negative experience in nature is being stranded somewhere in Maine, {laughter)
G: I really like it.
A: I liked it
G: When I went to Maine, I really liked Maine.
E: Yeah, but you were in Maine for two days. I counted it up the other day. I’ve been in Maine 
for something like twelve weeks, more than that, of my life, two weeks a year for fifteen years, 
thirty weeks, where I was just doing nothing!
B: I think mine’s similar to Phil’s though, not as bad, but probably nowhere near as bad, but 
I’ve got like ?? syndrome, I nearly got like frost bite. Do you remember my hands on the 
Spanish trip, they were awful, weren’t they?
G: In Spain? You got ftost bite in Spain?
B: It was freezing, it was freezing and my hands were like really dark blue, they were really 
dodgey and they had to take me to hospital, but, yeah a similar thing
I: OK so a physical reaction again.
B: Yeah, but I’ve never really gone out to the countryside again. I’ve never really gone on 
holiday that much. I go on like a big one every so often, every three years or something.
I: What about just going to parks?
B: I don’t do like a big day out, like I do the G cotchin thing, like we all meet up in the park.
G: Yeah, G cotchin in the park 
I: What’s G cotchin?
C: Oh it’s basically just going and sitting in the park. Ben thinks it’s funny to say G cotchin. 
It’s a gangster way of saying
B: Friends sitting in the park {laughter)
I: And is that a good thing, friends sitting in the park?
B: Yes, I think it’s cause it’s so much open, so you can sit in a big circle and just sort of 
communicate, cause,
C: It’s free as well, so if you go to Cafe Nero you’ve got to find a big table, you’ve got to pay.
F: What’s good about G cotchin in the park, is that it’s quite versatile, what we’ve done in the 
past is we’ve played football, we’ve had like races on our bikes as well as everyone just 
talking, and then you can play fight and it’s like {laughter) no, if you’re in the centre of 
Richmond and you were having a play fight, someone would call the police, {laughter)
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F: That is what I like, we were doing this lesson the other day, what do you like to do when 
it’s (?) I like to go and do exercise outside, when I feel stressed that is what I like to do, so 
being outside in the nature while exercising is what I like
I: Yeah, so it’d be the exercise that you like, so exercising in the gym, would that be the same 
feeling for you?
F: Umm, I have done exercising in the gym, but I tend to cut that a lot shorter than if I’m 
exercising outside, like, when I’m exercising outside I tend to push myself harder and go for 
longer but in the gym I always have in the back of my mind, oh, home is just over there, I can 
just give up now, just do five more curls and then go
G: You’re surrounded by hamsters at the gym as well
F: Which I tend to do quite a lot, but, so, yeah, I like to get outside quite a lot more 
I: Do you enjoy it more?
F: Yeah, I enjoy it a lot more outside.
I: And do you know why you enjoy it more?
F: I don’t know, no, because I always thought I’d enjoy the gym because I really like the 
activity, and I just like the fact that me and Hugh used to go and have a bonding session in the 
gym and then hit the sauna after, even though I got to be with my best friend, {laughter), sorry 
mate. I’d much rather be outside on my own on my bike.
I: On your own, and can you just think about that, what is it about being outside on your own 
on your bike?
F: When I’m cycling, although I don’t have my music anymore, then I did, I didn’t really 
listen to the lyrics, I used to play like not ? in my head, think about things, like think about my 
work and what I’ve got to do and everything whilst I’m cycling along and it was a lot easier, 
kind of therapeutic in a way, just being outside, but then, some bits in Richmond Park are 
really annoying, like stupid people in the road or the cycle path just cutting you up, um, that 
bit annoyed me a bit, but I always got over it, and then
I: You say therapeutic, by therapeutic, do you mean it made you feel better, calmer, happier?
F: Calmer, a lot calmer. Last summer when we were revising. I’ve lost track, last summer 
when we were revising for GCSEs, I’d just had enough, I just chucked my revision cards away 
and I ran around Rchmond Park twice and I just felt so much calmer and better when I got 
home and my mum’s like, where have you been, you should have been revising, and I was 
like, I just couldn’t take it anymore, I went out for a bike ride and she said, oh, you shouldn’t 
have done that, you should have been revising, and I was like, no, it’s better for me now, and 
then I think after that, my work productivity went up a lot more for a few days.
I: Does anyone else get that feeling that being outside would make them feel
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H: Yeah, I like can’t stay inside all day, I get too like claustrophobic. If I’m revising I have to 
go outside at some point, I have to take the dogs out, I just go out, I can’t sit in my room all 
day, it’s too, I just..
I: What does being outside make you feel?
H: It’s just like calmer (G: fresher), it’s like open and like fresh air, (P: for your brain) yeah, 
you get more, I think you get more productive, you go out and then come back in, I think if 
you go in the garden you get more like productive
C: I can stay inside all day and don’t have a problem with that, but I do weirdly, you know 
how people are like, ah, it’s raining, perfect revision weather, or something, I find it so much 
easier to revise when it’s sunny outside, because it just means (G: makes you happier), yeah, I 
don’t know, it just makes you happier, and I always revise in my kitchen and we’ve got big 
sort of double doors looking out in to the garden and I don’t know, I rarely go and revise 
outside but just of having it sunnier and having it sort of lighter
I: So you are getting the benefits of nature in a way?
C: But not the fresh air or anything like that, just the light really
E: The light is the big one for me when I’m revising. That time in like March, April, I dunno, 
whenever it goes from being mostly night to being mostly day, um in life, in those twenty-four 
hours, it, that change there, the length of the days, makes such a difference to me. Umm, I 
dunno, when it’s dark outside and you can’t see anything, and when I’m trying to do work, it 
just feels like I should be I bed, I should be asleep
F: You feel mentally exhausted? (E: Yeah) It happened to me yesterday, I fell asleep at my 
desk.
E: And then but when it’s light outside, it’s just so much easier to get stuff done, (P: Yeah) 
even though with the view outside my window, no one would want to call it particularly 
natural, it’s of someone else’s house but you know
I: So you feel, can you put a
E: You feel opener, I feel fresher, more awake.
I: If you could see something natural?
E: If the world, if it, when it’s dark outside, you might as well have the curtains closed, even 
though I never do because I’m lazy, but if it’s bright outside then it just shows you there’s 
something else, there’s something beyond revision
I: OK
E; I dunno, it just makes you more
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C: Cause it shouldn’t, it should make you think, God I really don’t want to be inside revising, 
it really
G: I want to be out playing cricket
C: Yeah, exactly, it should make you want to be outside playing cricket or whatever, but um, I 
always like it when it’s sunnier, yeah, it makes me feel better.
I: Are there any more, we’ve kind of segwayed on from things that you don’t like about 
nature. Are there any sort of natural environments that you don’t like, anywhere that you just, I 
mean you’ve talked about not wanting to go on walks when you were thirteen, because it was 
boring?
G; Camping
C: You don’t like going camping?
G: I hate going camping.
G: I love going camping.
F: D of E, I really look forward to D of E 
G: You actually look forward to D of E?
P: In the messages when you said. Oh, why do we have to do it this weekend, I was thinking, I 
want to do this, I don’t want to speak up, but
C: I think I value camping more because it’s one of those things when you’re forced into a 
communal atmosphere and you’re forced in to a sort of shared horrible experience
G: You see, I think you’re forced in to a camping atmosphere
C; Yeah, that’s the beauty of it
G: And I don’t like, yeah, let’s go camping and it just makes me think of scouts and I hated 
scouts
L: Hey, that’s like my past 
I: Hey, that was with me 
{laughter)
I: What is it? Is it the scouts you didn’t like?
H: You’re in a tent with like twelve of you
G: Scouts just annoys me, because it’s all sort of ordered, it’s like we’re going to do this for 
nature and this for nature, it’s sort of indoctrinating it into you, it’s like, I can do this myself
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B: It’s more that you’re with your family, because at that time 
G: Get a badge for walking a lady across the road, it’s like 
H: My badge was
B: I think the company is what makes the environment 
C: Yeah
B: Because we’re only in those sort of environments, because like the only times I’ve ever 
been on a holiday in England is when I’m with my family and they’re the most annoying 
people in the world. {Laughter)
G: The other thing about camping, camping I never feel like, cause my favourite like thing 
about nature is when you are isolated, camping, I don’t feel isolated, I just feel like locked in, 
in a whole world of camping, with like fellow campers, D of E was different because you were 
really travelling and then camping in the most random place, but when you’re in a campsite, 
it’s like campfire, guitar out
C: Yeah, but that’s so nice though, you don’t like playing the guitar around the fire?
F: I couldn’t imagine doing anything like D of E or camping with my family, with my friends 
it’s just a lot different
E: I think if we’re talking about being out of bounds and nature, um, one of my actually few 
enjoyable experiences with Maine, because it’s all come back and that’s where all my 
experiences of nature seem to be, is my aunt has a cabin and it’s even in the more wilderness, 
wildemessy part of Maine regular part of Maine, I just remember going there when I was 
really small, and it was my brother and my sister and me, and we didn’t spend much time 
together just the three of us, because, I don’t know, that was nice, because I don’t know, my 
aunt and my uncle managed to find sooo much to do just on this lake, and so I just really 
enjoyed that, that was one of the few sentimentally happy moments I had in Maine
I: So that was interesting, so things to do, so was it about the things to do you like about it?
E: Yeah, I think it’s because, when you’re a kid, you don’t really notice how structured 
activities are, and you think like, ah this seems spontaneous, no, but, um, there was always 
something for us to do, OK, we’ll go and we’re not going to stop until we catch a bull frog. 
OK. And so things like are really enjoyable
I: And is that one of the problems then now as a teenager with nature, that you want to do stuff 
and people aren’t
G: You’d never go and sit in a natural place, you’d bring a book or you’d have friends with 
you
E: There’s seems to be such a focus on nature, looking at stuff, and it’s the same with me and 
art galleries, I don’t like looking at stuff, I want there to be another element
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G: I like art galleries
L: Yeah, I love looking at pictures
C; No, I like art galleries, but I wouldn’t go out and just look at a landscape for a long time. I’d 
like to look at it and then read my book for an hour, you know, or I’d like to look at it and then 
have a conversation with somebody
G: On a safari you do stuff, (A: Yeah) and that’s like, I guess it’s nature, but then you’re 
looking for animals and stuff
C: Where did you go on safari?
(laughter)
G: It’s like the Masai Mara and Krugger safari parks
I: And when you were on a safari, obviously that’s big nature, can you identify any feelings, 
did you enjoy it?
G: Yeah, really enjoyed it.
H: OK what was fantastic about it?
G: Umm (pause), well, the Masai Mara you were driven around by some guide and they know 
where to go and have the radio and like a lion’s here, and let’s go there, so that was exciting 
and then we went to Krugger Park in South Africa, and you drive around yourself, and so there 
was something really spontaneous about it, and one time we drove, we came around this 
comer and there was a pride of lions just like where that trampoline is, like literally that close, 
and I was like, wow, this is pretty cool, you got bored of zebra, just like, the first time you see 
one, it’s like, oh my God, a zebra, the same with giraffes and elephants
C: Old news, hey
I: Yeah, is that the same, that’s sort of interesting because that is sort of saying that if 
something is (G: New) there all the time, then it’s not interesting?
G: It is, I mean, you, obviously when you come away from it, you’re like wow
I: Yeah, you realise. But there’s something about, if there’d been loads of lions and only one 
zebra, then it would have been the zebra that you’d have been excited about?
G: Yeah, well, like, I cried when I left the park because we never got to see a leopard, and 
cause leopards like go around on their own
C; Camouflaged
G: And as we were leaving we heard there was like five cars parked around this one tree, oh 
we’ve spotted a leopard, and the gates were about to close for this day and we hadn’t had
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another day booked or anything and so we had to leave, and my dad was like, we have to 
leave, and I was like no, we got to see the leopard, and we never saw it so I cried
B: I think. I’m just back tracking a bit, but I think there’s a gap between like before teenage 
years like, all my memories of holidays were the things we did, and after that, it’s like people I 
know
B: Yeah, it becomes more about the people
C: Yeah, I think for me it is the like natural surrounding with the people
E: Yeah, it’s better when it’s a facilitator (C: Yeah) than when it’s the activity in itself, like 
with D of E it was the fact that it facilitated us being, doing this like, they just left us in a field 
for two days which I dunno, it seem surprising now, the freedom that that gave, but I dunno, 
that’s what I enjoyed about, I loved  D of E and also because nature facilitated us to have that 
much freedom, and I dunno. I’m always hunting after having more freedom, it’s the classic 
youngest child thing, so I dunno, when nature enables you to do that, maybe that’s why I hate 
Maine, because it takes away my freedom!
B: This Maine has scarred you
E: I hate Maine so much!
I: And so L, you were saying lots of positives that you like living where you are in a slightly 
more rural setting than the rest of them, have you got any negative things about nature, have 
you got a negative experience?
L: Family holidays, because my dad would be like, right, let’s go for a cycle ride. I was 
probably in Year Four or Year Five, and it turns out that our cycle ride in France about three- 
quarters of it was a sand dune and we ended up pushing our bikes for about an hour! Another 
time we were going to go Cascard de la Pis, and I found the name very funny and I was quite 
enjoying going and like ah, this place, it turns out the route was about five K or more, we 
thought it’d be like a mile and we’d walk round and that was another family fun holiday 
{spoken with sarcasm)
I: Cause it was too difficult? You didn’t like the natural environment because you had to do 
hard stuff in it?
L: Umm, well, not so much, it’s going in to the natural environment and being lied to, not 
being told what you’re actually going to be doing, so, but I didn’t really enjoy family holidays 
when we were going walking and stuff, but going on D of E I found really fun, because the 
guys made me laugh so much, and it was like an enjoyable experience and it was people you 
could talk about and you could make memories and afterwards chat and laugh about it, 
whereas going on walks with your family, you talk about the most mundane things, I don’t 
care what we’re having for dinner tonight, and yeah,
I: So what about the memories of D of E, you say that was a really great experience because 
you were with friends? Any memories of nature, of the natural environment there?
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G: Good or bad?
I: Yeah, good or bad, of just being camping, away from, it is really important what you’re 
saying about people
G: It’s when nature wins, that’s when it’s bad.
I: That’s when it’s bad, what do you mean by that?
G: Well, when water wins.
C: When you get water in your boots, when you get water 
H; Everything gets wet, and when you’re packing up 
G: When you’re cold and you can’t get warm
E: Actually for me, um, when nature won most recently, it was when we were in Wales on the 
IB trip and we were doing gorge walking and we were basically climbing up a waterfall and at 
the beginning you were, OK,
G: Did you not like that?
E: I loved it
G: I said that’s so cool
E; It was awesome, and we started off with like, I don’t want to get water in my wellies, it will 
be cold, and then you go on, and at the end of it, we were just swimming with like two 
kilogramme backpacks on, and that’s when nature won, because we stopped caring, we 
stopped being intimidated by it.
F: I see that as us dominating nature, because when I did D of E this time, the first day I was 
like, this is so uncomfortable, the water in my boots is just disgusting, and like, and I was like. 
I’m not looking forward to this, but by like the middle of the second day, I was like, you know 
what, I don’t care anymore, I kind of got sensitised to it, even though my feet were completely 
blistered and they’re still scarred from the blisters, um but found that we dominated nature 
because I didn’t care what nature um gave at me
L: You sort of embrace it
F: And I found that kind of rewarding, I should get a medal for this, I dominated nature
C: But I don’t like it when you’re like really really cold and if you were in your garden you 
would just have come inside. I don’t like it’s so cold and you just feel like there’s no way out 
of it and it just seems so endless, because you’re so isolated, and like on D of E, you’re not 
allowed to leave, you couldn’t just go and find a bed and breakfast or whatever. I don’t like it 
when nature is really forcing itself on you I suppose, when
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L: I don’t mind that as much, but I think, do you know what, there are worse things in the 
world
C: No, but it seems so endless, when you’re lying in a cold tent and you’re like. I’m wet and 
this sleeping bag is too small, and I’m absolutely freezing, it just makes you feel terrible.
F: I’ve done that in a non-waterproof tent
L: But then I think I’m going to go back to my bed at the end of the day and I’ll be able to say,
I did it. And I’ll look back at it like many times before and laugh
C: And you’ll say, I never want to do that again!
L: Mmm, sense of humour, well, my dad just says whenever I do something, it’s character
building, Lottie
I: So, Phil was saying something about dominating nature, would you say that was?
L: Well, I would say, not dominating it, but just sort of not trying to resist it the whole time, 
and so when did D of E, it was trying to do stepping stones over the bog, just got bored of that, 
and just went straight in for it, got it done a lot quicker, and we just thought, that’s great, you 
see, we can do it, guys talking about Lord of the Rings, it was fun, ploughed through, and got 
it done, and then there was one point where we turned around and we were like, wow, we did 
that really quickly and it’s just that we got on and did it, great, and then we could eat quickly 
and it was all good, I quite liked that
C: Yeah, but that’s you wanting to be away from the nature, isn’t it, that’s you wanting to just 
get it done, and get through it, surely?
L; Yeah, but it wasn’t, mmm
F: It is get done and get through it, but it was more like 
L: We still had a few more days to go, it wasn’t
C: Yeah, but what you were looking forward to was sitting down and eating, and like (L: but 
that was later) getting into a warm tent or whatever
L: Yeah
F: Yeah, but, I still, there was only a few bits of D of E that I didn’t enjoy, and that was when 
we thought we were lost. I didn’t care about the environment as much, it was like having my 
mind, oh no, we’re going to be lost, that’s the only bits I’ve not enjoyed about D of E, even 
when I’ve had a tent that isn’t waterproof and it’s rained through the night, everything’s wet, 
and Miss Lorenz has just laughed at me and said, look, you should have got a real tent then, I 
didn’t even mind that, the bits I’ve minded, is when we’ve been lost and that’s not to do with 
the nature, so I don’t think I’ve any problems like that
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A: It’s kind of to do with the natural environment though, isn’t it, because you don’t get lost in 
a city so easily?
C: Yeah
F: Mmm
E: You can get so lost in a city
C: But if you’re in a city there will be people around that you can ask, there will be street 
signs, there’ll be google maps on your mobile phone
A: But you don’t carry a map around in the city, whereas if you went for a walk, you’d carry a
map, you’d have a map, you’d know where you were
I: So I was just wondering that maybe you felt more frightened of being lost in the country, but 
you say, no
C: No, definitely feel moiré frightened than being lost in the city
F: Yes, I would, because we were trying to find a theatre the other day, and we ended up 
finally buying a Big Issue to get the way to the theatre, but that couldn’t have happened in the 
country and I think if we were that lost in the country, it would have been problematic, (yeah) 
but because it was in the city it was fine, there was people all around us, and they were like 
yeah, I know exactly where you’re going and I know exactly where you’re going to see, so it 
was fine
L: I would say it depends on the situation
A; Yeah, I think you just have to be a bit more careful if you’re out. You have to make sure
you know where you are and people know where you’re going to be.
G: People are quite naive in the country as well
L; If you’re out in the country and you don’t have any tent and you don’t have any food and 
you’re completely lost and it’s rainy and you don’t have a raincoat, then I would be concerned, 
but if I had a raincoat, I had food, I had rations, I had a tent, I knew I could wander across and 
find a water supply at some point. I’d survive
A: And chances are you’d run in to someone at some point and they could tell you where you 
are
L: Yeah, it’s not like we’re in the middle of Russia somewhere and we’re never going to see 
anyone
C: Yeah, Google maps
I: Naive was an interesting word, what do you mean by naive?
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G: Well, like my Grandpa would, if you asked him, he would know all the star navigations and 
like trees and water and he could guide you, so he would know all that, and probably much 
more of his generation would know a lot of that, whereas we would be like, oh, where’s our 
phone, where’s our connection, where’s our signs, and roads, and people, it’s a bit more naive
I: OK, so do you think it’s a generation thing? Actually, your generation
G: I think so, yeah, I think we take cities more for granted and technology more for granted
I: And find nature more difficult, or, because you used to technology? Is it just you’re not as 
used to it, not as familiar with nature as maybe your grandparents’ generation?
P: Well, the impression I get fi-om my dad is that when he was younger, he did a lot more in 
the country than what I did, I think that might be because they went on holiday or they did 
scouts, they went to Wales a lot more, and then my dad said, ah, when I went to Wales, but 
I’ve never really had experiences like that, so I always felt like definitely my dad had a bit 
more of an understanding of nature than I have, although I kind of, I have a good 
understanding, but nowhere near what old people used to have at my age.
I: And do you think it’s more to do with generations as opposed to the fact that you all live in 
London?
G: Yeah, definitely 
F: A bit of both
A: I think it’s more ‘cause we live in London, because if you found someone who was our age, 
they’d know how to get around and they’d know exactly what they were doing
G: Still less though
C: In their area, in their area, but if you took them somewhere else 
A; But that’s what you’re talking about, aren’t you?
G: No, I’m talking about my Grandpa knowing his way around, like, navigation, so with the 
stars and the water and like north-east, south-west.
B: No, think about Amber where they live
G: You know what I mean, can you tell where north is from the sun?
B: Everything’s like twenty minutes away from where they live, and like villages, they’re 
awful, and I’ve got friends who’ve never been outside London. I’ve met so many people who 
are awful worse than us. at it, so I think it is like Gabriel is saying
C: It is different for us though, because we come from an area where we can go on holiday
G: Dennis is never going be in the wilderness and going, you have to follow the stars 
{laughter)
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I: So there’s something about technology and your generation you think, so not to do with the 
fact that you’re living in London, but
G; Yeah, I think
E: It’s the immediacy of technology and the fact that nature does everything on its own terms, 
it doesn’t refresh the page when you want to refresh the page
I: So what does that mean, how does it make you feel?
E: Perhaps it’s the lack of control, if you are that adept at technology, you can find any 
information you want on the internet, if you have the skills, pretty much, and maybe when 
nature becomes in charge, you’re kind of at someone else’s mercy, it’s that, yeah, you’re kind 
of disempowered, is that a word?
G: Yeah, it’s a good one
F: I think if it weren’t for technology, us as a generation would have spent a lot of time more 
outside of the house, whereas now
G: Well, you’d have to, because you’d have to go, if you wanted to talk to your friends, you’d 
have to go see them
I: Do you regret that?
G: I do
F: Some bits of it, but some bits of it, if I’m having a bad day, go home, watch a movie, or 
something like that, I like that a bit
C: But I think sometimes people are quick to focus on the disadvantages of technology and 
um, you know, disregard the fact that technology has brought some brilliant things, that you 
can have, I have relatives in Australia and we can Skype any time, you know, we can talk to 
her face to face even though she’s half way round the world, that’s an amazing thing to have, 
being able to, you know, out, lost, you know, anywhere, and, within reason obviously, being 
able to call people, being able to, you know, just things like being able to look up bus times on 
your phone so that you don’t have to miss them, there’s so much that is really really great 
about that
I: I can see that, but what about the relationship with the natural environment, has it, I mean, 
it’s kind of made us more connected with people perhaps (yeah) the other side of the world, 
has it made us less cormected with nature?
F: Yeah, we wouldn’t go out with people at all, like my dad was saying
C: But if you went out, do you think, if you didn’t have your phone on you, none of us had 
phones and so we all had to go and meet up somewhere, we wouldn’t go and meet up in the 
park, we’re more likely to go and meet up in a coffee shop
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G: I still think it’d be more interesting 
F: Yeah, it’d be more interesting
G: We’d have more interesting lives if we didn’t have technology
C: Yeah, but it doesn’t mean that you would, that without your phone you’d immediately want 
to go the countryside more or you’d want to go to a natural place, it just means that you’d want 
to go and see people in person more
E: People always say that technology means kids don’t play out on the street anymore and you 
don’t know your neighbours, and all of this, but I think there are other sociological factors that 
have contributed to the shunning of nature by the younger generations in recent years, things 
like, killers and paedophiles, like that’s much more present than it was, and so parents are a lot 
more sheepish about letting their seven year old go out to the local park on their own, and so I 
think
G: It’s a population thing
E: Yeah, there are lots of different factors going on that means that um younger people have 
been less close to nature recently, but I don’t think, I think technology is just one of those, I 
think it is important
C: I think it’s a major one
G: Aren’t there just more paedophiles and killers, because there’s better technology as well 
A: That’s what I was thinking.
L: I think mine was more technology than environment, I was just going to say I find it quite 
stressful actually having technology and texting, because then it means you talk to someone all 
the time, and then when you see them, you’re just like, I don’t know what to say
I: So if technology makes your life more stressful, does nature make your life less stressful?
G: Yeah, I find that
Yeah, yeah
F; That’s the same reason why I go out on my bike, because it cuts off from technology, I 
can’t use my phone, well I can use my phone when I cycle, but it’s not practical
G: And also it’s expected of you, as well, technology
I: So if it makes life less stressful, why don’t you access nature more often?
L: Because it’s cold and it rains all the time
F: I think some days I can just plan on having technology there, a laptop and TV to do, and if I 
didn’t have that technology, I would go out in to nature, try exciting stuff and say do you want
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come out and play football or rugby or something, but because I have the technology like, do 
you know what, {laughter) I can’t be bothered. I’ll just watch Comedy Central and watch 
Friends
I: So, is that because it’s easier then?
F: Yes, it’s easier, technology makes, like, life easier and simple 
I: So are teenagers today lazier?
Yeah, yeah
F: Yeah, I think that’s what 
I: Is nature more of an effort?
L: You’re more lazy as a teenager
C: I think it’s a lot more of an effort in a city because you know, if you want to go and connect 
with nature and you live in Suffolk, then you just step outside your door, whereas you’ve got 
to go to a park or you’ve got to find somewhere, and we’re lucky that we live in an area that 
does have quite a lot of different outdoors areas, but you know, if you live in a city, you don’t 
have that on your doorstep
I: So why don’t you though, because you do live on the doorstep of Kew Gardens and 
Richmond Park, so why?
C: Well, Kew Gardens because it’s incredibly expensive. I’d say, I don’t know, I think it’s 
because (pause), I don’t know really...
E: I think for us, it’s the fact that, because we have it so close, we don’t need it as much, 
because we can see something green out the window, that’s our little bit of nature for the day, 
just having it there, it’s knowing it’s there, so if you need it, it’s a back-up, cause when I was 
in New York last summer, it took me a while to get acclimatised to the fact that unless you’re 
standing in the middle of Central Park, there is nothing green, it is all concrete, and I actually 
had a physical aversion to it, I felt sick on the first day, maybe it was I’d just flown, the time 
zone or something, but I felt physically ill, I thought I was going to be sick in the middle of a 
yoghurt shop, um, but
C; And that was because there was no green?
E: I think it was because it was the trucks, it was the sound of New York, it’s a very loud 
place, and like in London, because we’re on an island, we can spread out, you know, there’s a 
surprisingly large amount of green in London if you think about it, there’s all those Victorian 
squares with the communal gardens, and there’s Hyde Park, and St James’ Park, and Green 
Park, all these parks
C: Well, also just trees along the streets
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I: But you don’t go to them?
E: No, but they’re there. It’s just seeing when you’re walking along the street, there is open. 
Umm, people say that DC, Washington DC is a nice city because the buildings aren’t allowed 
to be taller than the width of the street they’re standing on, so you can always see the sky, and 
I think that is an important part of, if I was building a city, it would be making sure that nature 
is available even if people don’t choose to take it, you have to be able to see something green 
or see the sky.
I: So it’s just there, without having to make the effort that we were talking about earlier
E: Yeah, just having its presence, instead of just like being in a concrete box makes a massive 
difference, and I think you notice that, because like if you go, like there’s this tiny little park in 
the middle of Covent Garden, and when I was doing my work experience there, the number of 
people who managed to fit into that box, they would all just sit on the brick walls in this little 
garden, like this little park, it was amazing how many people used to fit in there
I; And they were going there, why do you think they went there?
E: I think because it was the fact that it was so quiet in there, I don’t know how, maybe leaves 
have this magic quietening function, but, um, yeah, they do have a sound insulating function, I 
think
L: Whenever I go up to London I normally get a sandwich, if it’s nice weather or sort of not 
chucking it down, I always go and find one of the little squares and just go and sit and have 
my food there
I; A park? A square?
L:Yeah??
I: What is it about the park, what is it about that environment that makes you want to be there 
rather than in the canteen or?
L: It’s relaxing, it’s not noisy, you don’t have to hear everyone else’s conversations, you don’t 
have
B: Quite a lot of the time, there’s a place to sit as well 
L: Yeah, you can just sit down normally
C: No, you see if I was in central London, I’d go somewhere with loads of people. I’d go 
somewhere, cause it’s that sort of
G: Not to eat,
C: Yeah, I would, cause I like going somewhere and people watching and seeing people 
G; You mean you’d sit on the comer of the road?
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C: Yeah, I would sit in the middle of, I dunno, like, mm, like on the South Bank or somewhere 
like that, because you’d get to not because you’d get to be somewhere that’s really busy with 
like a thousand different people who you may never meet, and there’s something so lovely 
about seeing all, especially in London like, it’s the city I love because it’s those, it’s, 
everywhere you look it’s a mixture of everywhere you look, it’s got old and new and old and 
new and older and newer and older and newer, and so there’s something so interesting about, 
we made this two hundred years ago, and we made this four hundred years ago, we made this 
last week sort of thing, so there is something really really amazing about something that’s such 
a product of so many people, and surrounded by so many people
I; And you’d choose that over a natural environment and one of the many parks in London?
C: Yeah, I would, I mean, I don’t know if I’d choose it over, I don’t know, like a huge 
amazing beach in Australia or whatever, but over parks in London, over. I’d choose it over 
Richmond Park, that sort of thing, cause I think there’s something more interesting about 
something that’s been created for a purpose, um, over something that’s just sort of become 
there naturally
G: Unless you’re a Christian
I; Ben, you said sometimes you’re inside a lot and you get stir crazy, what stops you going 
outside?
B: I dunno, I think it sort of becomes like a cycle, it just becomes like no, I don’t want to go 
outside
G: Yeah, routine
C: People become apathetic, don’t they?
G: Yeah, habit
F: Like this week, I can count how many times I’ve been outside on my hand, one hand, since 
exams started, four times for exams, twice to Beth’s and then one time for a revision session, 
oh and one time to Lottie’s, that’s it.
I: So what is it that stops you two or what is it that stops people generally from going out?
B: If you don’t have time, so if you don’t have a motive, if you don’t have anything like to do, 
it’s like going on walks, where you don’t go anywhere, I hate that.
C: Yeah, same, you need a pub at the end or something.
I; OK, so it’s purpose
B: Yeah, it is, cause I remember that some of my friends (??) and I hate it because they just 
wander around
G: I can’t ?? a pub without a walk
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I: So you want a purpose? So if you had nothing to do, would you rather be in your room than 
outside in the garden?
B: I think probably, yeah, to be honest, I think outside is only good for like seeing people, 
that’s what I really see it for. Like sitting down, because I remember like after the exams I did 
go and sit on the Green, Hammersmith Green with two of the people, and I think the only 
reason we did that was that because there was nowhere else to sit down, but if it wasn’t for 
that, it honestly wouldn’t occur
I: And how do you feel when you were, do you remember, did it just feel?
B: It was quite nice actually, I think it was the fact that it’s open, but usually it’s quite 
cramped, I think it’s because in England, I always associate countryside with like coldness. 
I’m not a big fan of like, yeah, just cold in general, anything, it will ruin anything for me
G: Coal or cold?
B: Cold
G: I thought you said coal.
I: So if you might be cold, you’d rather be inside than outside, there’s no sense of dressing up 
warmly for the evening?
B; Oh no I won’t be OK, I suck in heat from everything, but yeah, I do love outside though, 
certainly for an escape, apart from that, I will just stay in, I think I like closed environments 
really, even though I hate it, I think when I’m with people, closed, but yeah
I: And what is it about the closed then can you put your finger on it, put some feelings
B: I think I just feel comfortable And also the fact that usually when you’re out somewhere, 
you don’t know what to do and people often just ask, oh, what shall we do, and you just sit 
there for hours and don’t know what to do, yeah, and it’s like not having a purpose as well
I: Does anybody else identify with that?
C: Yeah, I like having a purpose when I’m in nature, definitely
G: I agree with the pub thing, like going for a walk and having the pub at the end, but I can’t 
go to a pub, if someone was like, if I was in the countryside and somebody was like, let’s drive 
to the pub. I’d be like, no, this pub needs the walk, it’s like part of it.
I: Do you think there’s something about now which means you want a purpose, that you want 
to be doing something?
L: I think it’s because, I don’t know about you guys, but my time just seems so precious, like 
with all the work that we’ve got going on, just to, it seems like such a waste, I mean I know 
that life is not all about exams, it’s not about doing stuff, it’s about enjoying the moment, 
(B:Yolo) but when you’re just sat outside for a while, this isn’t me having max, if I’m giving
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myself today off, I want to maximise the fun and relaxation I get from today, and for me 
maximising the fun would not be sitting outside and doing something passive, so I don’t know, 
maybe when I’m in a less pressurised phase of my life, um just giving myself the day off and 
not putting more pressure on myself to have fun, would be more relaxing, but right now, that’s 
not where I am.
I: So you think being a teenager is more pressurised than being a child or an adult?
E: It’s more, er, pressurised than being a child definitely, I mean, I don’t know, I wouldn’t be 
so precocious to say, this is the most pressured time of my life, but, I don’t know, I don’t 
know, right now my life is so pressured, and I’m hoping it won’t be like this forever, and then 
I’ll go out and enjoy the great outdoors {said with irony)
I: Do you think you will, do you genuinely think you will?
E: No, I think I’m an introvert, and I’m an indoor person.
I; Do you think you’re an indoor person and you’re an indoor person that won’t change, 
you’ve always been like that.
E: Even as a child, I much preferred reading a book than playing rounders or cricket, no 
offence to your love of cricket, Phil.
I: But reading a book indoors as opposed to outdoors.
E; I dunno, I always seemed to get a bit moody, sometimes it’d be cold, sometimes it’d be wet, 
sometimes, and I think it’s that
B: Everything seems more depressing now, isn’t it? If you think about it, like before it was all 
happy, and now it’s like when I think about things, it’s so much more depressing about 
everything
G: I think when I was at my Grandpa’s last, and I was meant to be revising, I ended up 
spending twelve hours across two days playing rounders outside on the like, it’s a hill, it’s not 
really helpful for rounders, {laughter) and we had so much fim, and also because they’re so 
much younger, because it’s quite fun being with kids outside
I: So do you think kids experience nature in a different way from teenagers? Do you think 
something happens when you?
F: Yeah, when I was a kid, I used to go and just kick a ball, like pass the ball, and then it was 
this summer, my friend came and I hadn’t seen him in a few years and he was like Phil, do you 
want to come to the park and play football tonight, and it was like, yeah, OK, I’ll do it, and it 
was just, it was just boring, but as a kid I used to do, it was really fun.
I: So what happens? Why?
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C: Maybe you just get tired of it, maybe you just sort of feel like, when you’re young, kicking 
a ball around is really exciting because you’re not very good at kicking a ball around, so you 
get better really quickly,
(Laughter)
G: No, I enjoy kicking a ball around.
A: Yeah, I don’t agree with that.
G: I could go the park, I don’t, but I would.
A: I still think it’s fun. I’d happily go and throw a ball around. I think that’s the thing about my 
dad, he’s still such a big child, he’d happily still go and kick a ball around for like three hours 
outside, I think that’s more of the person.
A: Do you think this is more to do with Stevie saying she’s an indoor person and you’re saying 
you’re an outdoor person?
E: It’s a similar thing to when you watch kids’ TV now, you think, oh, poor line, this is so 
simple, how did I find this entertaining? (P: it’s good) maybe you think it’s the same thing, we 
need to step up and just kicking a ball around outside, it’s the princess story, you need more 
character development in your ball kicking.
I: Are you saying then that you get that as an adult and you’re at this inbetweeny phase where 
you need
E: No, you need to pick a new activity that you are doing in your great outdoors setting, that 
gives you that mental stimulus
I: Do adults need an activity to be doing, to appreciate it?
E: You’d have to ask them
C: I don’t know many adults that just go and like will sit in nature 
G: I do
C: No, but for a long period of time 
G: Still do {laughter)
C: Really, like they just go and sit in the garden and just sit there 
G: Yeah, my mum does it all day, the sun’s out, she will not be inside all day 
C: Yeah, but she’ll have a book or a cup of tea 
G; She’ll have a cup of tea, yeah, and she’ll have a book
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C: Yes, so that’s needing an activity, you’re reading a book. I’ll do it if I want to read my book 
G: If she was deprived of her book, she would still sit outside 
I; So what is going on then for her that teenagers don’t get?
G: Well, she’s always saying, come on outside, Gabriel, and I was like, I don’t need to be, and 
she’s like come on outside, read your book outside, you need some vitamin D in your system
I: And why don’t you, what is it that stops you?
G: (pause) I dunno, sometimes I’m doing something and it’s an interruption, but like, I dunno, 
sometimes I do, my mum probably she grew up in Harlow, Essex, so, I think she appreciates 
sitting in the sun and in her garden quite a lot
L: That’s like my dad
I: You’re saying something about appreciating it then. Do teenagers maybe not appreciate?
L: I think there’s a big, I noticed a big change when we went to secondary school, I remember 
feeling really disappointed that we weren’t playing outside any more, it wasn’t cool anymore, 
so we weren’t allowed to play, and one of my favourite things of doing was, we got two form 
entry at my primary school and we played ‘forty forty it’, and everyone playing it across the 
playing field, everyone playing it, first thing until the end of break, and I think that’s so sad 
that we weren’t allowed to do it anymore, it’s deemed unsafe
C: But we were allowed to do it
L: Yeah, but people thought, oh no, we’re cool, we’re teenagers, we’re not allowed to do that 
anymore. I think I would still play it, if everyone now said right, let’s have a big game
A: Yeah, we used to say that
C: I don’t know if  it’s people thinking they’re cool, but I think it’s just that some people just 
wouldn’t want to do it anymore
L: The older years would be like, oh no, what are they doing
G: It is quite, psychologically, it’s like. I’m older. I’m cool now
L: It’s like I’ve got to fit in
C: I don’t think so, I just
G: No, not that you thought that
E: I was over just being outside for the sake of it
G: Ah, really? ‘Forty forty’ any day!
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L: I love ‘forty forty’!
G: Playing Power Rangers any day
I: So is there something about being cool, obviously that word’s associated with teenagers, is it 
L: Trying to fit in, trying to make friends 
I: Is nature not cool?
F: Umm, ooh
G: I don’t care about, if it is or not, I don’t care about whether it’s cool or not anymore.
C: Yeah, but you would have done when you were thirteen.
G: That’s what I’m saying
I: Thirteen, then, so if we talk about teenagers at thirteen, is that one of the problems?
G: No, because we used to go the park
C: Maybe, you’re more concerned with the social acceptance than you are when you’ve 
discovered yourself later
F: Yeah, it’s like when I walked, was forced to go out on walks with my parents, when there 
was no way I could get out of it, I used to walk away from them, so I wouldn’t be associated 
with them
G: Hey, Here’s Phil on a family walk with his parents 
P: I used to walk a few paces behind (yeah, yeah)
C; So you’d prefer them to think that you were going for a walk on your own?
F: They don’t know that I’m walking, I could be walking into Kingston, along the river way, 
whereas not on a family walk, like, where I’ve seen my friends, and they’d be like, oh, there’s 
Phil, he’s going for a walk with his family!
I: So is it sad to be on a walk or sad to be with your family?
F: Sad to be with your family
G: Yeah, it’s sort of social acceptance
I: So when you’re thirteen, and I get that now you don’t feel the same, and you’re worrying 
about identity, is nature uncool then, or is it just the activity you do, like ‘forty forty’ that 
happens to be outside?
F: I think it’s more the activity, like (Yeah)
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C: Or the preventing you from activities, so if you’re out in the middle of Suffolk and you 
have no signal, you can’t, you’re not messaging your friends, especially at that age when 
you’ve just started a new school for most people, and you’re making new friends, being in 
contact with people and doing that sort of thing when you talk all the time, we’re obviously 
great friends, you know that’s sort of being connected
G: I don’t think nature itself is uncool, I think it’s like, what revolves around nature is uncool 
L: It’s what you can do together
G: So you’re pretty much deprived of nature when you’re being cool
F: And where the nature is, because if nature, if I were to go on a family walk with my parents 
in Suffolk somewhere, I don’t think I’d be walking that far away ahead of them, because it 
was here, locally where I know people, that’s why I was walking
E: A lot of it is to define yourself as no longer a child, now that’s where Lottie’s loss of forty 
forty it comes from, like making the kids, so people say you have to let the kids out like you’d 
say you have to let the dogs out, I think, so like you say that though, you’ve got a young boy, 
he needs to walk it off or whatever, so when you’re a teenager, you’re trying to define yourself 
as “I can stay inside all day and not go stir crazy”, so I think that’s a factor as well
I: Mm, I agree, brilliant. OK I’ve just got, we’ve probably answered this, but I just want to 
make sure we have talked about this element of it, when you do visit natural environments, 
why do you, what are the reasons you would go into nature? We talked about activities, but are 
there things that are attractive to you about being in nature?
L: Taking pictures
G: Distancing yourself
C: Being somewhere quiet is quite a big one, if you’re in the house, it’s normally quiet, but 
then I always find that if you’re in the house and it’s silent, it feels quite oppressive, because 
it’s somewhere that’s supposed to be loud, it’s somewhere that you’re supposed to be able to 
hear your mum you know in the kitchen or your brother watching TV or playing guitar or 
whatever, but if you’re outside there’s something more calm about that silence, which is quite 
nice, so if you want to be somewhere that’s quiet I like it more outside
L: I like gaining inspiration for when I make things and stuff
G: Fashion
L: Yeah, I actually do, because I remember when we went for the walk for D of E and there 
was moss on the floor, and I remember thinking, wow that’s really cool, I could get colour 
palettes from this, because they’re just a complete variety, they were really bright, it’s just not 
the sort of thing you get when you walk around Richmond, I don’t think, that’s really nice
G: Moss by Lottie Moss
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E; Also I have a film or an image in my head, about what this will be like, and I end up having 
an image that really is about an advert and not out of real life, like watching cinema outside, 
having projected on a sheet, and there’s always tea lights in jam jars. I’m not entirely sure 
why, but in my mental images of nature there always are, so you get this image of this is going 
to be just like the Toyota advert, it’s never like the Toyota advert, but you sort of want to do 
the activity anyway, so you can live that life!
I: OK, so you can live the dream?
E: Yeah
G: Yeah, it’s just to escape
I: And what about, again, I think we’ve covered this but just to make sure, when you decide 
not to go into nature, what would be the reasons for not engaging in natural environments? 
You’ve talked about cold, weather,
L: Staying connected
A: Uncomfortable
C: I think also if you go into nature you have to have something with you to do, you can’t just 
like go there and find something to do, so if you went in to Richmond there are shops that you 
could go to, they’re providing an activity for you, if you go to a coffee shop, they’re providing 
an activity, you can have a cup of coffee, you can sit and talk to friends, whereas if you go to 
nature, there’s nothing there that is immediately obvious to do, you’ve got to fill it with 
something you want to do
G; I would never say I need to engage with the city. I’d be the other way round, I will like, 
maybe you just become more engaged if you are in nature than when you are in the city
I: So you become more engaged, say that again
G: So, because you’re alone, you’re with the self, thinking lots of things, and, I don’t know, 
you just take too much for granted maybe in the city
I: So that would be a reason for you wanting to go?
G: So you’re less engaged
I: Because you want to be engaged with nature?
G: Yeah
E: I think. I’m a step behind you guys, going in to nature, one, means getting dressed, if it 
means leaving your house, or two, finding where your walking boots are or finding where the 
anorak is
G: I don’t bother with walking boots
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E: You know
C: Do you think it’s hassle?
E: Yeah, it’s so much effort, if it’s reading a book in a park or reading a book in my bed, 
reading a book in the park requires a lack of pyjamas, that is a make or break factor most days 
I can’t be bothered, that’s it
I: And you don’t feel the lack of nature in your life?
E: Not really, no, I can stay in my house for days without, you guys always laugh at that, but I 
don’t like nature. I’m an inside person. I’m an indoor cat, that’s just how I am
B: I get what you meant, like in like was it. New York (S: Yeah) I’d hate that, where there’s 
nothing, I think there’s just that little bit, you need that little bit
E: Yeah as long as you can, if you can see a tree
Laughter
E: I require no more than I can see apple juice today and laughing at the parakeets, that’s all I 
want from life
I: That is fantastic, has anyone got any more comments they want to make, because I think 
we’ve talked long enough about nature, you’ve been brilliant?
L: I wonder how many times we’ve said nature
I: Does everyone feel they’ve said everything they feel they would like to say?
C: I like it when you go to the countryside and you feel like, oh this is so lovely, and then, but 
then by the end I always feel like I’m ready to go home now. I’m ready for somewhere where I 
can, somewhere more purposeful and somewhere with, you know, shops and things to do, I 
really like going to places that are natural and that sort of thing but I do feel
G: I feel more purposeful in nature, I feel so aimless
C: In the city?
G: Yes, just like shopping, people, shopping 
C: Cinema, anything?
I: You say purposeful in nature, but you wanted a pub at the end? You didn’t just want to walk
G: The pub’s great, because it’s showing community and everything, and it’s food
F: A reason for me not to go into nature is comfort, like sometimes I tell myself, oh. I’m going
to go for a run tomorrow, I even go to bed early, and then I wake up, not tired at all, oh, this
bed is so comfy, I can’t be bothered to go outside because this bed is like
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G: Oh, getting back from D of E, your shower and your bed is just the best
E: And also when you find secret nature, I really value that, like when you find a little 
conclave of nature in the middle of a city, or like my personal one at the minute is in the 
middle of Richmond College which is full of courtyards for no apparent reason, and we’ve 
managed to find one which no one else has yet managed to find, and so on any one day at any 
free time, there will always be three or four IB students there, and you can always go there and 
there will always be someone, and it’s like we found a secret, we’re surrounded on all sides by 
the world’s ugliest building, it’s a hideous building
L: You now when you say about secret places, I remember when I was in nursery, they used to 
play kiss chase, I hated this game
G: Nursery? They didn’t know what they were doing.
L; I remember finding a place within like amongst all the trees and to me, this was like a 
hidden place, it was great, and I remember feeling so safe because I was surrounded, I could 
see everyone else but they couldn’t see me, and I just, like no one else like knew where I was, 
yeah, I liked that place, that was nice
F: That was like going from Year Seven to Year Eight, I think it was, I didn’t have many 
friends, like even at Christ’s, and the ones I did lived nowhere near me, so I used to go the 
river and we used to make like a little, I guess you could call it a tree house, but it wasn’t 
really, a bush house, it was a bush that was hollowed out, I don’t know how exactly it worked, 
but we found all these things and I got a pen knife and we made a little den for ourselves and 
that was like a real nice escape over the summer that we went to every day, and we’d phone 
each other up and we’d say, are you going to come, and we’d say yeah, so that was quite nice, 
and it got wrecked
{laughter)
I: And that was pre-teenage years then?
F; That was just before entering, so I would have been eleven or twelve
I: So I wonder what it is why don’t you do things like that now? Why don’t you do things like 
that?
F: I think it goes back to, if I were to go and phone those exact two people and say, do you 
want to come with me and build a tree house, they’d just laugh at me
C: Yeah, but if they phoned you and said it, you’d laugh, wouldn’t you?
F: Yeah, probably I would
C: Yeah
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G: Today I was with like babysitting an autistic kid in the day, and he was like, do you want to 
play guns, and I was having so much fun, I was going frrr around the house, playing like a kid, 
but it was great
F: That’s another point, if Gab phoned and asked me, do you want to build a tree house, I 
would do it, but because we’re so close. I’ve drifted apart a bit from those people
I: So why don’t you phone each other, because you said, yeah, no I’d still do that. I’d love that, 
so why don’t you, what is it that stops you?
G: I don’t think it’s so much, like no, I don’t want to, it’s not cool
F; With Gab I don’t care what he thinks about me
G: I wouldn’t go round and say, yeah, I made a tree house at the weekend, and people’d be 
like OK, I wouldn’t put it on facebook or BBM or anything
{Laughter)
F: I wouldn’t like
G: I don’t know, you wouldn’t think to do it 
F : It’s not something that pops into your mind
I: But it did when you were a kid, so what, you’re not as clever anymore? You had these ideas 
before and
F: I think we’re satisfied a bit more easily, now like we think, oh yeah, it’s fine, but as a kid I 
was always striving to do something a bit more
G: I never made a tree house
A: Yeah, you did
G: My Grandpa made us
F: When I was allowed, I think it’s also, you’re allowed out as a kid, when you’re young, and 
you’re first allowed out and it’s like my God, I’m allowed out, a quarter past never, I 
remember like my mum was like yeah, my mum lets me go out at weekends and I was like, 
you want to get out, and I was like let me ask my parents. I’m not sure if they’ll let me go out, 
and then we did that, we used to go out a lot more, now it’s used for like, I can’t be bothered, 
and then my sister goes out more than me now probably, especially in the day
L: Yeah, my brother goes out more than me now
G: I think there was something slightly more mysterious and like really exciting about the 
outside when you were a kid, cause it was like a world of possibilities where you could play 
because you had a much more playful nature I suppose, like, you’d go out and you’d play and 
you’d make up a little fantasy thing and dare
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F: We used to assign five ‘S’s to ourselves, it was like Strategy, Stealth, I can’t remember, I 
always wanted to be one and then my friend would never let me be it and then,
G; Strength {laughter)
F: No, I think I was Strength, but I wanted, like, I can’t remember what it was 
G: Style!
{laughter)
G: All Ss
F: There were five ‘S’s that we all came up with and I can’t remember what they all were 
E: Phil for the next two days going “Skill”, “Strength”
G; Maybe you had a different way of dealing with boredom as a kid (Yeah) than you do, so if 
you were bored as a kid, you’ll find like, I dunno, well, let’s say I’m with my Grandpa, and 
he’ll be like, let’s do something or make something, cause he’s good at that, so he’ll be like, 
let’s make a tree house
B: I also feel a lot busier now than I used to be 
G: Yeah, but now if I was bored I’d watch something 
B: Or go see someone
C: Or you’d take care of yourself to do something
F: You always know there’s going to be Friends on and I like Friends, so that’s fine. I’m not 
bored
L: Or start a conversation with someone, oh how you doing. I’m good and you chat about 
something random
C: But I also think that I just don’t have that, maybe you guys do, but I don’t really very, very 
often have that feeling that, oh God I wish I was outside right now or God I wish I was, I have 
that feeling that, oh God, I wish I was with my friends right now, or I wish I was in bed right 
now or you know um that sort of thing, but I think when you’re a kid you do just naturally 
have more of a
E: It’s because you’ve got less energy
C: I don’t know if it’s because I’ve got less energy, I think it’s just for some reason that 
yearning to be outside just isn’t there in the same way
G: Why eleven, eleven was Year Seven
C: Eleven was great
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L: Yeah, but I didn’t have, wasn’t really interested in boys, didn’t give a monkeys about that, I 
just enjoyed running around, you don’t have any responsibility, you can just do whatever you 
want, you don’t really have to care about work, you don’t have to care about getting money or 
anything, your parents just give it to you, you’re still pretty healthy, you can just go, oh there’s 
the chocolates, and you can go reach and grab some, and it’s just like you can just do what you 
want within reason, and you can just have fun and you’ve got no responsibilities, no stress, no 
phones, like oh God, I’ve got to keep in contact with this person, urhhh
G: You were like this in Year Seven?
L: Yeah, I had a phone but I never really used it
G: I was like new phone, new friends, I had like a huge set of friends so I was like meeting up 
all the time so I’d go with seven rather than eleven
C: No, I’d go with like just before I got to Christ’s because we used to, there were like a group 
of five of us, we used to go out every day in the summer and just walk round Kew and 
sometimes go to the Green and sometimes go to Starbuck’s
I: So something you all seem to be in agreement is that you do change, something happens 
Yeah, yeah
G: And we might change back when you’re older 
I; And do you think you will?
G: Probably 
F : I hope so 
G: I hope so as well
A: What, so you think you’ll come out and start building tree houses (laughter)
G: Maybe I will when I start having kids
I: I mean Alex said that her dad loved doing playful things
G: You see grandkids. I’d want to be an outdoors grandad
L: When you’ve met someone and you find you don’t care what other people think, and you’re 
sorted and you’re fine, also if you’ve got children, I find that when I look after children, you 
can revert back to being a child, and it’s OK because you’re playing with them, and you’ll be 
like, let’s run round or let’s do something and they’re like what is she doing?
I: I think that’s a brilliant point to end on, unless someone’s got some more to say? OK. Thank 
you very much for your time and participation. I really appreciate it.
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Abstract
Adolescents are experieneing an increasing number of psyehological difficulties due 
to mental fatigue and stress. Natural environments have been found to be beneficial to 
psychological well-being in reducing stress and improving mood and concentration. 
However, whilst most people experience natural environments as restorative, a 
number of studies have suggested that this may not be the case for adolescents. This 
study employed an experimental design to investigate whether teenagers do in fact 
experience the same physiologieal, attentional and emotional benefits from nature as 
other populations. It further examined the role of company and occupation on 
restoration amongst this age group. One hundred and twenty teenagers, aged between 
16 and 18 years, were reeruited from a state sixth-form eollege; having completed 
stressor tasks, they were assigned to one of six conditions, either in an outdoor or 
indoor environment, and alone, with a friend or playing a game on a mobile phone. 
Restoration was measured by comparing changes in heart rate, blood pressure, 
concentration and mood. The findings showed greater restoration of attention fatigue 
amongst adolescents who had been in an outdoor setting eontaining natural elements, 
compared with those who had been in an indoor one. They further indicated that being 
with a friend, eompared with being alone, considerably increased positive affect in 
nature for this age group, although playing a game on a mobile phone did not have an 
impact. These results demonstrate the restorative benefits of time spent in nature for 
adolescents, and suggest that restoration in nature is enhanced for this age group when 
in the company of a friend. The findings have important implications for the mental 
health of adolescents, indicating that more time spent in outdoor natural spaces may 
have a signifieant positive impact on their psychological well-being.
Keywords: adolescents, teenagers, nature, restoration, outdoors
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1. Introduction
It appears that adolescents are experiencing a rising number of psychological 
problems due to stress and mental fatigue (Nuffield Foundation, 2013; Green, 
McGinnity, & Metzer, 2005). Alongside growing pressures to achieve academically, 
socially and professionally, sedentary indoor lifestyles inereasingly dependent upon 
technology have been implicated in the declining mental health of young people, with 
many arguing that a weakened connection with nature may be particularly responsible 
(Louv, 2005; Moss, 2012; Pretty et al., 2009; Higley & Milton, 2008). Whilst some 
psyehological models of therapy have long understood the significance of the natural 
world to an individual’s mental health (the 'Umwelf of Gestalt therapy and the 
^physical dimension ’ of existential therapy), this aspect of psychological well-being is 
being largely ignored by the therapeutie interventions most eommonly practised 
today. Counselling psychologists, however, with their holistic approach to mental 
health, and their focus on a ‘person-in-relation’, are well placed to consider an 
individual’s relationship with their natural environment and any negative impact that a 
diminished relationship might be having on their mental health. Furthermore, with an 
emphasis on psychological well-being rather than pathology, eounselling 
psychologists are adding to the work of environmental psychologists to study the 
psychologieal benefits of exposure to natural environments (Favoli & Milton, 2010; 
Higley, 2008; Milton, 2008; Owen, 2008).
It is well established that spending time outdoors in natural environments helps people 
recover from stress and directed attention fatigue, and improves mood (Ulrich, 1984; 
Raanaas, Patil, & Hartig, 2011; Berto, 2005; Hartig et ah, 2003; Wells & Evans, 2003; 
Ulrich et ah, 1991; Bowler et ah, 2010; Valtchanov, 2010; Sonntag-Ôstrôm et ah, 
2104). However, this may not be true for teenagers. Kaplan and Kaplan (2002) have 
proposed that adolescents may not experience the same restorative effeets from nature 
as other populations, and suggested that their less favourable responses to nature may 
have both an evolutionary and eultural basis. This group, however, is rarely the focus 
of research in environmental restoration. A preliminary study (Greenwood, 2013) 
interviewed teenagers about their experiences of nature, and found that being with a 
friend and being oecupied were two important factors influencing their experience. 
This empirical study then, sought to investigate whether natural environments are
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indeed restorative for this population and to examine the role of social context and 
‘doing something’ in nature.
The concept of restoration in natural environments derives from over thirty years of 
experimental studies, whieh have found numerous benefits of exposure to nature. 
These have included physiologieal recovery and relaxation, inerease in self-reported 
positive emotions, and recovery of the ability for attention-demanding cognitive 
performances. Two dominant theories have emerged to explain these various 
restorative effects: Ulrich’s Stress Reduction Theory (SRT; 1983) and Kaplan and 
Kaplan’s Attention Restoration Theory (ART; 1989). Ulrich’s SRT suggests that 
when people experience a natural environment, there is an immediate shift towards a 
more positive emotional state, activity in certain physiological systems is reduced, and 
sustained attention is evoked, which blocks negative thoughts and emotions, thereby 
reducing stress. A significant number of studies reporting reductions in physiological 
measures of stress, such as heart rate and blood pressure (Ulrich et al., 1991; Hartig et 
al., 2003; Gatersleben & Aidrews, 2013) as well explicit self-report measures of 
reduced stress and increased positive affect (Raanaas, Patil, & Hartig, 2011; Sonntag- 
Ostrom, 2014) have supported this stress reduction framework.
Kaplan and Kaplan’s Attention Restoration Theory (1989), however, adopts an 
alternative cognitive framework, which assumes a state of ‘directed attention fatigue’, 
from which an individual can best recover by being in an environment with 
characteristics common to natural settings. These include a sense of ‘being away’ 
from daily routines that impose demands on directed attention, and a quality of ‘soft 
fascination’, which enables directed attention to be rested, by providing a different 
involuntary attention that requires little effort. Evidence supporting ART can be found 
in studies that have shown improved performance on attention-demanding tasks 
(Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995; Hartig et al., 2003) and activities requiring 
concentration, sueh as proofreading (Hartig, Mang & Evans, 1991). Wliilst Ulrich’s 
SRT and Kaplan and Kaplan’s ART clearly have different conceptual perspectives, 
and involve distinct psychological processes, the two theories converge to predict that 
if individuals are stressed, whether it be on account of negative affect or cognitive
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depletion, then time spent in nature will have a greater stress reducing or restorative 
influence than time spent in non-natural environments.
Both theories have a basis in Wilson’s coneept of ‘biophilia’ (1984), whieh purports 
that all human beings have an innate propensity to affiliate with nature, and as a 
consequence, exposure to life and lifelike features has a positive effect on well-being. 
However, there is some empirical support for the notion that teenagers may not share 
these same biophilic responses (Owens, 1994; Kaplan, 1984; Kaplan, 1989).
Studies conducted across all age groups have revealed teenage preferences for natural 
environments to be significantly lower than preferenees of younger and older age 
groups (Balling & Falk, 1982; Herzog et al., 2000; Medina, 1983). A number of 
studies have also reported negative responses by teenagers towards nature, such as 
‘fear’, ‘disgust’ and ‘diseomfort’ (Bixler et al., 1994; Bixler & Floyd, 1997; Bixler & 
Floyd, 1999; Ollendick, Matson & Helsel, 1985; Davidson et al., 1989). Furthermore, 
preference studies and favourite place research frequently reveals adolescents’ 
preferences for urban environments where there are likely to be groups of people 
gathered, such as shopping precincts and sports centres, over natural environments, 
such as parks and gardens, which are more likely to offer opportunities for solitude 
(Korpela, 1992; Korpela, Kytta & Hartig, 2002; Sommer, 1990; Vanderbeck & 
Johnson, 2000; Clark & Uzzell, 2002).
Since adoleseence is a period of life when social interaction is a crucial developmental 
need (Piaget, 1932; Magen, 1998; Spear, 2000), it seems likely that being in the 
company of a fiiend in nature might influence a teenager’s experience of it. 
Surprisingly, very little is known about restoration in a soeial context: only two 
previous studies have been found to have examined the impact of company (Staats & 
Hartig, 2004; Johansson, Hartig & Staats, 2011) and neither of these amongst an 
adolescent population. In Johansson et al.’s study (2011), revitalisation in nature 
increased more when alone than when with a friend. Staats & Hartig’s study (2004) 
revealed a similar positive effect for being alone in nature, although in this study there 
was no overall effeet of solitude on restoration, due to the counter-balancing effect of 
an increased feeling of safety provided by being with a friend. It is possible that with 
an adolescent population the effect of increased safety might be similar, since ‘fear’ is
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one of the negative responses reported by teenagers in natural environments (Bixler & 
Floyd, 1997; Kaplan, 1984); ‘solitude’, however, may not be as positively 
experienced. Our small-scale grounded theory study, conducted amongst adoleseents 
prior to this experimental study, further suggested the strong influenee of being with 
friends on teenagers’ appreciation of and engagement with natural environments 
(Greenwood, 2013).
A further impediment to the enjoyment of natural environments and consequently 
their potential restorative value that is frequently cited by young people is ‘boredom’ 
(Herzog et al., 2000; Kaplan & Kaplan, 2002; Louv, 2005; Community Heritage 
Initiative, 2004; Greenwood, 2013). Teenagers often associate nature with isolation 
and inactivity and consequently consider it to possess little to stimulate them at a time 
when they are perhaps hard-wired to be their most active (Hills et al., 2007; Cardinal, 
2010; Moss, 2012). Indeed those studies reporting the most positive responses towards 
natural environments for this age group have been wilderness projects and outward- 
bound trips, where physical activity has been central to the experience and natural 
environments have been exciting and challenging (Cason & Gillis, 1994; Thompson, 
Travlou, & Roe, 2006). Being occupied in nature then may play an important role in 
its ability to be restorative for adolescents, in contrast with adult populations, who 
seem to appreciate the opportunity afforded by natural environments to be still and to 
refleet, without other distraetions (Milton, 2008; Raanaas et al., 2011; Staats & Hartig, 
2004). This study sought to militate against teenagers’ potential boredom in nature, by 
providing an activity, but an ‘everyday’ one, rather than an exceptional one, in order 
to investigate circumstanees in which teenagers might aetually experience an outdoor 
natural setting on a daily basis. With 93% of British teenagers now possessing a 
mobile phone (Pew Research Internet Project, 2013) and reportedly using them to play 
games ‘in order to pass the time of day when they are bored’ (Haddon, 2008), this is 
an activity that might readily be engaged in by almost all teenagers when they are 
alone in natural settings, which they might otherwise experience as ‘boring’. This 
would contradict Kaplan and Kaplan’s Attention Restoration Theory (1989), which 
proposes that two of the eharacteristics of nature that render it restorative, are its 
capacity to allow escape from everyday distractions (‘being away’) and its provision
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of ‘fascinating objects’ that demand effortless attention, both of which might not be 
features of a natural environment for someone who was using a mobile phone.
The vast majority of previous research in this area has been conducted in laboratory 
settings, with images and videos of different environments presented to participants, 
and self-report questionnaires used to evaluate their preferences and measure their 
affective responses (Ulrich, 1981; Hull & Revell, 1989; Yi, 1992; Choker & Mene, 
1992; Balling & Falk, 1982; Staats & Hartig, 2004; Valtchanov, 2010). Moreover, 
these studies have often employed idealised or romanticised images of nature to 
measure perceived restoration in the different settings, and then compared these with 
uninspiring, often bleak urban settings, which may also be unrepresentative of most 
people’s aetual experienee of non-natural environments. This study adopted a more 
ecologically valid methodology and design, investigating actual restoration, by 
exposing teenagers to different environments and then measuring changes in heart 
rate, blood pressure, eoncentration and mood. Moreover, with adoleseents spending 
between seven and eight daylight hours a day at school, we ehose to conduct this 
study in a school environment, where young people frequently experience stress and 
mental fatigue. With only short breaks between lessons and at lunchtime in which to 
recuperate from cognitive depletion, teenagers spend their free time in classrooms and 
corridors, and rarely expose themselves to the potential restorative powers of a natural 
environment. This study then examined restoration amongst adolescents, comparing 
environments in whieh they might actually spend time: an outdoor environment close 
to the school building but containing natural elements, and an indoor environment.
To summarise, nature has been empirically shown to be restorative for most people, 
across diverse backgrounds and cultures, and amongst adult and children populations, 
but there is some researeh to suggest that adolescents, with their partieular 
developmental needs, may experience natural environments differently from other 
groups. This study aimed to find out whether teenagers do indeed experience the same 
psychological benefits in nature as others do. The study investigated actual restoration 
experienced by teenagers in everyday environments, by exposing them to cognitively 
demanding tasks in order to create a state conducive to restoration, and then asking 
them to spend 25 minutes in a familiar indoor or outdoor setting. It further 
investigated the effects on restoration of a social context and using a mobile phone, by
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assigning each participant in both environments to one of three conditions: ‘alone’, 
‘with a friend’ or ‘playing a game on a mobile phone’. Restoration was assessed in 
terms of changes in physiological responses, cognitive functioning and mood, using a 
heart rate and blood pressure monitor, a visual attention task and a self-report 
measure.
It was expected that adolescents would experience greater psyehological restoration in 
outdoor natural settings compared with indoor settings. This involved the following 
hypotheses:
Teenagers who spend 25 minutes in an outdoor natural setting after the stress task, 
will:
a. show greater restoration of physiological arousal characterised by a greater 
reduction in both blood pressure and heart rate, compared with those who 
spend 25 minutes indoors.
b. show greater restoration of attention fatigue, characterised by greater 
improvement on a visual attention task (the Necker Cube Pattern Control 
Task), eompared with those who spend 25 minutes indoors.
c. show greater emotional restoration, characterised by an increase in positive 
mood states and decrease in negative mood states, as measured by items on the 
Zuckerman’s (1977) Inventory of Personal Reactions, eompared with those 
who spend 25 minutes indoors.
Furthermore, this study examined whether and how restoration indoors and outdoors 
was affected by being alone, the presence of a fiiend and playing a game on a mobile 
phone.
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2. Method
2.1. Participants and design
One hundred and twenty participants (66 female), all aged 16-18 years, were reeruited 
from a state sixth-form college in South-West London. Participants volunteered by 
inserting their name next to a particular time slot on a sign-up sheet. They were asked 
to volunteer in groups of three friends. Many were Psychology ‘A’ level students, who 
gained course credits for participation, but cupcakes, chocolate and a £50 prize draw 
were offered as further incentive to participate. Participants were randomly assigned 
to one of two environments, ‘indoor’ or ‘outdoor’, in one of three contexts, ‘alone’, 
‘with a friend’ or ‘with a mobile phone’, with 20 students in each condition. See 
Figure 1 below for an overview of the design.
Time (T)
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
Baseline Manipulation Pre-treatment Manipulation Post­
measures measures treatment
measures
BP 25 minutes in O/I BP
Alone BP Stressor tasks HR environment HR
N = 40 HR NCPCT <------------------ > NCPCT
ZIPERS ZIPERS
With a BP 25 minutes in O/I BP
friend BP Stressor tasks HR environment HR
N = 40 HR NCPCT <------------------ > NCPCT
ZIPERS ZIPERS
With a BP 25 minutes in O/I BP
phone BP Stressor tasks HR environment HR
N = 40 HR NCPCT <------------------ > NCPCT
ZIPERS ZIPERS
Fig. 1. Overview of the design
OH = Outside/Inside; BP = Blood Pressure ; HR = Heart Rate; NCPCT = Neeker 
Cube Pattern Control Task (Teuber, 1964); ZIPERS = Zuckerman’s (1977) Inventory 
of Personal Reactions
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2,2. M ateria ls
A series of tasks were designed to induce both stress and attentional fatigue amongst 
adolescents, in order to ensure they were in a state conducive to restoration. In a pilot 
test involving five girls and three boys from a different eollege (all aged 16 and 17 
years), the traditional STROOP task, frequently used in restorative research 
experiments (e.g., Gatersleben & Andrews, 2013; Hartig, Mang & Evans, 1991), was 
found to be ineffective in inducing a state of measurable stress and attentional fatigue 
amongst this age group. Consequently, in consultation with a further group of five 
girls, who all attended the college where the experiment took place, a number of 
alternative methods were considered, and from these discussions a variety of cognitive 
tasks and ‘giving a speech in front of peers’ were proposed as likely stressors. 
Potential topics for the speech included talking about oneself, talking about a current 
political event or taking a stance on a controversial issue. The cognitive tasks, together 
with the different speech options, were then trialled with two more groups (one with 
four girls, one boy and the other with two girls and three boys), all attending a 
different college from the test college. Using the same psychologieal tools to measure 
heart rate, blood pressure, cognitive fatigue and mood as in the experimental design, 
six tasks were trialled: three of these were found to induce considerably more stress 
than the other three, but differed for different people, and so it was decided to include 
all three tasks in order to maximise the chance of stressing all participants. The speech 
option that required adolescents to talk about themselves was also found to induce the 
most stress: it was further revealed that focusing exclusively on positive 
characteristics and personality traits created greater stress amongst this age group than 
talking about themselves in more neutral or negative terms. Given practical time 
constraints (the whole experiment had to take place in a one hour free period), the 
tasks were designed to exert maximum mental fatigue within a short space of time, 
and each lasted three minutes. The tasks selected included a memory task in whieh 
participants were required to replicate an inereasingly long sequence of coloured 
lights (‘Simon’ game, manufactured by Milton Bradley, available from Amazon); a 
mental arithmetic task, requiring students to subtract 13 repeatedly, beginning at 1022; 
and a shape-sorting task, in which students had to fit as many small shapes as possible 
into the correct slots, whilst a timer ticked loudly next to them (‘Time Shock’ by
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Tobar, available from Amazon). These three tasks were completed as ‘round robin’ 
activities by three participants simultaneously, with distracting noise, a time 
restriction and an element of competition and peers’ judgement of performance, all 
adding to the cognitive load and increasing demand on attentional capacity. It was 
also necessary to test three people simultaneously for the speech element of the 
stressor phase, in order to provide an audience of peers to further increase stress.
2.3. Environments
The study took place in a sixth-form college in South-West London. Consistent with 
the ecological validity of this study, indoor and outdoor environments were chosen 
specifically to represent spaces accessible to adolescents and realistic examples of 
places in which students might choose to spend time. In fact these two environments 
were places that had not been previously visited by the students.
The outdoor environment was a peaceful quadrangle surrounded by the school 
building on all four sides, but with a high degree of greenery, including a number of 
large trees, shrubs and flowers. The indoor environment was a small neutral room, 
with minimal natural light and no view of nature (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Outdoor and indoor enviromnents
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2.4. Measures
Three separate indicators of restoration were used, measuring physiological, cognitive 
and affective changes. The measures were all taken immediately following the 
stressor tasks, and again after the participant had spent 25 minutes in one of the six 
conditions. An initial heart rate and blood pressure reading was also taken prior to the 
stressor tasks.
A digital blood pressure and heart rate monitor was used to measure both systolic 
(SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBF) in mmHg, and heart rate (HR) in beats per 
minute. The monitor was wrapped around the participant’s wrist whilst seated and the 
participant was instructed to remain still and silent whilst the measurements were 
taken. These measurements have also been widely used in experiments measuring 
physiological restoration (e.g.. De Kort et al., 2006; Laumann et al., 2003; Ulrich et 
al., 1991; Gatersleben & Andrews, 2013). Baseline HR ranged from 43 to 127 beats 
per minute, M  = 78.79, SD = 13.74. Baseline SBP ranged from 74 mmHg to 145 
mmHg, M  = 115.64, SD = 11.73, and baseline DBP ranged from 42mmHg to 
122mmHg, M = 73.13, 5Z) = 10.31. All readings were within the normal range (Hartig 
et al., 2003).
Attention was measured using the Necker Cube Pattern Control Task (NCPCT). 
Participants were shown a line drawing of a three-dimensional cube and told that 
people’s perspective on the cube tends to shift when they look at the drawing for a 
prolonged period of time, with the front and back faces of the cube apparently 
reversing their relative positions. Once familiar with this property of the Necker Cube, 
they were instructed to focus on one perspective for as long as they could, and then 
tap on the table every time the pattern shifted. The average number of reversals 
occurring across two 30-second periods was recorded. Reversals that occur despite the 
effort to hold the pattern are thought to be due to attentional fatigue (Kaplan, 1995). 
This measure has also been successfully used in studies examining environmental 
restoration (e.g. Hartig et al., 2003, Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995).
Zuckerman’s (1977) Inventory of Personal Reactions (ZIPERS) was employed to 
measure mood. The ZIPERS is a 12-item measure, consisting of five factors: positive 
affect, attentiveness, fear, sadness and anger. Participants indicate the extent to which
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statements reflect their current feeling on a five-point Likert scale (e.g. I feel elated or 
pleased; 1 = not at all, 5 = very much). The ZIPERS has been a sensitive measure in 
previous restorative environment studies (e.g. Hartig et al., 1991, 1996, 2003; Ulrich 
et al., 1991; Gatersleben & Andrews, 2013), with higher emotional restoration 
characterised by higher scores on positive mood states and lower scores on negative 
mood states.
2.5. Procedure
Five female Psychology A level students were recruited to help with the experiment as 
student assistants. They were involved from the beginning with a number of aspects of 
the project: they were actively involved in the recruitment of 120 participants, 
advising on appropriate and effective incentives, designing and distributing posters, 
and encouraging students to volunteer; they advised on tests and tasks most likely to 
stress adolescents; and they helped with the selection of appropriate indoor and 
outdoor settings around the college in which the experiment could take place. A 
research assistant was also present throughout the eight days and assisted with the 
procedure.
Data collection took place during the school day at the beginning of May. On two of 
the eight days of testing there were brief periods of rain: the remaining six days were 
as variable as might be expected of a British Spring day, with warm and sunny periods 
interspersed with cooler and cloudier conditions.
Participants arrived in groups of three at the test room at an appointed time, with the 
understanding that the experiment would last approximately one hour. They were 
given an information sheet about the study (see Appendix 1), invited to ask any 
questions, and informed of their right to withdraw, before being asked to give their 
signed consent (see Appendix 2).
Participants were shown how to attach the monitors to their wrists, and asked to 
remain still and relaxed whilst initial heart rate and blood pressure readings were 
taken. They then each undertook one of the three activities (the memory task, the 
mental arithmetic task and the shape sorting task), which lasted for three minutes. At
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the end of the three minutes they swapped activity, performed the new task for a 
further three minutes and then repeated the process for the final task. They were 
instructed to try their best, and their scores were all carefully recorded at the end of 
each task. On completion of all three activities, they were informed that they would be 
giving a three minute presentation about themselves, entitled, “What I like about me”, 
in front of the two friends they brought along, the research assistant and the first 
author, and that this would be recorded. They were given five minutes to prepare, and 
then led into an adjacent formal conference room, with a video camera in place, where 
they then delivered their speeches in turn. This process of inducing stress, and creating 
a state from which restoration could occur, lasted approximately 25 minutes.
At the end of this stressor phase, blood pressure and heart rate measures were taken 
again, and participants were asked to complete the ZIPERS (see Appendix 3) and 
NCPCT (see Appendix 4). Male and female participants then selected a piece of paper 
from the appropriate male or female boxes, which randomly assigned them to one of 
six conditions: ‘outside alone’, ‘outside with a friend’; ‘outside with a phone’; ‘inside 
alone’; ‘inside with a friend’; ‘inside with a phone’. The participants were then split 
up and led by the researcher and the trained research assistant to the relevant 
environment. Both the indoor and outdoor environments were next to the testing 
room, requiring only a few moments to reach. Those participants assigned to the 
‘being alone’ condition were asked to relax in their environment and observe their 
surroundings, adopting a mindful approach to just heing\ those assigned to ‘being with 
a friend’ were invited to chat in a relaxed manner about anything they wanted to; and 
those assigned to ‘being with a phone’, were asked to play a favourite game on their 
mobile phone. They were then left in the environment for 25 minutes. At the end of 
this period, they were collected and led back to the testing room, where blood pressure 
and heart rate measures were repeated, and ZIPERS and NCPCT completed again. 
The whole procedure lasted approximately one hour.
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2.6. Ethical considerations
Ethical issues were considered in accordance with the British Psychological Society’s 
Code of Ethics and Conduct (2009), and ethical approval was sought and obtained 
from Surrey University’s Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee prior 
to conducting the study.
Participants were recruited using a number of incentives: cupcakes, chocolate, a £50 
cash prize draw and college study points. These were considered appropriate 
incentives for this age group, without students feeling under pressure to participate. 
Whilst involvement in the study was considered a worthwhile educational experience, 
it was important that students did not feel coerced into taking part, either by their 
teachers or fellow students, and therefore sign up sheets were used, so that students 
were free to consider participation, and volunteer in their own time if they chose to do 
so.
On arrival at the test room, participants were given the ‘Information Sheet’ to read 
(see Appendix 1) and an opportunity to ask any questions. They were told that due to 
the nature of the experiment, it was not possible to give them full details of the study 
before taking part, but that they would receive a debrief at the completion of testing. 
Before giving their informed consent, they were also verbally reassured that they 
could withdraw at any point during their participation, and that there would be no 
negative consequences of doing so. Although participants were relatively young, they 
were not classed as ‘vulnerable’ (all over 16 years), and as sixth-form students 
involved in academic study, they were considered able to give their informed consent, 
consistent with BPS guidelines. Issues of anonymity and confidentiality were also 
explained, and students were advised that any information and data collected from 
them would be kept and used in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998).
The stressor tasks were carefully considered in consultation with the five research 
assistants who were of a similar age to the participants. They were also trialled 
amongst teenage volunteers, and refined and modified according to feedback 
obtained. Whilst it was necessary to select tasks that would bring about measurable 
stress amongst participants, it was clearly important to choose tasks that would not
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cause any significant or lasting distress. Both before the tests and during them, 
students were reminded of their right to withdraw without needing to give any 
explanation. They were monitored throughout the experiment by the researcher, a 
qualified teacher and trainee counselling psychologist, and at the end of the 
experiment they were offered the opportunity to discuss any negative impact they may 
have felt as a result of participation.
At the end of the two-week period of testing, participants were debriefed by email. 
They were thanked for their participation, and details of the experiment were 
explained. They were also sent a copy of the final paper, and invited to contact the 
researcher with any further questions or comments regarding any aspect the project 
and their participation in it.
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3. Results
3.1. Manipulation checks
To confirm that the stress induction was successful and that participants were in a 
state conducive to restoration, heart rate (HR) and systolic (SBP) and diastolic blood 
pressure (DBP) levels were obtained pre and post the stressor tasks, (and then 
analysed using paired-samples /-tests). The means and standard deviations are 
indicated in Table 1. Heart rate, SBP and DBP all increased from baseline levels 
following the stressor tasks. There was a statistically significant increase in SBP from 
pre-stressor levels (M= 115.64, SD = 11.73) to post-stressor levels (M= 120.29, SD = 
13.30), t (119) = 4.24,/> < .001. Similarly there was a statistically significant increase 
in DBP fi'om pre-stressor levels (M = 73.13, SD = 10.31) to post-stressor levels (M= 
75.47, SD = 9.58), t (119) = 2.60, /? < .01. Although the increase in heart rate did not 
reach statistical significance, t (119) = 1.68, p  = .09, the results suggest that the 
stressor tasks were successful in inducing physiological stress.
Table 1: Means and standard deviations of physiological measures
Pre-stressor Post-stressor
S.D.Mean S. D. Mean S.D. A Mean
HR 78.79 13.74 80.20 13.94 1.41 9.19
SBP 115.64 11.73 120.29 13.30 4.65 12.00
DBP 73.13 10.31 75.47 9.58 2.33 9.80
3.2. Physiology
To test whether participants showed differences in restoration of physiological arousal 
in different conditions, mixed between-within subjects analyses of variance were 
conducted with time as the within-subject factor, environment (indoor, outdoor) and 
context (alone, with a friend, with a mobile phone) as between-subject factors, and 
heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure as dependent variables.
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H eart Rate
Overall there was a significant main effect for time, with reductions in heart rate after 
spending 25 minutes in both indoor and outdoor environments {Mpre =  80.20, SD =  
13.94, Mpost = 76.55, SD = 12.97; F {\, 114) = 24.63,/? < 0.001, partial eta squared = 
0.18). There was a marginally significant interaction effect for environment, with 
heart rate reducing more in the indoor environment over time (Mpre= 81.33, SD  = 
15.74, Mpost = 76.33, SD  = 13.63) compared with the outdoor environment (Mpre = 
79.06, &D = 11.90, Mpost = 76.77, SD = 12.39; F(l,114) = 3.37, p  =  .07, partial eta 
squared = .03) (see Fig. 3). There was also a significant interaction effect for context 
(F(2,114) = 3.21, /? = .04, partial eta squared = .05). Follow-up f-tests revealed a 
significant difference in reduction in heart rate between both ‘friend’ {M =  -1.03, SD  = 
7.79) and ‘alone’ contexts (M =  -5.15, SD  = 7.61; /(78) = 2.40,/? = .02), and between 
‘friend’ and ‘phone’ contexts (M = -5.13, SD = 9.00; /(78) = 2.16, /? = .03), but no 
significant difference between phone and alone contexts (/(78) = 0.01, /? = .99), 
indicating that heart rate did not reduce as rapidly when with a friend for 25 minutes 
as it did when alone or playing a game on a mobile phone (see Fig.4).
p o s t-c o n d itio n
■ outside
pro cond ition p o s t cond ition
phone
Time
Fig. 3. Change in heart rate as a 
function o f  context
Fig. 4. Change in heart rate as a 
function o f  environment
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Although there was no significant three-way interaction between environment and 
context over time (F(2,114) = 1.04, p = .36), Figure 5 shows that whilst heart rate 
reduces over 25 minutes in all three indoor conditions, and outdoors both when alone 
and playing a game on a phone, there is a small increase in heart rate (Mpre= 82.80, 
SD =  8.97; Mpost = 84.45, SD =  10.47) when with a friend outdoors.
pre condition
-inside alone 
- inside w friend 
inside w phone 
•outside alone 
outside vv friend 
‘ outside w phone
Fig. 5. Change in heart rate as a function of environment and context.
B lood Pressure
Overall there was a signifieant main effect for time for both systolic (SBP) and 
diastolic blood pressure (DBP): after 25 minutes SBP significantly reduced in all 
conditions (Mpre= 120.29, S D =  13.31, Mpost = 113.90, SD = 10.74; F (l,l 14) = 34.29, 
p  < .001, partial eta squared = 0.23), as did DBP (Mpre= 75.47, SD = 9.58, Mpost = 
72.55, SD = 8.93; F (\, 114) = 10.78,/? < .001, partial eta squared = 0.09). However, 
there were no significant interaction effects for SBP, for either environment (F (l,l 14 
= 1.00, p  = .32) or context (F(2,l 14 = 1.62, p  = .20), or for DBP, for either 
environment { F ( \ ,\ \A  = .009,/? = .925) or context (F(2,l 14 = .23,/? = .80), indicating 
that there were no differences between groups for either measure of blood pressure.
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3.3. Attention
To test whether teenagers showed significant differences in restoration of attention 
fatigue in different conditions, scores on the Necker Cube Pattern Control Task 
(NCPCT) were recorded pre- and post- spending 25 minutes in the condition and 
analysed using mixed between-within subjects analyses of variance. When interaction 
effects reached significance, follow-up Mests were conducted to examine specific 
contrasts.
There was a significant main effect for time, with NCPCT scores reducing following 
25 minutes spent in all conditions (Mpre = 5.54, SD = 2.16, Mpost = 4.2, SD = 2.14; 
F(l,114) = 58.21, p  < .001, partial eta squared = .34). There was a significant 
interaction effect for environment, with NCPCT scores reducing significantly more in 
the outdoor environment (Mpre = 5.76, SD = 1.99, Mpost = 3.84, SD = 1.69) than in the 
indoor environment (Mpre = 5.32, SD = 2.32, Mpost = 4.59, SD = 2.46; F(l,114) = 
11.85, p  < .001). The partial eta squared was .09, indicating a moderate to large effect 
size (Cohen, 1988). There was also a marginally significant interaction effect for 
context (F(2,114) = 2.71, p  = .07, partial eta squared = .05). Follow-up Mests 
indicated that whilst mean reductions in scores were greater in the ‘with a friend’ 
context (M = -1.70, SD 1.89) and the ‘alone’ context (M = -1.50, SD 1.71) than the 
‘with a phone’ context (M = -.76, SD =2.27), they were only significantly so in the 
‘with a friend’ context compared with ‘with a phone’ (t(78) = 2.01, p  = .05). There 
was no significant three-way interaction effect between environment and context over 
time (F(2,l 14) = 2.00, p  = .78).
These results indicate that teenagers could concentrate better (i.e. had fewer pattern 
shifts on the Necker cube) after spending 25 minutes outside compared with 25 
minutes inside, across all contexts (see Fig. 6), and better when they had been with a 
friend, compared with when they had been playing a game on a mobile phone (see 
Fig. 7 overleaf).
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—  friend 
phone
Fig. 6. Change in NCPCT scores 
as a function o f  environment
Fig. 7. Change in NCPCT scores 
as a function o f  context
3.4. Affect
To test whether teenagers showed greater emotional restoration in outdoor settings 
compared with indoor ones, and to examine the impact on mood of being alone, being 
with a friend or playing a game on a mobile phone, scores were computed for each of 
the variables, measured by items on the Zuckerman’s (1977) Inventory of Personal 
Reaction, pre- and post- spending 25 minutes in the condition; mixed between-within 
subjects analyses of variance were then conducted to examine whether there were 
significant differences between groups, with follow-up Mests examining specific 
contrasts when significant interaction effects occurred.
Insufficient variance, resulting in highly skewed variables, was found in the scores 
relating to states of fear (skew between 2 and 3; kurtosis between 7 and 8), sadness 
(skew between 3 and 4; kurtosis between 12 and 13) and anger/aggression (skew 
between 3 and 4; kurtosis between 12 and 13). It was thought that questions referring 
to these negative states may not have been meaningful for teenagers in this familiar 
school setting, and therefore only positive affect and attentiveness were analysed.
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Positive affect
There was no main effect for time (F(l,114) = 2.63, p  = .11). Taken across all 
contexts, there was a significant interaction effect for environment, with teenagers 
reporting an increase in positive affect in the outdoor environment (Mpre = 11.48, SD = 
3.20, Mpost =12.57, SD = 3.58) compared with a reduction in positive affect in the 
indoor environment (Mpre= 11.03, SD =  4.09, Mpost = 10.75, SD =  4.26; F(l,114) = 
7.68,/? = .007, partial eta squared = .06) (see Fig. 8 below).
o  1150-
-o u ts id e
pic condition post condition
Time
Fig 8. Change in positive affeet rating 
as a funetion o f  environment
phone
Fig. 9. Change in positive affect rating 
as a function o f  context.
There was also a significant interaction effect for context, with positive affect 
increasing when with a friend (Mpre= 10.77, SD = 3.75, Mpost = 12.95, SD  = 4.06) and 
decreasing both when alone (Mpre= 11.28, SD =  3.73, Mpost = 10.83, SD =  4.02) and 
when playing a game on a mobile phone (Mpre= 11.72, SD  = 3.53, Mpost = 11.20, SD = 
3.77; F(2,114) = 12.95; p  < .001). Partial eta squared was .19, representing a large 
effect size (see Fig. 9). Follow-up /-tests revealed a significant difference in change in 
positive affect between being with a friend (M= 2.2, 579 = 3.11) and being on a phone 
(M = -.53, SD  = 2.47; /(78) = 4.34,/? < 0.001); there was also a significant difference 
between being with a friend and being alone (M = -.45, SD = 2.91; /(78) == 3.93, p  <
0.001) (see Fig. 9 above).
There was also a three-way interaction between environment and context over time 
(F(2,l 14) = 4.06, p  = .02, partial eta squared = .07). This means that the effect of
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being indoors or outdoors on changes in positive mood was influenced by the context,
i.e. being alone, being with a friend or playing a game on a mobile phone. Follow-up 
/-tests revealed that being with a friend outside differed significantly from all other 
conditions; in particular, being with friend had a greater influence on increase in 
positive affect when in an outdoor environment (M = 3.85, SD = 2.46) than it did 
when in an indoor environment (M =  .55, SD =  2.86; / (38) = 3.9,/) < .001). Moreover, 
being with a friend outside significantly improved positive affect compared with being 
alone outside (M =  -.02; SD = 3.55; /(38) = 4 .2 0 ,p  <  .001) (see Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Changes in positive affect as a function of environment and context
Attentiveness
There was a main effect for time with the self-report measure of attentiveness 
significantly decreasing after 25 minutes in the conditions (M^re= 3.38, SD  = 1.05, 
Mpost =2.95, SD = 1.20; F (l,l 14) = 14.71, p < .001. There was no interaction effect for 
either environment (F (l,l 14) = 1.07, p  = .30) or context (F(2,l 14) = .43, p  =  .65), 
although there was a marginally significant three-way interaction (F(2,114) = 2.58, p  
= .08, partial eta squared = .04, which represents a small to moderate effect size. 
Follow up t-tests revealed that being alone and playing a game on a phone does not 
influence a self-report measure of attentiveness, whether in an indoor or outdoor 
setting. However, being with a friend increases attentiveness when indoors (M = .05 ,
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SD = 1.54) and decreases attentiveness when outdoors {M=  -.85, SD = .99; /(38) = 
2.20, p  = .03). There was also a marginally significant difference in attentiveness 
between the indoor condition with a fiiend (M= .05, SD = 1.54) and the indoor 
condition with a phone (M= -0.75, SD = 1.07; /(38) = 1.90, p  = .06), revealing that 
adolescents’ self-report attentiveness decreases more rapidly when playing a game on 
a mobile phone than when with a fiiend, but only in an indoor setting.
4. Discussion
This study examined the restorative effects of nature amongst adolescents, adopting 
an ecologically valid design which compared teenagers’ reactions to outdoor 
environments containing natural elements with indoor environments, both settings 
representing spaces students are likely to encounter in their daily lives at school. It 
further considered the influence on restoration of being alone, with a fiiend and 
playing a game on a mobile phone. The results showed that after spending time in an 
outdoor setting with natural elements, both concentration and positive affect improved 
more than after spending time in the indoor setting. These positive responses by 
teenagers support the ‘the biophila hypothesis’ (Wilson, 1984), which asserts that all 
human beings have evolved to respond favourably to non-threatening nature, and are 
in line with other restoration studies which show the positive benefits of nature across 
all groups (Bowler et al., 2010; Wells & Evans, 2003; Coon et al., 2011; Sonntag- 
Ôstrôm et al., 2104; Takano et al., 2002).
These results could be seen as providing particularly strong evidence for the 
restorative effects of nature amongst adolescents, since these effects have been found 
in an ordinary everyday environment, containing elements of nature in amongst 
buildings, and not relied on a design which has employed scenes of exceptional 
natural beauty, where one might expect nature to have a greater impact. The spaces 
chosen then for this experiment add considerably to the ecological validity of the 
results, since they represent settings in which teenagers might actually spend time. A 
typical school day for a British teenager involves five or six 50-minute lessons with 
perhaps five to ten minutes break in-between lessons, a 20-minute break in the middle
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of the morning and a 45-minute break at lunch-time. Most of these breaks are spent in 
corridors, empty classrooms and canteens, when students could be benefitting from 
the restorative value of outdoor green environments around the school.
However, although there was converging evidence from two different measures (from 
the visual attention task and the self-report questionnaire) to suggest that the outdoor 
setting contributed to more positive outcomes, it should be noted that the size of the 
differences in concentration and mood between the two environments may not be 
entirely due to the restorative effects of the outdoor environment, but may also be due 
to the negative effects of being in a windowless classroom, a stressor which has been 
found to reduce students’ positive mood (Ahrentzen et al., 1982; Weinstein, 1979) and 
lower concentration (Kiiller and Lindsten, 1992). It is a limitation of this study that it 
did not take base-line measurements of both mood and attention alongside 
physiological measures, in order to give an indication of the extent to which a short 
break in an outdoor environment containing elements of nature might foster positive 
mood and improve concentration above what is a normal level for students who spend 
most of their day indoors.
This study further examined the role of being alone or in company on the restorative 
effects of nature. In spite of most people visiting natural settings with others, very few 
previous studies have considered the social context in which natural environments are 
experienced, and those that have (Staats & Hartig, 2004; Johansson et ah, 2011), have 
not involved adolescents, for whom a social context may be particularly significant 
(Piaget, 1932; Magen, 1998; Spear, 2000). The results from this study taken overall, 
reveal that being with a friend, compared with being alone and playing a game on a 
mobile phone, caused greater increases in both positive affect and concentration, but 
caused smaller reductions in heart rate. However, what is particularly interesting here, 
given the focus of this study, are the restorative effects, measured in terms of 
physiological, attentional and emotional changes, of being with a friend compared 
with being alone in a natural outdoor environment. There were no significant 
differences in increased concentration levels between the two contexts outside; 
however, there was a significant difference in increase in positive affect between 
being outside alone and being outside with a friend. In fact ‘being outside with a 
friend’ was the only condition outside in which there was an increase in self-report
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measures of positive affect, with ‘being alone’ and ‘playing a game on a mobile 
phone’ outside both resulting in decreases. This is in contrast with the findings of the 
two previous studies that have considered the influence of company on restoration: 
both Staats and Hartig’s study (2004) and Johansson et al.’s study (2011) found that 
being alone in nature was more restorative than being in company. The Staats and 
Hartig study (2004) did find that being with a friend in nature had a positive impact on 
account of an increased sense of safety; however, this is unlikely to explain the 
findings of this study, with the outdoor environment being an unthreatening, enclosed 
quadrangle within the school grounds.
These findings are also contrary to Kaplan and Kaplan’s Attention Restoration Theory 
(ART), which suggests that one of the factors responsible for nature’s restorative 
value is its provision of a space for ‘being away’, in which to feel removed from the 
busyness of other people and the demands of everyday life. It may be that the specific 
developmental and cultural priorities of teenagers mean that ‘being away’, far from 
being beneficial, is in fact detrimental to their wellbeing. Another component of ART, 
however, is supported by our findings: ART suggests that an environment is only 
restorative when it is ‘compatible’ with an individual’s intended purpose or desire; the 
Kaplans claim this is usually a quality of natural environments, but perhaps for 
adolescents, with their strong social orientation, natural places are not able to readily 
support their needs.
Kaplan and Kaplan have proposed ‘A Time Out’ hypothesis (2002) to explain 
adolescents’ less favourable responses to nature: they claim that it is not that nature is 
necessarily disliked by this age group, but just that places which most easily provide 
settings for interaction with peers are preferred. This would explain the findings of our 
study: the slight decrease in positive affect when alone outside, having left the 
company of their peers, and the considerable increase in positive affect when with a 
friend outside. It seems that nature may represent a place of solitude for them, and as 
such holds no appeal, and leaves them experiencing reduced positive affect. However, 
when in the company of a friend, the negative influence of being alone is removed, 
and they are able to access the same restorative benefits as other groups.
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Similarly, changes in heart rate demonstrated that being outside with a friend affected 
adolescents differently from all other five conditions. Whilst being with a friend in 
both indoor and outdoor environments caused significantly smaller reductions in heart 
rate than being alone or with a phone, when in the company of a fidend outside, heart 
rate actually increased. This suggests that whilst being with a friend has a 
physiologically arousing effect, the effect is intensified in an outdoor environment. 
Once again, this is contrary to the findings of previous restorative literature, which 
reports reductions in physiological measures after time spent in natural environments 
(Gatersleben & Andrews, 2013; Sonntag-Ôstrôm et al., 2014). However, for a teenage 
population this result may not represent an inconsistent finding: with their self-report 
measures indicating that being outside with a friend also increased positive affect, it 
may be that teenagers experience being in an outdoor environment in the company of 
a friend as stimulating and exciting, thus increasing their heart rate at the same time as 
improving their mood. A further possibility is that teenagers who are used to spending 
their entire school day indoors, experience being outside as novel and interesting, 
resulting in increased arousal. Given adolescents experienced both emotional and 
attentional restoration in the outdoor environment, alongside this increase in heart 
rate, it may be that restoration for teenagers has a different meaning, and when 
considering the benefits of natural environments for teenage wellbeing, it may not be 
appropriate to consider increases or smaller reductions in heart rate as inconsistent 
with restoration for this age group. Certainly more research focusing on the 
physiological impact of natural environments on adolescents, and including other 
physiological measures such as salivary cortisol, is needed to shed further light on this 
apparent anomaly.
Since many teenagers report ‘boredom’ as a factor for not experiencing nature in a 
positive way (Kaplan, 1984; Greenwood, 2013; Louv, 2005), this study also tested 
whether ‘doing something’ in an outdoor environment influenced restoration. We 
chose playing a game on a mobile phone as a means of occupation, since this is an 
activity commonly performed by most teenagers, particularly when feeling bored 
(Madden, 2013). The only differences, however, found in the ‘with a phone’ context 
were negative ones, where playing a game on a mobile phone had a negative impact 
on concentration and on positive affect compared with being with a friend in both
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environments, and a marginal negative impact on a self-report measure of 
attentiveness, although only when inside with a phone. This study did not produce any 
evidence to suggest that ‘doing something’ in nature might counter the negative 
appraisal sometimes made by teenagers of nature as ‘boring’. However, it may be that 
our choice of ‘activity’ was not an appropriate one for a number of reasons. Firstly, it 
represented an activity which teenagers may have found similar to the cognitive 
stressor tasks, and consequently reduced the likelihood of any effects. In addition, 
concentrating on a small mobile phone screen may have reduced the impact of both 
environments, with participants focusing on the screen and therefore not as cognizant 
of their surroundings. Future research might consider other ways to counteract 
teenagers’ apparent ‘boredom’ in nature, which would allow them to fully experience 
their environment at the same time, and therefore benefit from its restorative potential. 
It is well known that adventurous physical pursuits in wild nature are restorative for 
young people (Thompson et al., 2006; Moss, 2012); however, further research 
investigating less extreme activity, in natural spaces that are readily accessible to all 
adolescents, is called for.
As with all experimental research, there are a number of factors which may have 
affected these results, and which should be taken into account when considering the 
extent to which they can be generalised. The participants’ previous experience of 
natural environments is likely to play a role in their responses, with the students all 
living in South West London, with its particular combination of busy roads and air 
traffic noise on the one hand, and more green parks and gardens than are perhaps 
typical of an urban environment on the other. Since comparing an outdoor 
environment with an indoor one, it is also likely that the weather played an important 
role in participants’ different experiences, with recent research confirming the 
significance of weather on environmental preferences (Beute & Kort, 2013).
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Conclusion
The results of this study clearly indicate that natural environments can provide 
restoration for adolescents. Moreover, they demonstrate that even a short break in an 
environment that may not be entirely natural, but contain elements of nature, is 
enough to restore attention fatigue, and does so more effectively than a break in an 
indoor environment. However, current restoration theories may not be sufficient to 
fully explain adolescents’ experience of nature. Whilst improvements in concentration 
were evident across all contexts outside, positive mood only increased after being with 
a friend in an outdoor environment. Clearly then, in order for adolescents to fully 
profit from the restorative benefits of outdoor natural settings, they need to be made 
into spaces conducive to social interaction, with benches, blankets and beanbags 
enticing young people outside, and into settings which they might otherwise 
experience as dull or isolating. It may also be important to provide the potential for 
activity, such as table tennis tables or giant outdoor chess sets, although further 
research is needed to investigate whether ‘being occupied’ in nature increases its 
restorative effects for teenagers.
According to government statistics the mental health of the nation’s teenagers is 
worse than ever before (Nuffield Foundation, 2013). Surveys show that around 13% 
of teenage boys and 10% of teenage girls have mental health problems, with the 
numbers of adolescents diagnosed with depression, anxiety, eating disorders and 
attention deficit disorders rising annually (Hagell, Coleman, & Brooks, 2013). 
Schools have becoming increasingly stressful environments, with growing pressures 
to succeed academically often at the route of many mental health problems. There is 
an urgent need therefore to seek ways in which to reduce students’ stress at school, 
and encouraging teenagers to spend their breaks in natural places in order to 
recuperate from mental fatigue and stress may be one answer to the problem.
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Implications for Counselling Psychology
Counselling psychologists have a crucial role to play in many aspects of this debate. 
On an individual level, within the consulting room, a consideration of a teenager’s 
current interaction with the natural world may uncover some important new insights 
into their distress, perhaps uncovering a sense of disconnectedness with nature that 
may be at the heart of their psychological difficulties. Certainly, given an appreciation 
of our innate interconnectedness with the natural world, a counselling psychologist 
may enable their young clients to see that a withdrawal fi-om natural environments, as 
often happens when young people are suffering from mental distress, may be a 
significant factor in maintaining their psychological problems. Moreover, with an 
understanding that nature does indeed have the same restorative effects for 
adolescents as other age groups, a counselling psychologist, working flexibly and 
creatively, might choose to conduct the therapy outdoors, and begin to directly exploit 
nature’s therapeutic power, at the same time fostering a greater long-term connection 
with natural environments.
Beyond the therapeutic encounter, counselling psychologists’ emphasis on facilitating 
mental ‘well-being’, rather than alleviating mental ‘illness’, makes this specific area 
of research particularly pertinent to the profession. With a greater understanding of 
adolescents’ experience of natural spaces, including an awareness of the psychological 
benefits of engaging with nature, and the conditions most conducive to accessing 
those benefits, counselling psychologists can encourage greater interaction with 
natural environments, which will improve the psychological health of all adolescents, 
not just those suffering from distress. Furthermore, working collaboratively with other 
professions, environmentalists, council representatives, teachers and conservationists, 
counselling psychologists can make an important practical contribution to improving 
access to natural spaces that will enhance the well-being of all young people.
Finally, counselling psychologists’ research skills can be usefully employed in this 
area. There is already a considerable body of restoration literature from the field of 
environmental psychology, which continues to shed new light on human beings’ 
experience of natural environments. Counselling psychologists, however, as scientific-
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practitioners, may be uniquely placed to draw on experience in their therapeutic work, 
to inspire, direct and further inform their research endeavour. Moreover, with an open, 
creative and flexible attitude to methodologies, a critical view of what constitutes 
‘evidence’, and a reflective and values-based approach to the research process, 
counselling psychologists offer an additional perspective, which can only enrich 
existing research in this area.
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Personal Reflection
Three years ago, as I contemplated a number of different options as possible topics for 
my research, I had no idea just how important a decision that would be: of course I 
knew I needed to choose a subject interesting enough to maintain my motivation and 
enthusiasm over three years, but what I hadn’t considered at the time, but have since 
come to realise, was how important it was to choose a topic about which I really 
cared. I feel lucky then that I settled on nature and its restorative powers, a subject 
which has fascinated me for over twenty years, since experiencing for myself the 
capacity of both natural environments to heal, and non-natural environments to harm. 
I began my research tliree years ago curious to learn more about this phenomenon, but 
I finish my final research project more passionate than ever about the importance of 
natural environments for our mental wellbeing, and inspired to continue this area of 
research beyond the course requirements!
I have enjoyed all three years of my research, each representing a different 
methodology and adding something new not just to my understanding of the topic, but 
to my understanding of the research process. After my first year literature review 
uncovered some interesting anomalies in teenagers’ experiences of nature compared 
with other groups, a qualitative research study involving talking to teenagers about 
their individual experiences seemed appropriate, and with very little previous research 
focusing on this population, a grounded theory project the obvious choice. As a 
trainee Counselling Psychologist, considering my epistemological and ontological 
identity, I am unquestionably drawn to a philosophy which considers there to be 
multiple realities and that there is no ‘one truth’ to be arrived at, and for this reason I 
adopted a constructivist approach to my grounded theory study. This year, then, a 
second qualitative study, perhaps using interpretative phenomenological analysis 
(IFA) to further explore the individual experiences of teenagers in nature, was 
certainly appealing, and would have undoubtedly shed further light on some of the 
inconsistencies in teenage experiences identified in my grounded theoiy study. 
However, with a supervisor with considerable experience and expertise in quantitative 
research, it seemed too good an opportunity to learn more about a positivist approach
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and in the process begin to better understand the different insights that different 
methodologies can bring.
Undertaking this quantitative project, however, has certainly represented my greatest 
research challenge, although as such has perhaps given me the most satisfaction in 
completing. I knew from the very beginning that my experimental design was an 
ambitious one, but when two distinct factors influencing teenagers’ experience of 
nature arose so clearly from my grounded theory project, I felt compelled to design an 
experiment to test out this theory. However, with three different contexts in two 
different environments to be examined, I knew I would need a considerable number of 
participants for my results to have any validity, and when a power analysis confirmed 
I would need 120 participants, I began to doubt my ability to carry out the project 
before I had even begun! How would I ever find 120 adolescents, busy with A and AS 
levels, willing to give up an hour of their free time for little more than a thank you and 
a cupcake? However, I seriously underestimated teenagers, their curiosity, interest, 
enthusiasm, generosity, and perhaps how far they would go for a well-iced cupcake! 
In the end, recruiting enough participants was the least of my struggles, and time 
permitting, I might easily have had more.
There were, however, a number of other practical difficulties, which left me 
wondering, on more than one occasion, why I had decided upon an experimental 
design of this kind, when I might have sent out 120 questionnaires! How was I going 
to stress teenagers to a level that was greater than they already were, using ethical 
methods that were effective? Where was I going to conduct the experiment? I needed 
three indoor environments (for testing, stressing and sitting) and an outdoor 
environment, with sufficient amount of greenery to represent a natural space, all 
within the school, all close together and all available for 8 testing days! And how was 
I going to test 120 participants without taking 120 hours to do so? Answers to these 
apparently insunnountable problems came when I had an inspired breakthrough: why 
not enlist the help of those people who knew the school and knew teenagers best of 
all: teenagers! And so I recruited five A level Psychology students as my research 
assistants to help with every aspect of the experiment and they were fantastic. I 
consulted with them on appropriate incentives to recruit participants, and then they 
designed and distributed posters; they suggested and informally trialled potential
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stressors that I was then able to test out on others; they helped with timetabling 
practicalities; they helped me to find suitable locations around the school in which to 
conduct the experiment; and they helped with the smooth running of the eight days of 
testing. I had certainly underestimated the amount of time and effort required for an 
experimental research project like this, and without these five girls, I am sure I would 
not have succeeded. However, not only did they make the project possible, but they 
made it pleasurable, and their enthusiasm, motivation and commitment throughout 
were an inspiration to me.
As I now approach the end of my three years, heading for my viva with both 
qualitative and quantitative projects in my portfolio, I am cognizant of, and have some 
sympathy for, the purist’s argument which questions how two methodologies, with 
such opposing philosophies and conceptualisations of knowledge, can be reconciled 
and appreciated by the same person with any integrity. However, through the 
experience of conducting these projects, I have learnt more about the merits and 
limitations of each, and now feel able to embrace both methodologies in the spirit of 
pluralism and diversity, at the heart of my identity as a Counselling Psychologist.
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Appendix 1
UNIVERSITY OF
_  SURREY
Information Sheet
My name is Alison Greenwood and I am a trainee Psychologist at the University of 
Surrey, studying a doctorate in Counselling Psychology. I am currently researching 
the effects of different environments on teenagers’ psychological functioning, and 
would like to invite you to help me with this by taking part in my study.
Taking part in this study is entirely voluntary, and you can also withdraw from the 
research at any time during the experiment without giving a reason.
I would like you to participate in an experiment, which will last approximately one 
hour. Your blood pressure and heart rate will be measured at several points throughout 
the experiment. You will also be asked to fill out a short questionnaire on how you are 
feeling and perform a number of short tasks. During the experiment, you will be 
assigned to one of six conditions to spend 25 minutes in a particular environment.
Your individual data will not be shared with anyone else, and will be kept securely 
until after the experiment has been written up, when it will be destroyed. Your 
anonymity will be preserved at all times.
Participation in this study provides an opportunity for you to experience a research 
project first-hand and to learn more about what’s involved in carrying out 
experimental research of this kind. You will be contributing to an increased 
understanding of how teenagers respond to different environments, and this increased 
understanding could lead to initiatives in education and youth projects aimed at 
improving the wellbeing of young people.
On an individual level it may lead to reflection and increased awareness of different 
environments and the possible positive or negative effects of these environments on 
your own psychological and physical wellbeing.
Thank you for your time and your willingness to participate in this study, and please do not 
hesitate to contact me on ajgreenwood 1 @hotmail.com if you have any queries about your 
participation in this study today.
If you have any concerns about any aspect of the way you have been treated during 
the course of the research study, then you can contact my supervisor. Her name is Dr 
Birgitta Gatersleben and you can contact her on b.gatersleben@suiTev.ac.uk .
Thank you for taking the time to read this Information Sheet.
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Appendix 2
UNIVERSITY OF
_  SURREY
Consent Form 
Adolescents’ responses to different environments
Researcher: Alison Greenwood, Trainee Counselling Psychologist 
Supervisor: Dr Birgitta Gatersleben
I voluntarily agree to take part in this study.
I have read and understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been given a full 
explanation by the investigator of the nature, purpose, location and likely duration of the 
study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been advised about any discomfort 
and possible ill-effects on my health and well-being which may result. I have been given 
the opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the study and have understood the 
advice and information given as a result.
I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to co-operate 
fully with the investigators. I shall inform them immediately if I suffer any deterioration 
of any kind in my health or well-being, or experience any unexpected or unusual 
symptoms.
I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and processed in the 
strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). I agree that I 
will not seek to restrict the use of the results of the study on the understanding that my 
anonymity is preserved.
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without needing to 
justify my decision and without prejudice.
I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to participating in 
this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my participation and agree to 
comply with the instructions and restrictions of the study.
Name of participant (BLOCK CAPITALS) ..........................................
Signed.................................................................................................... ...........................................
Date ........................
Name of researcher (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed
Date
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Appendix 3 
Name:
Zuckerman's (1977) Inventory of Personal Reactions (ZIPERS)
I. My heart is beating fast.
2 .1 am breathing fast.
3 .1 feel angry or defiant.
4 .1 feel fearful.
5.1 feel sad.
6.1 feel carefree or playful.
7.1 feel affectionate or warmhearted.
8.1 feel elated or pleased.
9.1 feel attentive or concentrating.
10 .1 feel like acting friendly or affectionate.
II .1  feel like hurting or "telling o ff  someone.
12.1 feel stressed.
1. Not at all
2. Slightly
3. Somewhat
4. Definitely
5. Very Much
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Appendix 4
Instruction Sheet Necker cube-task
N eck er  C u b e
Change of Perspective
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GUIDE FOR AUTHORS
Your Paper Your Way 
yp yw -gfa -b an n er.g ifyou r paper your w ay
INTRODUCTION
T he Journal o f  Environm ental P sych o logy  s e r v e s  individuals in a w ide ran ge o f  d isc ip lin es w ho h ave  
an in te rest  in th e  sc ien tific  stu d y  o f th e  tran sa ctio n s and in terrelation sh ip s b e tw een  p eo p le  and  
the ir  physical surroundings (including built and natural en v iro n m en ts , th e  u se  and a b u se  o f nature  
and natural reso u rces , and su sta in a b ility -re la ted  b eh avior). T he journal p u b lish es in ternationally  
contributed  em pirical s tu d ie s  and rev iew s o f  research  on t h e s e  top ics th a t include n ew  in sigh ts.
As an im portant forum  for th e  field , th e  journal reflects th e  sc ien tific  d e v e lo p m e n t and  m aturation  
o f  en viron m en ta l psych ology . C ontributions on theo retica l, m eth od o log ica l, and practical a sp e c ts  o f  
h u m a n -en v iro n m en t in teraction s are  w e lc o m e , a long with in n ovative or in terdiscip linary a p p ro a ch es  
th a t h ave a psycholog ica l em p h a s is .
R esearch  A reas Include:
•P ercep tion  and eva lu ation  o f  build ings and natural la n d sca p es  
•C ogn itive  m app in g , spatia l cogn ition  and w ayfinding  
•E cological c o n se q u e n c e s  o f  hum an a ction s  
•E valuation  o f  building and natural la n d sca p es
•D es ig n  of, and e x p e r ie n c e s  rela ted  to , th e  physical a sp e c ts  o f  w ork p laces, sc h o o ls , r e s id e n c e s , public  
buildings and public sp a c e s
•L eisu re and tourism  beh avior in relation to  th e ir  physical se tt in g s  
•M eaning o f built form s
•P sych o log ica l and behavioral a sp e c ts  o f  p eo p le  and nature  
•T h eo r ie s o f p lace , p lace a tta ch m en t, and p lace  identity  
•P sych o log ica l a sp e c ts  o f resou rce  m a n a g e m e n t and cr ises  
•E nvironm ental risks and hazards: p ercep tion , behavior, and m a n a g e m en t  
•S tr e s s  related  to  physical se tt in g s
•S o c ia l u se  o f  sp a ce : crow ding, privacy, territoriality, persona l sp a c e
BEFORE YOU BEGIN
E th ic s  in  p u b l is h in g
For inform ation on Ethics in publishing and Ethical g u id e lin es for journal publication s e e  
h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /p u b lish in g e th ic s  and h ttp : //w w w .e lse v ie r .c o m /jo u r n a l-a u th o r s /e th ic s .
C o n f l ic t  o f  in te r e s t
All au th ors are req u ested  to  d isc lo se  an y  actual or p otentia l conflict o f in te rest  including an y  financial, 
personal or o th er  rela tion sh ip s w ith o th er  p eo p le  or o rgan iza tion s within th r ee  y ea rs o f  b eg in n ing  th e  
su b m itted  work th a t could  inappropriately in flu en ce, or be p erceived  to  in flu en ce, th e ir  w ork. S e e  
a lso  h ttp ://w w w .e lse v ie r .c o m /c o n flic tso fin te r e s t . Further inform ation and an  ex a m p le  o f  a C onflict o f  
In te r e s t  form  can  b e found at: h ttp : //h e lp .e ls e v ie r .e o m /a p p /a n s w e r s /d e ta it /a _ id /2 8 6 /p /7 9 2 3 .
S u b m is s io n  d e c la r a t io n
S u b m ission  o f an article im plies th a t th e  w ork d escrib ed  h a s n o t b een  pub lished  p rev iou sly  (e x c e p t  
in th e  form  o f  an ab stract or a s  part o f  a pub lished  lectu re or aca d em ic  th e s is  or a s  an e lec tro n ic  
preprint, s e e  h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /p o stin g p o licy ) , th a t it is n o t under con sid eration  for publication  
e ls e w h e r e , th a t its publication is approved  by all au th ors and tacitly  or exp licitly  by th e  resp o n sib le  
au th orities w h ere  th e  w ork w a s carried o u t, and  th a t, if a c c e p te d , it will n o t b e  p ub lished  e ls e w h e r e  
including electron ica lly  in th e  sa m e  form , in English or in an y  o th er  la n g u a g e , w ithou t th e  w ritten  
c o n se n t  o f  th e  copyright-holder.
C h a n g e s  to  a u th o r s h ip
This policy co n cern s th e  addition , d e le tio n , or rearran gem en t o f  au th or n a m e s in th e  au th orsh ip  o f  
a ccep ted  m anuscrip ts:
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Before the accepted manuscript is published in an online issue: R eq u ests  to  add or rem o v e  an author, 
or to  rearrange th e  au th or n a m e s , m u st b e  s e n t  to  th e  Journal M anager from  th e  corresp on d ing  au th or  
o f  th e  a ccep ted  m anuscrip t and m u st include: (a ) th e  reason  th e  n a m e  shou ld  b e  ad d ed  or rem o v ed , 
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After the accepted manuscript is published in an online issue: Any re q u e s ts  to  ad d , d e le te , or rearrange  
a u th or n a m e s  in an article p ub lished  in an on line is su e  will follow  th e  sa m e  p o lic ies a s  n o ted  a b o v e  
and resu lt in a corrigendum .
C o p y r ig h t
T his journal o ffers au th ors a ch o ice  in publishing the ir  research : O pen a c c e s s  and Subscrip tion .
For subscription articles
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For open access articles
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R eta in ed  au thor righ ts
As an au th or you  (or you r em p lo y er  or institu tion) retain  certa in  rights. For m ore inform ation  on  
au th or rights for:
Subscrip tion  a rtic les p le a se  s e e
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R o le  o f  th e  fu n d in g  s o u rc e
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th e  co llection , an a ly sis  and interpretation  o f  data; in th e  writing o f  th e  report; and in th e  d ec is io n  to  
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n eed ed  to  co n v ey  you r m anu scrip t, for ex a m p le  A bstract, K eyw ords, In troduction , M aterials and  
M ethods, R esu lts , C on clu sion s, Artwork and T ables with C aptions.
If your article in clu d es an y  V id eos a n d /o r  o th e r  S u p p lem en ta ry  m ateria l, th is  shou ld  b e  included in 
your initial su b m iss io n  for p e e r  rev iew  p u rp o ses .
Divide th e  article into clearly  d efined  se c tio n s .
Figures and tables embedded in text
P lease  en su r e  th e  f ig u res and th e  ta b le s  included in th e  s in g le  file  are p laced  n ex t to  th e  re levan t te x t  
in th e  m anuscrip t, rather than  at th e  bottom  or th e  top  o f th e  file.
R E V IS E D  S U B M IS S IO N S
Use of word processing software
R egard less o f  th e  file form at o f th e  original su b m iss io n , a t  revision  you  m u st  provide u s w ith an  
ed itab le  file  o f  th e  en tire  article. Keep th e  layou t o f  th e  te x t  a s  s im p le  a s  p o ss ib le . M ost form atting  
c o d es  will b e  rem oved  and rep laced  on p rocessin g  th e  article. T he e lectron ic  t e x t  shou ld  be prepared  in 
a w ay very  sim ilar to  th a t o f  con ven tiona l m anu scrip ts ( s e e  a lso  th e  G uide to  Publishing w ith E lsevier: 
h ttp ://w w w .e isev ier .co m /g u id ep u b lica tio n ). S e e  a lso  th e  se c tio n  on E lectronic artwork.
To avoid  u n n ecessa ry  errors you  are stron g ly  a d v ised  to u se  th e  'sp ell-ch eck ' and 'gram m ar-check ' 
fun ction s o f  your word processor.
A r t ic le  s t r u c tu r e
Subdivision - numbered sections
Divide your article in to clearly  d efined  and n u m b ered  se c tio n s . S u b se c tio n s shou ld  b e  num bered  
1 .1  (th en  1 .1 .1 , 1 .1 .2 ,  . . . ) ,  1 .2 , e tc . (th e  a b stract is n ot included  in se c tio n  n u m b erin g). U se  th is  
num bering a lso  for internal cro ss-referen c in g : do n o t ju s t  refer to  'the te x t'. A ny su b se c t io n  m ay b e  
g iven  a brief h ead in g . Each head in g  sh ou ld  a p p ea r  on its ow n  se p a r a te  line.
Introduction
S ta te  th e  o b je c tiv es  o f  th e  w ork and provide an a d e q u a te  background , avo id in g  a d eta iled  literature  
su rvey  or a su m m ary  o f  th e  resu lts .
Material and methods
Provide su ffic ien t d etail to  allow  th e  work to  be reproduced . M ethods a lread y  p ub lished  sh ou ld  b e  
ind icated  by a re feren ce: on ly re levan t m odifications shou ld  b e  d escrib ed .
Theory/calculation
A Theory se c tio n  sh ou ld  e x te n d , n o t rep eat, th e  background to  th e  article a lread y  d ea lt  w ith in th e  
Introduction and lay th e  foundation  for further w ork. In co n tra st, a C alculation se c tio n  r e p resen ts  a 
practical d e v e lo p m e n t from  a th eoretica l b asis .
Results
R esults shou ld  b e  c lea r  and co n c ise .
Discussion
This shou ld  exp lore  th e  sign ifican ce o f  th e  resu lts o f th e  w ork, n ot rep ea t th e m . A com b in ed  R esults  
and D iscussion  se c tio n  is o ften  appropriate. Avoid e x te n s iv e  c ita tion s and  d iscu ssio n  o f  published  
literature.
Conclusions
T he m ain co n clu sion s o f  th e  stu d y  m ay b e p resen ted  in a sh o rt C onclusions se c tio n , w hich m ay stan d  
a lon e or form  a su b se c tio n  o f a D iscussion  or R esu lts and D iscu ssion  se c tio n .
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Appendices
If th e r e  is m ore than  o n e  a p p en d ix , th e y  sh ou ld  b e  identified  a s  A, B, e tc . Form ulae and eq u a tio n s in 
a p p en d ic es  shou ld  b e  g iv en  se p a r a te  num bering: Eq. ( A . l ) ,  Eq. (A .2 ), e tc .;  in a su b se q u e n t  ap p en d ix , 
Eq. ( B . l )  and so  on . Sim ilarly for ta b le s  and figures: Table A .l ;  Fig. A . l ,  e tc .
E s s e n t ia l t i t l e  p a g e  in fo r m a t io n
• T itle . C oncise and in form ative. T itles are o ften  u sed  in inform ation-retrieval sy s te m s . Avoid 
ab b rev ia tion s and form u lae w h ere  p oss ib le .
• A u th o rn a m e s  a n d  a ff il ia t io n s .  W here th e  fam ily n a m e m ay be am b ig u o u s ( e .g .,  a d ou b le  n a m e ), 
p le a se  ind icate th is clearly. P resen t th e  authors' affiliation a d d r e ss e s  (w h ere  th e  actual w ork w as  
d o n e) below  th e  n a m e s. In d icate all affiliations w ith a lo w er-ca se  su p erscrip t le tter  im m ed ia te ly  a fter  
th e  au th or's n a m e and in front o f  th e  appropriate a d d ress . Provide th e  full postal a d d ress  o f  each  
affiliation , including th e  country n am e an d , if ava ilab le , th e  e-m a il a d d ress o f  ea ch  author.
• C o rrespo nd in g  a u th o r. Clearly ind icate w ho will h and le co rre sp o n d en ce  a t  all s t a g e s  o f  re fereein g  
and publication , a lso  p ost-pu b lication . Ensure that phone numbers (with country and area 
code) are provided in addition to the e-mail address and the complete postal address. 
Contact details must be kept up to date by the corresponding author.
• P re s e n t/p e rm a n e n t address. If an au th or h a s m oved  s in c e  th e  work d escrib ed  in th e  article w a s  
d o n e , or w a s v isiting a t  th e  t im e , a 'P resen t a d d ress' (or 'P erm anent a d d ress ')  m ay b e ind icated  a s  
a fo o tn o te  to  th a t au thor's n a m e . T he a d d ress  a t  w hich th e  au th or actu ally  did th e  w ork m u st be  
retained  a s  th e  m ain , affiliation a d d ress . Su p erscr ip t Arabic n u m erals are u sed  for su ch  fo o tn o te s .
A b s t r a c t
A c o n c ise  and factual ab stract is required. T he ab stract shou ld  s ta te  briefly th e  p u rp ose  o f  th e  
resea rch , th e  principal resu lts and m ajor co n c lu sio n s . An a b stra ct is o ften  p resen ted  se p a r a te ly  from  
th e  article , so  it m u st be a b le  to  stan d  a lo n e . For th is rea so n . R eferen ces shou ld  b e  a v o id ed , but if 
e s se n t ia l, th en  c ite  th e  a u th o r(s) and y e a r (s ) . A lso, n on -stan d ard  or u n com m on  ab b rev ia tio n s shou ld  
be a v o id ed , but if e s se n tia l th e y  m u st be d efin ed  a t  their  first m ention  in th e  a b stract itself.
G ra p h ic a l a b s t r a c t
A Graphical a b stract is optional and shou ld  su m m a rize  th e  c o n te n ts  o f th e  article  in a c o n c ise , pictorial 
form  d esig n ed  to  cap ture th e  a tten tion  o f a w id e readersh ip  on line. A uthors m u st provide im a g e s  
th a t clearly  rep resen t th e  work describ ed  in th e  article. Graphical ab stra cts shou ld  b e su b m itted  a s  a 
se p a r a te  file in th e  on lin e su b m iss io n  sy s te m . Im a g e  s iz e : P le a se  provide an im a g e  with a m inim um  
o f 5 3 1  X 1 3 2 8  p ixels (h x  w ) or proportionally m ore. The im a g e  should  be read ab le a t  a s iz e  o f  5 x  
13 cm  using a regu lar sc reen  resolu tion  o f  9 6  dpi. Preferred file ty p e s:  TIFF, EPS, PDF or MS O ffice  
files. S e e  h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /g ra p h ica la b stra c ts  for e x a m p le s .
A uthors can  m ake u se  o f  E lsevier's Illustration  and E n h an cem en t se r v ic e  to  e n su r e  th e  b e st  
p resen ta tion  o f  their  im a g e s  a lso  in accord a n ce  with all tech n ica l req u irem en ts: Illustration  S erv ice .
H ig h l ig h ts
H ighlights are m and atory  for th is journai. T h ey  co n s is t  o f  a sh o rt collection  o f  bullet p o in ts th a t  c o n v e y  
th e  co re  find ings o f  th e  article and shou ld  b e  su b m itted  in a se p a r a te  file in th e  on lin e  su b m iss io n  
s y s te m . P le a se  u se  'Highlights' in th e  file n a m e  and include 3 to  5 bu llet po in ts (m ax im u m  8 5  
ch aracters, including sp a c e s , per bullet po in t). S e e  h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /h ig h lig h ts  for e x a m p le s .
K e y w o rd s
Im m ed ia te ly  a fter  th e  ab stract, provide a m axim um  o f 6  k eyw ord s, using British sp ellin g  and avoid ing  
g en era l and plural term s and m ultiple c o n c e p ts  (avo id , for ex a m p le , 'and', 'of'). Be sparing  with  
a b b reviation s: on ly  ab b rev ia tion s firmly e s ta b lish ed  in th e  field m ay be e lig ib le . T h e se  k eyw ord s will 
b e u sed  for indexing p u rp oses .
A c k n o w le d g e m e n ts
C ollate a ck n o w led g em en ts  in a se p a r a te  se c tio n  a t th e  en d  o f  th e  article b efore  th e  re fe r e n c e s  and  do  
n ot, th e refo re , include th em  on th e  title  p a g e , a s  a fo o tn o te  to  th e  title  or o th e rw ise . List h ere  th o s e  
individuals w ho provided help  during th e  research  ( e .g . ,  providing la n g u a g e  help , w riting a ss is ta n c e  
or proof reading th e  article , e tc .) .
M a th  fo r m u la e
P resen t sim p le  form u lae in th e  line o f norm al te x t  w h ere  p o ss ib le  and u se  th e  so lid u s ( / )  in stea d  o f  
a horizontal line for sm all fractional term s, e .g . ,  X/Y. In principle, variab les are to  b e  p r e se n te d  in 
ita lics. P ow ers o f  e  are  o ften  m ore con ven ien tly  d en o te d  by ex p . N um ber co n se cu tiv e ly  a n y  e q u a tio n s  
th a t h av e  to  be d isp layed  se p a ra te ly  from  th e  te x t  (if referred to  explicitly  in th e  te x t) .
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F o o tn o te s
F o otn otes shou ld  be u sed  sparingly. N um ber th em  c o n se cu tiv e ly  th rou gh ou t th e  article. Many 
w ord p ro cesso rs build fo o tn o te s  into th e  te x t ,  and th is fea tu re  m ay be u sed . Should  th is n ot b e  th e  
c a s e , ind icate th e  position  o f  fo o tn o te s  in th e  te x t  and p resen t th e  fo o tn o te s  th e m s e lv e s  se p a r a te ly  
a t  th e  end  o f th e  article. Do n ot include fo o tn o te s  in th e  R eferen ce list.
Table footnotes
In d icate ea ch  fo o tn o te  in a ta b le  w ith a su p erscrip t lo w erca se  letter.
A r t w o r k  
Electronic artwork 
General points
•  Make su re  you  u se  uniform  letter ing and  siz ing o f  your original artw ork.
•  Preferred fon ts: Arial (or H elvetica ), T im es N ew  Rom an (or T im es), S ym b o l, Courier.
• N um ber th e  illustrations accord ing to  the ir  se q u e n c e  in th e  tex t.
• U se  a logical nam ing co n ven tion  for you r artw ork files.
•  In d icate  per figure if it is a s in g le , 1 .5  or 2 -co lu m n  fitting im a g e .
•  For Word su b m iss io n s  only, you  m ay still provide fig u res and the ir  ca p tio n s , and ta b le s  w ithin a 
s in g le  file a t th e  revision  s ta g e .
•  P lea se  n ote  th a t  individual figure files larger than  10 MB m u st be provided in se p a r a te  so u rce  file s. 
A d eta iled  gu id e on e lectron ic  artw ork is ava ilab le on our w eb site :  
h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /a r tw o rk in stru c tio n s.
You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here.
Formats
R egard less o f  th e  application  u sed , w h en  your e lectron ic  artw ork is fina lized , p le a se  'sa v e  as' or 
con v ert th e  im a g e s  to  o n e  o f th e  follow ing fo rm ats (n o te  th e  resolu tion  req u irem en ts for line draw in gs, 
h a lfto n es, and lin e /h a lfto n e  com b in ation s g iv en  below ):
EPS (or PDF): V ector draw ings. Em bed th e  fon t or sa v e  th e  te x t  a s  'graphics'.
TIFF (or JPG): Color or g ra y sca le  ph otograp h s (h a lfto n e s):  a lw ays u se  a m inim um  o f  3 0 0  dpi.
TIFF (or JPG): B itm apped line draw ings: u se  a m inim um  o f  1 0 0 0  dpi.
TIFF (or JPG): C om binations b itm apped  lin e /h a lf-to n e  (co lor or g ra y sca le ): a m inim um  o f  5 0 0  dpi
is required.
Please do not:
•  Supply  files th a t are op tim ized  for sc reen  u se  ( e .g .,  GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); th e  reso lu tion  is to o  low.
• Supply  files th a t are to o  low in reso lu tion .
•  Su b m it graph ics th a t are  d isp rop ortion ately  large for th e  co n ten t.
Color artwork
P lea se  m ake su re  th a t artw ork files are in an a ccep ta b le  form at (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or PDF), or 
MS Office f ile s) and with th e  correct reso lu tion . If, to g e th e r  with your a ccep ted  article , you  su b m it  
u sa b le  color fig u res then  E lsevier will e n su r e , a t  no additional ch a rg e , th a t th e s e  fig u res will a p p ea r  in 
co lor  on th e  W eb ( e .g .,  S c ien ceD irec t and o th e r  s it e s )  reg a rd less  o f  w h eth er  or n ot t h e s e  illu strations  
a re reproduced  in color in th e  printed versio n . For color reproduction in print, you will receive 
information regarding the costs from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted article. P le a se  
ind icate your p referen ce for color: in print or on th e  W eb only. For further inform ation  on th e  
preparation o f e lectron ic  artw ork, p le a se  s e e  h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /a r tw o rk in stru c tio n s .
P le a se  note: B e ca u se  o f tech n ica l com p lica tion s w hich can  arise  by con vertin g  co lor fig u res to  'gray  
sc a le ' (for th e  printed version  shou ld  you  n ot o p t for color in print) p le a se  su b m it in addition  u sa b le  
black and w h ite  v ers io n s o f  all th e  color illustrations.
Figure captions
E nsure th a t ea ch  illustration h as a cap tion . A caption  shou ld  com p rise  a brief title  (not on  th e  figure  
itse lf)  and a descrip tion  o f th e  illustration. Keep te x t  in th e  illu strations th e m s e lv e s  to  a m inim um  but 
exp la in  all sy m b o ls  and ab b rev ia tion s u sed .
T a b le s
N um ber ta b le s  co n se cu tiv e ly  in accord a n ce  with their  a p p ea ra n ce  in th e  te x t. P lace fo o tn o te s  to  ta b le s  
below  th e  tab le  body and in d ica te  th em  with su p erscrip t lo w erca se  le tters. Avoid vertical ru les. Be 
sparing  in th e  u se  o f ta b le s  and en su re  th a t th e  d ata  p resen ted  in ta b le s  do n o t d u p lica te  resu lts  
d escrib ed  e lse w h e r e  in th e  article.
R e fe re n c e s
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Citation in text
P lease  e n su re  th a t ev ery  referen ce c ited  in th e  te x t  is a lso  p resen t in th e  re feren ce  list (and  v ice  
v e r sa ). Any referen ces c ited  in th e  ab stra ct m u st b e g iven  in full. U npublished resu lts and personal 
co m m u n ica tion s are not reco m m en d ed  in th e  re feren ce  list, but m ay be m en tio n ed  in th e  te x t . If th e se  
re feren ces  are  included in th e  re feren ce  list th e y  shou ld  follow  th e  standard  referen ce  s ty le  o f  th e  
journal and shou ld  include a su b stitu tion  o f  th e  publication d a te  with e ith er  'U npublished resu lts' or 
'Personal com m u n ication '. Citation o f a re feren ce  a s  'in press' im plies th a t th e  item  h as b een  a ccep ted  
for publication.
Web references
As a m inim um , th e  full URL shou ld  b e  g iv en  and th e  d a te  w h en  th e  referen ce  w a s la st a c c e s se d . Any 
further in form ation , if know n (DO I, au th or n a m e s , d a te s , re feren ce  to  a so u rc e  publication , e tc .) ,  
shou ld  a lso  b e  g iv en . W eb referen ces can  be listed  se p a r a te ly  ( e .g . ,  a fter  th e  re feren ce  list) un d er a 
differen t h ead in g  if d esired , or can b e  included in th e  re feren ce  list.
Reference management software
This journal h as standard  te m p la te s  ava ilab le in k ey  re feren ce  m a n a g e m e n t  
p a ck a g es EndN ote ( h ttp : //w w w .e n d n o te .c o m /su p p o r t /e n s ty le s .a s p ) and R eferen ce M anager  
( h ttp : //r e fm a n .c o m /su p p o r t/r m sty le s .a sp ). Using p lu g-in s to  w ord p rocessin g  p a ck a g es , a u th ors only  
n eed  to  s e le c t  th e  appropriate journal te m p la te  w h en  preparing the ir  article and th e  list o f re feren ces  
and c ita tion s to  th e s e  will be form atted  according to  th e  journal s ty le  w hich is d escrib ed  below .
Reference formatting
T here are no strict req u irem en ts on referen ce  form atting a t  su b m issio n . R eferen ces can  b e  in a n y  sty le  
or form at a s  long a s  th e  s ty le  is c o n s is te n t . W here ap p licab le , a u th o r(s ) n a m e (s ) ,  journal title /b o o k  
title , ch ap ter  title /a rtic le  t itle , y ea r  o f publication , v o lu m e n u m b er/b ook  ch a p ter  and th e  p agination  
m u st b e p resen t. U se o f DOI is h ighly en co u ra g ed . The referen ce  s ty le  u sed  by th e  journal will be  
applied to  th e  a ccep ted  article by E lsevier a t th e  proof s ta g e . N ote th a t m issin g  d ata  will b e  h igh ligh ted  
a t proof s ta g e  for th e  au th or to  correct. If you  do w ish  to  form at th e  re feren ces y o u rse lf  th e y  shou ld  
be arranged  according to  th e  follow ing ex a m p les:
Reference styie
Text: C itations in th e  te x t  sh ou ld  follow  th e  referencing sty le  u sed  by th e  A m erican  
P sychological A ssocia tion . You are referred to  th e  Publication Manual o f th e  A m erican  P sychological 
A ssocia tion , S ixth  Edition, ISBN 9 7 8 -1 -4 3 3 8 - 0 5 6 1 -5 ,  co p ies  o f  which m ay b e ordered  from  
h ttp : //b o o k s .a p a .o r g /b o o k s .c fm ? id = 4 2 0 0 0 6 7  or APA Order D ep t., P.Q.B. 2 7 1 0 , H yattsv ille , MD 
2 0 7 8 4 , USA or APA, 3 H enrietta S tr e e t , London, WC3E 8LU, UK.
List: r e feren ces  shou ld  b e  arranged  first a lp h abetica lly  and then  further so r ted  ch ron olog ica lly  if 
n ecessa ry . More than  o n e  re feren ce from  th e  sa m e  a u th o r(s ) in th e  s a m e  y ea r  m u st be id en tified  by 
th e  le tters 'a', 'b', 'c', e tc ., p laced  a fter  th e  y ea r  o f  publication.
Examples:
R eferen ce to  a journal publication:
Van d er Geer, J., H anraads, J. A. J., & Lupton, R. A. (2 0 1 0 ) . T he art o f writing a sc ien tific  article. 
Journal of Scientific Communications, 163, 5 1 - 5 9 .
R eferen ce to  a book:
Strunk, W., Jr., & W hite, E. B. ( 2 0 0 0 ) . The elements of styie. (4 th  e d .) .  N ew  York: L ongm an, (C hapter
4 ).
R eferen ce to  a ch ap ter  in an ed ited  book:
M ettam , G. R., & A dam s, L. B. (2 0 0 9 ) . How to  p repare an e lectron ic  version  o f  your article. In B. S. 
J o n es , & R. Z. Sm ith  (E d s.) , Introduction to the electronic age (pp. 2 8 1 - 3 0 4 ) .  N ew  York: E -Publishing  
Inc.
Reference Styie
Bibliographical re feren ces shou ld  b e cited  in th e  te x t  by g iv ing th e  la st n am e o f th e  au th or (or  au th o rs)  
fo llow ed by th e  y ea r  o f  publication in p a r e n th e se s , e .g .  Gray (1 9 9 8 ) .  Gray and R egan (1 9 9 8 )  or (Gray  
& R egan , 1 9 9 8 ) . If th ere  are th ree  or m ore au th ors, c ita tion s shou ld  read B randstatter, K oulen, and  
W assle (1 9 9 7 ) ,  first c itation; B rand statter e t  al. ( 1 9 9 7 ) ,  se co n d  cita tion . If th e re  is m ore th an  o n e  
w ork by an au th or (or au th o rs) in a g iv en  year, th en  th e y  shou ld  b e labelled  a lp h abetica lly  w ithin  
ea ch  y e a r  ( e .g . Gray, 1 9 9 8 a ,b ).
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T he full re feren ces  sh ou ld  b e  typed  on a se p a r a te  p a g e  and p laced  a t  th e  en d  o f th e  article. T hey  
shou ld  n o t b e  g iven  a s  fo o tn o te s . R eferen ces sh ou ld  include th e  n a m e s o f  all th e  au th ors and their  
in itials, th e  y ea r  o f  publication, th e  full title  o f  th e  article or b ook , n a m e o f  th e  journal, th e  vo lu m e  
n um ber and  th e  p a g e s . For b ook s, th e  city  o f  publication and th e  publisher sh ou ld  b e  g iven .
T he follow ing m ay se r v e  a s  illustrations:
C ronkite, R. W. (1 9 7 6 ) . Weather and personality. M aidenhead: McGraw-Hill.
S ellars, N. (1 9 7 8 ) . Laughter and room  colour: E ffects o f  c o n te x t  on humour. Journai of Environmental 
Psychology, 5 1 , 2 5 9 -2 7 0 .
Canter, D. ( 1 9 8 3 ) . In ten tion , m ean in g  and structure: Social action  in its physical co n tex t. In M. von  
C ranach, G. P. G insburg and M. B renner (E d s.) , Discovery strategies in the psychology of social action 
(pp. 1 -3 4 ) . N ew  York: A cad em ic P ress.
P ed ersen , D. M. (1 9 9 9 ) . Model for ty p e s  o f privacy by privacy fun ction s. Journa/ of Environmental 
Psychology, 1 9 , 3 9 7 -4 0 6 , doi: 1 0 .1 0 .1 0 0 6 / j e v p . l9 9 9 .0 1 4 0 .
U npublished w ork, w ork in p ress or co n feren ce  p roceed in g s shou ld  b e  cited  on ly  excep tion a lly , and  
preprints m u st acco m p a n y  th e  paper if th e y  are  e s se n tia l to  its argu m en t.
Journai abbreviations source
Journal n a m e s shou ld  b e  ab b rev ia ted  accord ing to  th e  List o f  Title Word A bbreviations:
h ttp : //w w w .is s n .o r g /s e r v ic e s /o n lin e -s e r v ic e s /a c c e ss -to - th e - ltw a /.
V id e o  d a ta
E lsevier a c c e p ts  v id eo  m aterial and an im ation  s e q u e n c e s  to  su p p ort and  e n h a n c e  your sc ien tific  
research . A uthors w ho h a v e  v id eo  or an im ation  files th a t th e y  w ish  to  su b m it w ith their  article are  
stron gly  en co u ra g ed  to  include links to  th e s e  within th e  body o f th e  article. T his can  be d o n e  in th e  
sa m e  w ay a s  a figure or ta b le  by referring to  th e  v id eo  or an im ation  co n ten t and noting in th e  body  
te x t  w h ere  it shou ld  b e  p laced . All su b m itted  files shou ld  b e  properly lab eled  s o  th a t th e y  directly  
relate to  th e  v id eo  file 's co n ten t. In ord er to  e n su r e  th a t your v id eo  or an im ation  m aterial is directly  
u sa b le , p le a se  provide th e  files in o n e  o f our recom m en d ed  file form ats w ith a preferred m axim um  
s iz e  o f 5 0  MB. V ideo and anim ation  file s  sup p lied  will b e  pub lished  on line in th e  e lectron ic  version  
o f  your article in E lsevier Web p rod u cts, including S cien ceD irect: h ttp : //w w w .sc ie n c e d ir e c t .c o m . 
P lease  su p p ly  'stills' w ith your files: you  can  c h o o se  an y  fram e from th e  v id eo  or an im ation  or 
m ake a se p a r a te  im a g e . T h ese  will b e  u sed  in stea d  o f  standard  icon s and will p erso n a lize  th e  
link to your v id eo  d ata . For m ore d eta iled  in stru ctions p le a se  v isit our v id eo  instruction  p a g e s  a t 
h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /a rtw o rk in stru ctio n s. N ote: s in ce  v id eo  and an im ation  ca n n o t be em b ed d e d  
in th e  print version  o f  th e  journal, p le a se  provide te x t  for both th e  e lectron ic  and th e  print version  
for th e  portions o f th e  article th a t refer to  th is co n ten t.
A u d io S lid e s
T he journal en c o u r a g e s  au th ors to  c r ea te  an A udioS lides p resen ta tion  with th e ir  pub lished  article. 
A udioS lides are brief, w eb in a r-sty le  p resen ta tio n s  th a t are  sh ow n  n ex t to  th e  on line article on 
S cien ceD irect. This g iv e s  au th ors th e  opportun ity  to  su m m a rize  their  research  in their  ow n  w ord s and  
to  help  read ers u n d erstan d  w h at th e  pap er is ab o u t. More inform ation and e x a m p le s  are ava ilab le  a t  
h ttp : //w w w .e lse v ie r .c o m /a u d io slid e s . A uthors o f th is  journal will au tom atica lly  rece iv e  an invitation  
e-m ail to  crea te  an A udioS lides p resen ta tion  a fter  a cc e p ta n c e  o f  their  paper.
S u p p le m e n ta ry  d a ta
E lsevier a c c e p ts  e lectron ic  su p p lem en ta ry  m aterial to  su p p ort and  en h a n ce  you r sc ien tific  research . 
S u p plem en tary  files o ffer th e  au th or additional p o ssib ilities to  publish su p p ortin g  a p p lica tion s, h igh- 
resolution  im a g es , background d a ta se ts , sou n d  clips and m ore. S u p p lem en ta ry  files su p p lied  will be  
published  online a lo n g sid e  th e  e lectron ic  version  o f your article in E lsev ier W eb p rod u cts, including  
S cien ceD irect: h ttp : //w w w .sc ie n c e d ir e c t.c o m . In order to  en su r e  th a t you r su b m itted  m ateria l is 
directly u sa b le , p le a se  provide th e  d ata  in o n e  o f our recom m en d ed  file form ats. A uthors shou ld  
su b m it th e  m aterial in e lectron ic  form at to g e th e r  with th e  article and supp ly  a co n c ise  and d escrip tive  
caption for ea ch  file. For m ore d eta iled  in stru ctions p le a se  v isit  our artw ork instruction  p a g e s  a t  
h ttp ://w w w .e lsev ier .co m /a rtw o rk in stru ctio n s.
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